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This study examined the residency aspirations of rural youth in the context of the 

globalized economy.  Past research on the outmigration of rural youth pointed to 

academic achievers being pushed towards pursing higher education and leaving the 

community for white-collar careers. Gains in technology, connectivity, and other 

features of the modern economy open rural locales to new possibilities from remote 

work in knowledge-worker career fields to the ability to tap into the global 

marketplace. Given these temporal changes to the rural circumstance, this study 

sought to investigate how the career aspirations of rural students were being 

influenced, and correspondingly, how that influenced their plans for settling down in 

the future. Set in the Northern Forest Region, this natural amenity rich rural 

community once thrived with relatively high-wage blue-collar jobs at its economic 



 

core. This collective case study involved interviews with five high school seniors, a 

parent of each student, and an educator or other influential adult identified by the 

student. Perceptions regarding careers and employment opportunities were found to be 

the leading driver in shaping residency aspirations. Despite positive feelings towards 

rurality and desires to reside in non-metropolitan areas, participants appeared to 

believe that quality employment opportunities were not possible in their hometown. 

The recommendations consider how schools and communities might work in 

partnership to cultivate place-consciousness while fostering careers that leverage 

today’s more placeless economy.  
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Abstract 

This study examined the residency aspirations of rural youth in the context of the 

globalized economy.  Past research on the outmigration of rural youth pointed to 

academic achievers being pushed towards pursing higher education and leaving the 

community for white-collar careers. Gains in technology, connectivity, and other 

features of the modern economy open rural locales to new possibilities from remote 

work in knowledge-worker career fields to the ability to tap into the global 

marketplace. Given these temporal changes to the rural circumstance, this study 

sought to investigate how the career aspirations of rural students were being 

influenced, and correspondingly, how that influenced their plans for settling down in 

the future. Set in the Northern Forest Region, this natural amenity rich rural 

community once thrived with relatively high-wage blue-collar jobs at its economic 

core. This collective case study involved interviews with five high school seniors, a 

parent of each student, and an educator or other influential adult identified by the 

student. Perceptions regarding careers and employment opportunities were found to be 

the leading driver in shaping residency aspirations. Despite positive feelings towards 

rurality and desires to reside in non-metropolitan areas, participants appeared to 

believe that quality employment opportunities were not possible in their hometown. 

The recommendations consider how schools and communities might work in 

partnership to cultivate place-consciousness while fostering careers that leverage 

today’s more placeless economy.  

 Keywords: rural education, outmigration, place consciousness, residency 

aspirations, new economy, entrepreneurship, knowledge-worker careers, zeitgeist
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

Background 

In the 2017 release of You Had a Job for Life: Story of a Company Town, 

Jamie Sayen tells the century-long story of residents in a small New England town 

built up around the papermill industry and the aftermath of that economic engine 

meeting its demise during America’s industrial decline. The saga weaves together 

years of interviews drawing on conversations with scores of former mill workers, their 

families, and community members. For the rural town at the center of this story, global 

capitalism had a devastating impact (Sayen, 2017). The narrative echoes tales of 

similar rural communities across the country where extraction and/or land-based 

production economies were decimated in recent decades. These economies collapsed 

at the hands of international competition, automation, land-value dynamics, falling 

commodity prices, or other market developments (Glasmeier & Salant, 2006). It 

would appear the days of lifelong, relatively high-wage, unionized blue-collar jobs in 

rural America are gone forever (Partnership for Sustainable Communities, 2011).  

The restructuring driven by globalization has changed the employment 

landscape for American workers in two predominant ways: the deindustrialization that 

caused a significant shift from being a goods-producing economy to a one that is 

service-based and by increasing temporary and contingent work in place of full-time 

employment opportunities (Slack, 2014). As alluded to in Sayen’s book title, this was 

a significant change for “company town” communities and places where industrial or 

manufacturing employers served as the core employment base. These ravaging 
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changes to the labor market were particularly devastating to rural communities with 

limited diversification in their economy. 

From the consolidation of agriculture to the globalization of manufacturing, 

economic forces have disrupted many rural economies (Carr, Lichter, & Kefalas, 

2012). While some continue to decline, there are examples of rural communities 

rebranding or reinventing their economies in the face of these new realities (e.g., 

Berkebile & Hardy, 2010; Karas, 2019; CBER study concludes $22.2 million is added 

to WV economy annually from Hatfield‐McCoy trails, 2014; Ragsdale, 2017). 

Redevelopment strategies include capitalizing on natural assets, from tourism tied to 

outdoor amenities and landscapes—“a destination for the senses” (Berglund, 

Gaddefors, & Lindgren, 2016) to renewable energy facilities including wind farms and 

solar energy (Partnership for Sustainable Communities, 2011). The continued 

expansion of broadband, transportation infrastructure improvements, among other 

advancements, have lessened barriers for economic development in rural areas and/or 

for rural residents to participate in economies outside of the rural locale. In these 

periods of transition, some argue there are prospects for triggering new forms of 

economic growth (Dillon, 2011; Mondal & Jimenez, Lizandra, 2015). With many rural 

communities in this period of transition, the potential for growth may have 

implications for the economic outlook, thus potentially impacting the outmigration 

trends of young adults. 

This study considered how rural communities are adapting, or have the 

potential to do so, and what implications this may have on rural livelihoods for the 

upcoming generation(s) of workers. Though the early twenty-first century may not 
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seem that long ago, the economies of many rural communities have changed 

drastically within the last two decades. In light of these changes, this investigation 

sought insights into how rural youth and rural communities are responding to these 

changes and how this in turn may be influencing youths’ plans for occupations and 

residency within the rural locale. 

Purpose of the Study 

Set within the Northern Forest region of New England, this study investigated 

how the future longer-term residency aspirations of high-potential rural youth are 

being influenced by the messages of parents, teachers, and other community members 

as these emerging adults approach high school graduation. Through a qualitative 

approach utilizing a collective case study method, this investigation focused on the 

relationship between youths’ desire to settle-down in a rural community during their 

future prime working age years and their perceptions of adults’ attitudes and mindsets 

about the community. This study explored how these perceptions, construed from both 

the intentional and unintentional messaging between adults and youth, influence the 

mindsets formed by youth regarding the community, and in turn, how these 

perceptions ultimately shape young adult aspirations regarding residency in adulthood. 

The practical aims of this study include informing efforts to reduce the 

permanent outmigration of high-potential rural youth and/or increasing the likelihood 

of return migration to rural communities. This is important for two reasons: (a) the 

sustainability of rural communities, and (b) maximizing the scope of opportunities for 

rural youth. The first reason, prominent in the study of rural youth outmigration 

(Bartsch, 2014; Brome, 2007; von Reichert, Cromartie, & Arthun, 2014b; Sherman & 
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Sage, 2011), is the impact that the youth outmigration phenomenon has on the 

sustainability of rural communities. The depopulation of young adults is problematic 

when it comes to maintaining sufficient enrollment to keep schools operating and 

having an adequate labor pool to fulfill workforce needs (Bird, 2017; Francese, 2014; 

Norton & Bird, 2017). A second reason this study is important is that it may reveal 

that rural youth are not considering the full range of residency and occupational 

options available to them.  

As a lifelong resident of a rural northern New England community who left for 

college with no plans to return, I am concerned about the potential missed 

opportunities resulting from the automatic dismissal of rural communities as viable 

places of residence for young adults. Of specific concern is whether these decisions 

are based upon negative mindsets regarding the community which are conveyed to 

youths when the negativity is unjustified or if the full range of the community’s 

potential is overlooked. Among the questions at hand were whether youth perceive 

their elders to recognize and appreciate the quality of life that small northern New 

England towns can afford to its residents, and, in turn, if adults are over-determining 

and/or restricting the possibilities of rural youth transitioning into livelihoods in the 

rural setting. 

Statement of the Problem 

New England lags behind the eight other regions of the United States in terms 

of retaining its recent college graduates, and there is concern by business leaders and 

policymakers that this may hamper the region’s economic growth (Modestino, 2013). 

The composition of the labor force in New England is also troubling with the cohort of 
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prime working ages of 25 to 54 years old falling below the national average (New 

Hampshire Fiscal Policy Institute, 2016). Young adults are an increasingly important 

age demographic in light of the aging workforce (Committee of the Future Health 

Care Workforce for Older Americans, Board on Health Care Services, 2008; 

Cromartie, von Reichert, & Arthun, 2015a; von Reichert et al., 2014b; Wright, 2013). 

Likewise, younger recruits will be necessary to meet the growing need for personnel 

to provide health and nursing care and related goods and services for the elderly 

(Hamilton, Hamilton, Duncan, & Colocousis, 2008).  

As noted, this investigation takes place within the Northern Forest region of 

New England. Since I reside in New Hampshire, I utilized New Hampshire (NH) 

demographics and statistics to serve as a proxy for trends in the region and/or as 

examples. The outmigration trend of the population of young adults between the ages 

of 20-34 is forecasted to continue with a projected decline of nearly 9% between 2013 

and 2038 (State of New Hampshire Office of Energy and Planning Regional Planning 

Commissions, 2013). Without an intervening occurrence, the NH Center for Public 

Policy expects the pattern of outmigration to continue and return migration to remain 

stagnant (Norton & Bird, 2017). With New Hampshire already experiencing a 

workforce shortage, the continued loss of capable young adults has troubling 

implications for the future capacity of the state’s economy. Despite NH’s low 

unemployment rate signaling a healthy business climate (Bird, 2017), according to a 

report by the NH Center for Public Policy Studies, workforce shortages threaten to 

slow economic growth (Barrick, Delay, & Norton, 2012). With fewer young adults 

forecasted to be available to accompany growth or fill positions as older workers 
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retire, having access to a trained labor pool is a foremost priority in the state’s 

strategic economic plan (Business and Industry Association of NH, 2013). Though the 

lack of talented young adults is not solely a rural concern, this study will concentrate 

on rural communities as it is not difficult to imagine the implications that the exodus 

of talented young adults has on already economically strained rural towns.  

The pattern of academically talented rural youth permanently out-migrating 

upon graduation is a well-documented phenomenon (D. L. Brown & Schafft, 2011; 

Carr & Kefalas, 2009; Corbett, 2007, 2009; Corbett & Forsey, 2017; Dupuy, Mayer, 

& Morissette, 2000; Feser & Sweeney, 1999; Flowers, 2010; Gibbs & Cromartie, 

1994; Haas, 1990; Huang, Cohen, Weng, & Zhang, 1996; Haas & Nachtigal, 1998; 

Huang, Weng, Zhang, & Cohen, 1997; McGranahan, Cromartie, & Wojan, 2010b; 

Petrin, Schafft, & Meece, 2014; Sherman & Sage, 2011).When more young adults 

leave a rural community than the number of young adult newcomers and/or returners, 

particularly if those leaving are talented youth, the quality of the workforce 

diminishes. Beyond purely workforce concerns, losing young adults matters. For a 

number of reasons, unbalanced age structures in rural communities are problematic 

(Thiede, Brown, Glasgow, Sanders, & Kulcsar, 2017).  

Being in their prime reproductive years, the “family stage” of late 

twenties/early thirties (Winkler, Winkler, & Johnson, 2015), a sufficient proportion of 

child-bearing age residents is vital to the demographic composition for the 

sustainability of rural communities (K. M. Johnson, 2006). A dearth of young adults in 

rural communities also means diminishing numbers of school aged children. Without 

adequate school enrollment, small town schools could be forced to close (Bard, 
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Gardener, & Wieland, 2006). This has serious implications for rural communities. 

Schools are often the heart of many small communities, woven deeply into the cultural 

fabric (Kysilko, 2003; Schafft, 2016), and tied to the autonomy, vitality, and identity 

of the community (Brasington, Hite, & Jauregui, 2015; Harmon & Schafft, 2009). It is 

not difficult to imagine how the loss of a community’s school has devastating 

consequences for the vitality of the town. Closing schools would likely serve to hinder 

future economic development as young families are less likely to return or in-migrate 

to a community that does not have a quality school to educate their child(ren) (Lyson, 

2002; McGranahan, Cromartie, & Wojan, 2010a). In the absence of schools and other 

quality services, these communities enter into a vicious undermining cycle where 

economic development chances diminish (D. L. Brown, 2014).  

For these reasons, gaining an understanding of how residency aspirations are 

shaped has important implications for the sustainability and vitality of rural 

communities. Chapter 2’s review of the literature on youth outmigration summarizes 

how researchers have found that rural communities have played a role in perpetuating 

the phenomenon of academically talented young adults migrating away from their 

rural hometown for opportunities elsewhere. It also highlights research that suggests 

decreasing the number of permanent high-potential youth out-migrants and/or 

increasing the eventual return migration of these young adults holds great promise for 

rural communities.  

Defining the Rural Context 

Now that I have outlined the significance of rural youth outmigration, I will 

describe what “rural” and “rural community” mean in the context of my research. 
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According to the United States Census Bureau (2015), rural areas encompasses all 

territory not included in an urban cluster of 2,500 to 50,000 people or an urbanized 

area with a population above 50,000. In other words, rural is commonly defined as 

non-urban or non-metropolitan places. Nearly two-thirds of America’s counties are 

rural, representing about 75 percent of the total land area (Mishkovsky, Dalbey, 

Bertaina, Reed, & McGalliard, 2010). The term rural is used broadly to describe non-

metropolitan areas, with several different classifications for rural that are dependent 

upon the context for the classification (Eppler, Fritsche, & Laaks, 2015). For instance, 

in terms of classifications for rural schools, the National Center for Education 

Statistics established twelve locale codes in 2006 with six classifications under the 

headings of “town” or “rural” representing all areas with fewer than 100,000 residents 

(National Center for Education Statistics, n.d.).  

In reference to the distance from an urbanized area regardless of the population 

size, there are rural locale subcategories of fringe, distant, and remote (Provasnik et 

al., 2007). Rural communities vary in terms of size, demographics, ideologies, 

distance from metropolitan areas, land use, and many other characteristics. Even 

within a single state, rural communities with similar natural amenities can be starkly 

different (Hamilton et al., 2008). Variations can also be attributed to the current or past 

economic base, historical and cultural legacies, and the political will of the 

community. As Sher (1977) noted: 

Rural America is far too heterogeneous and complex to be amenable to 

simplistic definitions of comfortable stereotypes. Remembering that fishing 

villages in Maine, coal company towns in Appalachia, farm communities in 
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Iowa, Delta counties in Mississippi, recreation communities in Colorado, 

Indian reservations in South Dakota, small college towns in Minnesota, 

migrant settlements in Texas, retirement communities in Florida, and Alaskan 

native villages are all "rural" leaves one feeling less than sanguine about 

sweeping generalizations. (p. 2) 

Acknowledging the diversity of rural areas, in Budge’s (2006) review of the 

literature, she identified similar characteristics faced by many rural places: “(a) low 

population density and isolation, (b) school and community interdependence, (c) 

oppression as lived experience, (d) a history of conflict regarding purposes of 

schooling, (e) an ‘out migration’ of young talent, and (f) a salient attachment to place” 

(p. 2). Features (a), (b), (e) and (f) are most applicable to the community type, as 

found in the Northern Forest region of New England, that are representative of 

communities considered for this study. While features (c) and (d) may be somewhat 

relevant, they are less applicable than a study, for example, than one conducted in the 

impoverished communities of Appalachian coal mines or the Mississippi Delta—

chronically poor regions with persistent poverty (Duncan & Coles, 1999).  

The multitude of community variations classified as rural does impose 

limitations on the generalizations that can be made when researching rural 

communities. Therefore, the description of the setting for this study in Chapter 3 

becomes very relevant when trying to assess for the transferability or applicability of 

the findings from this investigation. For the purposes of this investigation, the terms 

rurality and rural community are less concerned with population density or proximity 

to an urban center. In terms of the setting for my research, the focus is two pronged. 
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The setting has a history characteristically tied to a natural resource extraction industry 

with relatively high-wage blue-collar employment that no longer exists as the 

community’s main economic base. Secondly, the setting possesses natural amenities 

and characteristics that could serve as the foundation for new economic pathways 

forward. In meeting those criteria, the size and location based on the Census Bureau’s 

definition of rurality are less important than whether the community perceives itself as 

rural. The relevance to rurality and rural education research is the significance that the 

outmigration of young adults has on the community and the role that education plays 

in influencing the decision to stay or to leave. 

In Chapter 2, I delve into the nuances of place-attachment and place-identity. 

In Chapter 3, I discuss a third level of relationship to place in describing the 

significance of place-consciousness. These are elements that play a role in how people 

construct and conceptualize what it means to be a part of a “rural community”. For 

this study I regarded community in terms of Coleman’s (1987) definition of a 

functional community, that being one where there is a consistent social structure of an 

“extended network of kinship, friendship, and work relations that pervade” (p. 182) 

and the social network provides support when there is an issue or problem in the 

community. This “cultural context”, the interaction between residents, can define 

rurality as much as its population size or proximity to a metropolitan area (Reid et al., 

2010). For residents of rural communities, rural is more than conception of 

boundaries. As outlined by Tieken (2014), a place-based sense of belonging 

“constitutes one’s identity; it shapes perspectives and understandings; and it gives 
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meaning to one’s daily experiences” (p. 5). It is within this social and cultural context 

that this study is framing its definition of a “rural community”. 

The Rural Discourse: A Narrative of Promise or Peril?  

Given the way rurality can shape one’s identity, my research is concerned with 

attitudes towards ruralness. Historically, the rural image is an unflattering one, with 

characterizations of its inhabitants as “rednecks”, “hicks”, “country-bumpkins”, and 

“hillbillies” (Chalker, 1999). This dispiriting discourse is decidedly derogatory and 

overlooks the quality of life potential that many small towns afford (Cobb, 2016; 

Crabtree, 2016; Caitlin Howley & Hambrick, 2011). In referencing online thesauruses 

(2018) for synonyms of the word “rural”, results included “backwoods”, “bucolic”, 

“provincial”, “uncultured”, and “unsophisticated”. Bourdieu (1991) called out the 

social power of naming in Language and Symbolic Power. Unquestionably these 

terms instill negative connotations. This study seeks to examine whether these 

negative rural discourses and conceptions continue to prevail in the modern psyche of 

northern New England’s rural communities. Later in this chapter, I further discuss this 

idea of public consciousness and its influence. It is important to consider how 

overcoming this deficit discourse and the ways these prejudices against rural people 

and rural places impact how young rural residents perceive their communities and 

their role within it.  

Orienting Concerns and Key Contextual Considerations 

The outmigration of high-potential youth from rural communities is a 

phenomenon that several researchers have previously confirmed (e.g., D. L. Brown & 

Schafft, 2011; Carr & Kefalas, 2009; Corbett, 2007; Corbett & Forsey, 2017; Sherman 
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& Sage, 2011). I now outline why I feel the topic warrants reexamination. As noted in 

the introduction, the economies of many rural communities were negatively impacted, 

often devastatingly so, by the forces of the global market. While low population 

density and remoteness are attributes that have historically been tied to struggling rural 

economies (Hamilton et al., 2008), the “remoteness” of rural locales has arguably 

lessened over time with increased mobility resulting from better roads/infrastructure 

and reliable transportation as well as virtual connectivity through technological 

advances (Canton, 2006; Carlow, 2016; Tamásy & Revilla Diez, 2013a). Accordingly, 

this investigation will take into account these interpretations of how increased mobility 

and technology have changed the economic landscape and also introduced new 

potential economic opportunities for rural communities. 

There are many cases where rural communities have reinvented their economic 

profiles or are on the road to recovery (e.g., Atterton, Jane, Bryden, & Johnson, 2012; 

Center for Business and Economic Research - Marshall University, 2006; Mishkovsky 

et al., 2010; Mitchell-Brown, 2015; Ragsdale, 2017; Tamásy & Revilla Diez, 2013b). 

For starters, increased connectivity and mobility have changed the opportunities for 

remote work. In the last 10 years, telecommuting has grown 115% (Lister & Harnish, 

2017). According to US Census Bureau 2016 American Community Survey, New 

Hampshire ranked number 5 in states with home-based workers (US Census Bureau, 

2016). Additionally, there are a number of trends, described in the following section, 

that may have positive implications for rural economic development strategies. This 

means the prospects for life in a rural community may be vastly different than even the 

recent past. Consequently, the decisions around occupation and residency may not be 
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based in the same context as they were even a mere decade ago. As such, this 

investigation on the influences on the formation of residency aspirations is highly 

relevant to the present-day rural community. My research sought to assess how this 

current context influences where today’s youth hope to live productive and happy 

lives.  

Referencing Delamont's (2004) recommendation to carry an "intellectual set of 

foreshadowed problems" (p. 224) into qualitative studies, I entered this research 

informed by what Schram (2006) described as "a mix of vaguely theoretical ideas and 

commonsense notions" (p. 39). These notions were based on my review of the 

literature, my life experiences, and knowledge of the demographic forecasts and 

economic trends in the region under study. I did carry into my investigation the basic 

assumption that residency aspirations matter even though the migration decision(s) 

will likely only be made in the future. By this I mean that if a student leaves the 

community for post-secondary education or any other opportunity and that departure 

coincides with feelings of "getting out" of a hopeless community, that departing with 

that belief would be detrimental as compared to leaving with the mindset of 

opportunity, potential, and a desire/hope to return during his or her child-

rearing/prime-working years. 

With that said, I entered this research with an open mind. While I have my 

beliefs and perceptions about what the migration influences were for rural youth of my 

generation nearly three decades ago, I did not know whether the prevailing sentiment 

among today’s youth would be a desire to leave or stay. I was uncertain if there would 

be a clear prevailing feeling expressed by the youth participants or if I would discover 
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complex and situational stances taken by the students in the study. I did not have a 

sense of what messages adults, teachers, or community leaders were conveying to the 

current generation of high schoolers regarding their plans to stay or leave the rural 

setting or the extent of that influence. Prior research suggested adults in rural blue-

collar communities have conveyed the message to leave. Given the temporal changes 

in the rural circumstance, discussed further in Chapter 2, my research sought to 

investigate if that has changed for the current generation.  

Unpacking the Zeitgeist 

In describing the role of theories in qualitatively orientated research, Wolcott 

(2005) explained: 

If the research problem you intend to pursue is accompanied by a reasonable 

answer, you can proceed more-or-less theoretically, more if your “answer” is 

linked to some larger body of thought and prior work, less if the answer is your 

own modest hunch or hypothesis. (p. 178) 

This investigation is built upon prior research that has shown that academically 

talented youth in rural communities have been influenced to leave (e.g., Carr & 

Kefalas, 2009; Corbett, 2007; Gibbs & Cromartie, 1994; Haas & Nachtigal, 1998; 

Hektner, 1995; Huang et al., 1997). Yet social science tells us that “most social 

phenomena are of our own making and subject to our own direction (Andrews, 2012, 

p. 2). My “working theory” is that this belief—that academically talented youth are 

“better” served by leaving—likely persists. If this assertion holds, that academically 

talented or high-potential youth should automatically be tracked towards leaving the 
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rural community, understanding how social consensus influences this behavior is 

appropriately at the core of my inquiry.  

There is a term to describe this perceived social consensus—the zeitgeist. The 

zeitgeist may help to explain how, despite many of today’s rural communities being 

vastly different than they were even a decade ago, many of the attitudes and beliefs 

may be “stuck” in the prevailing mindsets of the past. Society’s view of reality 

represents a complex and layered construction that has built up over the course of 

history and includes the transmission of values and attitudes from parents to their 

children (Boehnke, Hadjar, & Baier, 2007). The zeitgeist can range from societal 

climates of content, to a consensus of discontent where there is a collective sense of 

doom and gloom (van der Bles, Postmes, & Meijer, 2015). Notable is how these 

collective-level perceptions are strong, even when the personal level judgments 

contrast greatly (van der Bles et al., 2015). For example, research has shown people 

may indicate their personal well-being as high and state they are happy with their 

lives, yet they still side with the discontented public opinion about poor economic 

prospects, security, and social cohesion. With regard to my research, this might reveal 

itself as a parent with a highly successful career and apparently happy rural existence 

who nonetheless feels strongly that their child would be happier and/or more 

successful elsewhere. Assessing for this collective mindset was part of the analysis of 

the participant interviews.  

Key Contextual Considerations 

In conducting this investigation, it was not my intention to dispute whether 

encouraging academically talented youth to the leave rural area in the past was good, 
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bad, right or wrong. My purpose was to understand if perceptions have changed with 

regard to rural lifestyles and livelihoods and how those perceptions are influencing the 

residency aspirations of today’s rural youth. To examine this, one of my research aims 

was to assess what the social consensus is regarding the rural community, and perhaps 

rural locales generally, among those adults influencing high potential youth. This, of 

course, begs the question of whether leaving “today’s” rural community is indeed 

“better” for young adults. Take, for instance, how recent research has indicated that 

rural living can create a higher level of subjective well-being as compared to 

metropolitan living (Requena, 2016).  

Also warranting consideration is how, in many ways, there is increasing 

convergence along the rural and urban continuum (Mitchell-Brown, 2015). This 

convergence suggests the benefits of urban living are increasingly available to rural 

inhabitants. For example, technology and increased mobility provide access to 

knowledge and cultural experiences that were less accessible to remote rural areas in 

the past. Internet access paired with the growing acceptability of working from the 

home or other off-site locations suggests more opportunities for high-skilled white-

collar workers in remote areas (Denkenberger, Way, & Pearce, 2015). Indeed 

Denkeberger’s (2015) research found “several promising majors and dozens of high-

income careers” can be performed remotely and concluded: 

The ability to obtain both an education and employment remotely offers the 

potential to bring many people living in isolated communities out of poverty, 

reduce inequality overall, and provide those communities with viable means of 

employment security, now, and in the future (p. 41). 
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Research has shown that rural youths’ beliefs regarding lack of employment 

opportunities is a significant driving force behind outmigration (Carr & Kefalas, 2009; 

Corbett, 2007). Without delving deeply into trends that potentially impact rural 

communities at this point, I next briefly describe several trends I felt were relevant 

economic and community development in rural areas as I embarked on this study. In 

conducting the interviews for the investigation, reference to, or indicators of, these 

trends were considered when forming my interview questions and factored into the 

analysis. 

The evolving American Dream tied to the “go local” movement. The 

American Dream, or the psyche about what is most important, changes over time 

(Hanson & White, 2011). In Back to the Land: The Enduring Dream of Self-

Sufficiency in Modern America, Brown (2011) examines the nostalgia for going back-

to-the-land, but from a new perspective, one that takes the stance of this being a 

forward movement for the modern era rather than going backwards to the agrarian 

ideal. Even in the 1990s, when the rural narrative was arguably more entrenched in 

negative dysphoria, the image persisted of rural America being “the storehouse of the 

traditional values that built the nation—self-reliance, resourcefulness, civic pride, 

family strength, concern for neighbors and community, honesty, and friendliness” 

(Garkovich, Bokemeier, & Foote, 2015, p. 9). Some argue that the call for nostalgia 

signals a dissatisfaction with the present rather than idealization of the past or 

backwardness associated with low personal agency (Kelly, 2009). One could therefore 

consider nostalgic longing as an opportunity to promote rural life in instances where 
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the call is in response to dissatisfaction with place and the pace of life associated with 

urban living.  

Take, as another example of the “back-to-the-land” movement, the major 

rebirth of farmers’ markets and community-supported agriculture across the United 

States since the 90s (Cobb, 2011). As Heffernan reported, (1999, p. 15), “the more 

consumers learn about the ways their food is grown in far away places, the more many 

of them are concerned with where their food is produced, who produces it, and how it 

is produced”. The growing resistance to the global supply chain for food and resulting 

shift towards organic food and locally sourced foods (Constance, Hendrickson, & 

Heffernan, 2014) is an example of the local-food movement being a trend with a 

potential economic opportunity for smaller-scale local farm businesses, local-sourced 

restaurants, and related retail for rural locales to capitalize upon. 

Some contend the growth in farmers’ markets is also tied to the human need 

for interaction and connecting with neighbors and other community members (Rowe 

& Barnes, 2013). With music playing, chatting with acquaintances, talking with food 

growers, and children playing, farmers’ markets, in many ways, have taken on the 

function of the “commons”. The popularity of these gatherings could perhaps suggest 

these community centered gatherings filling the disconnected void created by the 

breakdown of social structures that Putnam identified in Bowling Alone: The Collapse 

and Revival of the American Community (2001). Rural communities are well poised to 

re-enrich vital social connections (Yang, Jensen, & Haran, 2011), and this may be yet 

another “selling” feature of rural living. 
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From issues like food security and organic foods to ideas around permaculture 

and sustainability, the appeal of “going local” and the rural homestead is growing 

(Carlow, 2016; Green, 2017; Smart Growth Network, 2013). Inglehart, Basanez & 

Menendez (1998) ascribed this shift as the materialistic values of economic and 

physical security receiving less emphasis in the post-materialistic era. This shift 

represents a deemphasis on personal economic growth as the hallmark of success and 

instead favors other quality of life elements. In recent decades, “a global shift has 

taken place towards a constellation of values known as ‘expansive values’ which de-

emphasize pursuits of money, possessions, and status, and instead focus on quality of 

life and humanistic goals” (Giacalone, Promislo, Goldberg, & Giacalone, 2014, p. 41). 

These value shifts could prove momentous in the decision making process relative to 

considering rural residencies.  

Desire for natural and outdoor amenities. Over the past few decades, the 

desire for adventures and encounters with a natural landscape has expanded 

dramatically (Fletcher, 2014). The draw towards in situ experiences with the natural 

landscape holds great potential for rural areas with natural amenities. As Inglehart, 

Basáñez, & Menéndez Moreno (1998) contend, there has been a widespread shift from 

the materialist values to an emphasis on self-expression and quality of life concerns. 

McGranahan and Wojan (2007) found that the creative class—measured from a 

Department of Labor survey and filtering for occupations that generally require a high 

level of creativity—tends to be drawn to attractive parts of the countryside, 

particularly those where opportunities for an active lifestyle exists. Mesch and 

Manor’s (1998) findings concluded that despite the ease of modern geographic 
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mobility, “the subjective evaluation of features of the physical and social environment, 

such as the presence of open space (parks and playgrounds), the lack of air pollution 

and noise, and the kind of people who reside in the immediate area, are characteristics 

that bind people to place” (p. 518). These are features and characteristics that the rural 

communities considered in this investigation have to offer. The growing appreciation 

for natural and outdoor amenities has the potential to influence the formation of 

residency aspirations differently than it has in the past.  

Globalization, technological advancements, and increased mobility yield 

new opportunity. While there may be growth in the desire for rural living, financial 

security and stability remain important elements in residency decisions (San Antonio, 

2016). Arguably the present-day rural context, given Internet connectivity and 

increased mobility, offers the potential for change. Globalization may have eliminated 

high-paying blue-collar jobs, yet it simultaneously enabled rural locales to participate 

in the global market. Correspondingly, the increasing availability of the Internet in 

rural areas has opened up the possibility of remote education and remote work 

(Denkenberger et al., 2015). A 2016 Employee Benefit Survey indicated 60% of US 

organizations allow employees to telecommute (Lozowski, 2016). In an information-

based economy, there is no reason why knowledge workers cannot reside and prosper 

in rural communities (McGranahan, Wojan, & Lambert, 2011). These advancements 

change the context for many employment opportunities that were once heavily 

restricted by geography. Thus, this lessening of geographic limitations may change the 

outlook on occupation prospects for the rural dweller.  
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Entrepreneurship as rural economic development strategy. There is a 

growing body of research suggesting entrepreneurship as a viable economic 

development strategy for rural communities (Macke, Markley, & Fulwider, 2014; 

Markley, Macke, Luther, 2005; McGranahan et al., 2011; Michelacci & Silva, 2007; 

Ring, Peredo, & Chrisman, 2010; Saint Onge, Hunter, & Boardman, 2007; Scott, 

2012). These aforementioned trends suggest opportunities for these new developments 

to be considered as potential entrepreneurial ideas. Additionally, there are increasing 

opportunities for rural entrepreneurship in the world of globalization. As noted by 

Wood (2013), he describes a “global countryside” of: 

Rebranding of food and craft products for export markets; infrastructure and 

fiscal packages to lure foreign investment; overseas recruitment by rural firms 

to fill labour shortages; the commodification of rural traditions and landscapes 

to attract international tourists; new cultural and consumption practices 

emerging from the intermingling of tourists, in-migrants and local populations; 

or opposition to new transgenic crops, outposts of transnational corporations, 

mining operations or renewable energy developments. (p. 12)  

Researcher’s Connection to the Research 

Based on the theories, trends, and considerations I have outlined that orient my 

research, my sense of optimism for rural America is likely apparent. As someone born 

and raised in a rural community who nearly missed the opportunity to experience rural 

living as an adult because I was certain I was destined for bigger, better, brighter 

experiences in the city, I am grateful that my life circumstances, and perhaps a bit of 

good luck, landed me back into my home community—and into a full-time job—
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straight out of my undergraduate experience. In my early adulthood, though I was not 

disappointed about where I lived, I did not feel particularly prideful in saying where I 

resided. It took many years before I came to appreciate the great fortune of residing in 

a rural community. I am proud of where I live and take offense when people are 

demeaning about the region or harp upon its deficits.  

Over the years I have witnessed several of the “leavers” migrate back, or at 

least relocate closer to, home. That has often been driven by a desire to be nearer to 

family and friends for that much needed support system as they began their own 

families. Nearly three decades later, I still occasionally hear a high school classmate 

say that they wish they could figure out how to transplant their lives back home. Yet, 

judging by social media posts, there are seemingly plenty who feel leaving was the 

best thing that ever happened to them and that somehow their status in life is higher 

because they “got out”.  

Rural living is not for everyone. For one, the climate of the region leaves a lot 

to be desired if you are not a fan of the cold weather or the snow. But I wonder about 

those rural youth who, like me at the time, do not hold an accurate understanding or 

appreciation of place. Having lived here now my entire life, lest four years away at 

college, I have witnessed the economic toll of community’s main industry meeting its 

demise. I have also come to know the countless benefits of living in rural community, 

not to mention the sheer beauty of the natural landscapes throughout the Northern 

Forest region. I believe the revitalization of rural communities is possible, and hence, 

this belief is what drew me to conduct this research. 
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Research Question 

Given the implications of losing high-potential rural youth to other regions, my 

research focuses on the influences impacting young people’s decision about where 

they intend to eventually settle down. As will be documented in the review of the 

literature, there is ample evidence that academically talented young adults have been 

encouraged to migrate away from their rural roots in the past. What remains unknown 

is if residency aspirations have changed relative to: 1) the changes in the rural context, 

rural lifestyles, and the aforementioned trends like the local foods movement, and 2) 

what individuals value in their personal definitions of living the “good life”.  

Highly relevant to this study is the extent to which long-term migration away 

from rural places is ingrained in the rural psyche, especially for academically talented 

and/or ambitious students. For many rural communities, there has historically been a 

predictable sense of the type of people who stayed and the type who left for jobs 

elsewhere (High, 2015). Several researchers studying the migration of young adults in 

rural communities found that the more academically talented tended to leave and not 

return (Carr & Kefalas, 2009; Corbett, 2007, 2009; Corbett & Forsey, 2017; Dupuy et 

al., 2000; Huang et al., 1996, 1997; McGranahan et al., 2010b; Petrin et al., 2014). 

However, the majority of those studies were conducted over a decade ago and did not 

examine the phenomenon in light of the impacts of globalization and other modern 

trends and advancements on rural communities.  

From the often cited ethnographic examination of the outmigration of rural 

youth in a small Midwestern town, Carr and Kefalas (2009) contended that the 

pathways of young people are “shaped by the communities and people who surround 
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them as they grow up” (p. xii). This study sought to understand how communities 

shape the future residency aspirations of their youth. Studies of small towns often 

show how the civic pride of rural communities has traditionally been tied to preparing 

youth to succeed elsewhere (Paul & Seward, 2016) even though this appears counter-

productive in terms of community sustainability. This central paradox helps to frame 

this study and establish the relevancy of its central inquiry: How are the future/longer-

term residency aspirations of rural youth, as they approach graduation from high 

school, being influenced by the messages—intentional or not—of parents, teachers, 

and other adults in the community? 

The following supporting questions served to further frame the research:  

1. What amenities and conditions are important to rural youth as they 

envision their longer-term future residency? 

2. How are adults in the community influencing youth attachment to place by 

the way they represent, engage with, and talk about the community? 

3. How are adults in the community influencing youths’ consideration of their 

possible paths to future financial livelihood? 

Demi et al. (2010) reported a lack of research on the ways rural educators 

influence the decision-making processes of rural youth as they engage in formulating 

their future aspirations. In addition to the influence of teachers, this study concentrated 

on how the attitudes of the adults in the community regarding the community, as 

perceived by high school seniors, influence those students’ future residency 

aspirations. The value of post-secondary education and other experiences after high 

school are not being challenged by this study. Therefore, this study concerns a period 
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a bit later in life. It looked at students’ desires for settling down to raise a family 

and/or pursue a career in their early 30s—a transitional period in the life stage 

development (Crosnoe & Kirkpatrick Johnson, 2011). The study, therefore, sought to 

determine if there is a relationship between where high school seniors aspire to live in 

their thirties with how the students perceive their parents, teachers, and other local 

adults feel about the community. This included inquiry into perceptions of the 

community in terms of its amenities, availability of jobs, and the other indicators that 

are commonly tied to migration decisions—which are outlined in the review of the 

literature in Chapter 2. In examining how the residency aspirations of youth 

approaching young adulthood are shaped, the findings from this investigation may 

suggest ways rural communities can be strategic and intentional about retaining 

youth—though not necessarily immediately upon high school graduation—to mutually 

benefit both the young adult and the rural community. 

Definition of Key Terms 

Amenity migration 

Amenity migration is relevant to this study because amenities play a role in 

attracting migrants, return migrants, seasonal homeowners, and tourists (Hunter, 

Boardman, & Saint Onge, 2005). The type of amenities classified as natural can vary, 

but typically include climate, topography, and water area (Chi & Marcouiller, 2013). 

There is a formal index, the Natural Amenities Scale (NAS), last compiled in 1999 by 

the United States Department of Agriculture, that combines six measures that reflect 

the environmental qualities the Economic Research Service determined most people 

prefer (“Natural Amenities Scale,” 2016). Ulrich-Schad (2015) noted there are also 
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cultural and social attractions that should be considered in addition to the natural 

biophysical features of a region. Other typologies and scales exist that measure these 

characteristics.  

Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD)  

ABCD is an intentional development strategy that seeks to map out a 

community’s amenities, talents, and other elements that can be built upon. This 

contrasts with a process that starts with addressing identified gaps, deficits, or 

problems (Mathie & Cunningham, 2003). Its relevancy in this study has to do with 

whether community members recognize and appreciate their existing assets. 

Community Attachment  

The domain of community attachment is tied to relationships with family and 

peers, civic engagement, and feeling bonded to the community, as well as feeling like 

there are activities and events to keep oneself fulfilled (D. L. Brown, 2002; Dupuy et 

al., 2000; Hektner, 1995). 

Entrepreneurship and Micro-Entrepreneurship 

What distinguishes an entrepreneur from a capitalist or traditional 

businessperson is the idea of assuming risks for purposes of innovation and not solely 

being motivated by the pursuit of profit (Mondal & Jimenez, Lizandra, 2015). In slight 

contrast, but relevant in terms of scale, micro-entrepreneurship, sometimes referred to 

as micro-business, typically refers to innovative operations employing fewer than ten 

individuals (Bosworth & Atterton, 2012). This distinction serves to note that a 

business model that supports an individual family may be as desirable as a larger-scale 

business in a larger community. While the opportunity for small business ownership of 
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any type may also be beneficial to rural communities, this study is particularly 

interested in innovation (services, products, events, etc.) that is tied to the natural 

amenities in and around the rural locale. 

High Potential or Likely to Succeed Youth 

Unlike the common profile for high academic achievers where “selection is 

often based on grades, teachers’ recommendations, and students’ own demonstration 

of their interest and willingness to participate in a rigorous program” (Millett & 

Nettles, 2009, p. 6), for the purpose of this research, high potential youth will be a 

more inclusive term. It will include not only students capable of proceeding to post-

secondary education, trade certification/licensure, or the military, but also those 

students who show leadership or other career potential as identified by school 

personnel regardless of the student’s academic achievement or formal educational 

aspirations. These students are ones considered highly likely to be successful at 

whatever they pursue.  

Migration Pull and Push Factors  

In migration research, factors can be classified into two types, pull factors that 

draw youth to other places, and push factors that are tied to dissatisfaction causing the 

departure (McLaughlin, Shoff, & Demi, 2014). 

New-Ruralism 

New-ruralism involves practices and strategies to create sustainable economic 

development opportunities derived from local amenities, assets, and characteristics 

more typically associated with the rural locale (Seeley, 2015, p. 1). 
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Place-Attachment 

Where community attachment involves social relationships, place attachment 

is essentially the extent of emotional investment connected to a physical place (1992). 

Place-Consciousness 

Place consciousness concerns understanding place—a physically bounded area 

with social, psychological, and cultural meanings attached to it (Hauge, 2007)—in the 

context of other places, including those spanning across the globe (D. A. Greenwood, 

2013). 

Place-Identity 

This concept involves becoming psychologically invested in a place where an 

emotional or symbolic bond exists to the extent that the place becomes a part of an 

individual’s broader self-identity (Anton & Lawrence, 2016).  

Placemaking 

Though there are different types of placemaking (Wyckoff, 2014), generally 

speaking, placemaking is about intentionality in planning and development to 

attract/retain a specific type of people who will be drawn to a space and with the 

ultimate purpose of fostering a strong sense of commitment to that place (Schindler, 

2012). 

Rural Youth Outmigration 

A term, also often referred to in the vernacular as rural brain drain, represents 

the phenomenon of the net outmigration from nonmetropolitan areas of young adults 

of ages 20 to 34 (R. M. Gibbs & Cromartie, 1994). 
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Zeitgeist 

This term is used to describe how a climate of content, or more commonly 

discontent, can emerge from the perceived social consensus (van der Bles et al., 2015). 

Outline of Chapters 

I have introduced the study, its purpose and relevance to the rural 

circumstance, my connection to the research, and the guiding questions. In the 

following chapter, Chapter 2, I review the literature regarding the key elements of this 

investigation. This includes the basic tenets of migration theory and population trends, 

the seminal works in rural youth outmigration, and key findings from past research on 

the influences on the youth migration decision making process. As this study concerns 

influences on the decision making process, I also highlight the literature on youth 

identity formation and the connection to aspiration formation. Chapter 2 also includes 

a review of the literature on the topics of economic and community development in 

the present-day globalized context of the rural circumstance. The chapter concludes 

with literature that supports the idea that place-consciousness shapes the collective 

societal impressions and perceptions about the local circumstance—and subsequently 

what is believed regarding the potential future for young adults in the local rural 

setting. 

In Chapter 3, I outline the rationale for selecting a collective case study and 

provide an overview of my methodology including the details of the study’s design. 

This covers the setting, how I selected the students at the center of each of the cases, 

and how I collected the data through semi-structured interviews. My data analysis 

process and findings are presented in Chapter 4. The final chapter, Chapter 5, 
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summarizes my conclusions gathered from the analysis of my data analysis and the 

implications of these findings as well as my recommendations for future research. 
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Chapter 2 - Review of the Literature 

This review of the literature examined the three main topics relevant to my 

research to understand how adults are influencing the residency aspirations of rural 

youth. It begins with an overview of the history of rural youth migration research and 

the commonly understood influences on the migration decision making process. In this 

section, the research regarding the influence of others, the role of perceptions about 

quality of life factors, and how theories of place may explain youth migration 

decisions is reviewed. Next, research on how the youth identity is formed and how 

aspirations develop is addressed. This is relevant to this investigation as it suggests the 

possibility for influencing the aspirations of youth—thus implying that rural youth 

outmigration is not an unchangeable phenomenon. The third area of research reviewed 

involves the temporal dimension—how globalization has dramatically changed the 

rural circumstance from even a mere decade ago—and what implications this could 

have for the futures of young adults in rural communities. Before reviewing these 

three main topics, the conceptual framework applied to frame the relationship of these 

concepts and how they guided this study are outlined. 

Conceptual Framework 

In seeking understanding of how the residency aspirations of rural youth are 

shaped and influenced, my research considered elements of human ecology including 

the dynamic intersections of demography, geography, sociology, and psychology. 

Aspirations of emerging young adults are formed through a complex interplay of 

internal and external factors (Bronfenbrenner, 1994). These aspirations play a role in 

shaping the desires to pursue further education, to seek a particular occupation or field 
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of study, and in formulating plans about someday settling down (McLaughlin et al., 

2014). The focus of this investigation was specifically concerned with hopes and 

intentions regarding where emerging youths plan to reside in their prime working 

ages, a period defined as ages 25-54 (OECD Publishing, 2017b).  

This review of the literature is framed within a place-and time-conscious 

orientation that, on the one hand, reinforces the perspective that the experiences and 

mindsets of rural youth cannot be separated from the contexts in which they operate, 

and, on the other, directs attention towards a more articulated sense of what 

Greunewald (2003b) refers to as the relationship of the local to the global. From this 

place-conscious approach, this literature review considered the formal and informal 

social interactions that are at play in the formation of youths’ aspirations and decisions 

about their life pathways. This includes the likelihood of diverse and sometimes 

conflicting experiences within rural communities and conceptualizes community as 

something that is understood differently across individuals and groups (D. A. 

Greenwood, 2013). With these differing perspectives, local actors, namely the adults 

who youth interact with regularly, may serve as catalysts or as hindrances in the 

reinventing of rural places in the way they influence the next generation (Tamásy & 

Revilla Diez, 2013b). Examining for these influences was at the core of my 

investigation. 

While considering the influences on the migration decisions of rural youth, this 

investigation did not seek to distinguish between how rural places differ from each 

other, but rather, to distinguish how rural places differ with regard to the past. Various 

technological advancements have and will continue to blur some of the distinctions 
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between rural and urban living (Lichter & Brown, 2011). As transportation 

infrastructure, information technology, and education have changed, the rural-urban 

continuum has converged in many ways (Dabson, 2013). In this time-conscious 

orientation, I will consider the notion of “new ruralism” and opportunities that the 

globalized economy have opened for rural communities.  

New ruralism is a concept from the development field that looks at creating 

new economic opportunities through sustainable approaches more commonly 

associated with rural settings (Newman & Saginor, 2016; Seeley, 2015). These new 

approaches in community and economic development foreground the complex 

interplay of the connectedness that enhanced mobility and technological advancements 

have in relationship to the temporal dimensions of politics, culture, and other 

contextual conditions. This temporal dimension is an important construct of this 

research because these conditions may influence rural youth outmigration patterns 

differently in today’s world (Qin, 2016). The opportunities (or at least the 

possibilities) have changed the nature of rurality in a comparatively short amount of 

time from a historical standpoint. Elder, Modell, and Parke (1993) noted, when 

studying the life-course development of youth, the historical context must be 

considered, especially in periods of rapid change. This review of the literature, 

therefore, examines factors that have been shown to influence the youth migration 

decision making process while also considering the changes in recent decades that 

have led to dramatic changes in the rural circumstance. 
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Rural Youth Outmigration 

This section provides an overview of several elements related to rural youth 

outmigration—the historical phenomenon of young people migrating away from rural 

communities to urban centers (Feser & Sweeney, 1999; Haartsen & Thissen, 2014; K. 

M. Johnson, 2017). It begins with research confirming the pattern of internal migration 

between rural and non-rural areas and the relevance to, and impact upon, rural 

communities. I then describe the complexity of the migration decision making process. 

This section concludes by exploring what researchers have found to be factors that 

influence youth in their decisions to migrate away (or not) from rural areas.  

Rural Migration Patterns 

The study of human migration patterns has been a fixture of human geography 

studies since Ravenstein’s work in the 1880s (M. J. Greenwood & Hunt, 2003). 

Internal migration within a country, a form of internal population redistribution, is a 

dynamic process (De Jong, 1999; Watkins, 1999). Migration scholars define migration 

as "a move over a long-enough distance to entail an appreciable change in the local 

economic environment" (Molloy, Smith, & Wozniak, 2011, p. 174). This study is 

concerned with internal migration patterns where a move involves the transition 

between rural and non-rural areas and is specifically concerned with the outmigration 

of youth away from rural communities. While acknowledging some rural communities 

are experiencing influxes of workers from other countries to fill positions from the 

medical realm to low-paying and often transient or seasonal jobs (Carr et al., 2012), 

this review of the literature will not explore the implications of international 
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immigration. Though these migration trends may be worthy of attention, the economic 

and community impact is beyond the scope being considered in this study. 

Theoretical frameworks around migration behavior often invoke financial 

drivers as an explanation of individual and house-hold level migration decisions (De 

Jong, 2000; M. J. Greenwood & Hunt, 2003; Lucas, 1997; Rieger, 1972). Though 

research on life-satisfaction factors are considered later in this chapter, internal 

migration models have typically functioned on the premise that individuals and 

families migrate when the economic benefit of the residency options outweighs the 

cost of relocation (L. A. Brown, Lobao, & Digiacinto, 1999; M. J. Greenwood & 

Hunt, 2003; Kennan & Walker, 2011; Molloy et al., 2011). My research considered 

financial security as a fundamental element of the residency decision while 

simultaneously considering the research (e.g., Requena, 2016) that suggests value 

changes, like wealth, having less significance in defining what it means to be 

successful and happy.  

While Reitger (1972) published findings from a ten-year longitudinal study on 

migration patterns of former rural high school students in the early 1970s, rural 

specific youth outmigration as a research subject in the United States did not became 

prevalent until the 1990s. Federal and state governments, policy and research 

institutes, and advocacy organizations only began showing a growing interest in the 

forces and influences that drive the migration and transitions of rural youth in the 21st 

century (Hanson & White, 2011). Researchers have indicated the motivation for 

studying the outmigration of rural youth have ranged from concerns of declining 

enrollments threatening the closure or consolidation of schools (Sher, 1977), to the 
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economic impact of losing young talented individuals (Snyder, McLaughlin, Jensen, & 

Demi, 2006), to the social implications of a disproportionate aging/elderly population 

creating increasingly unbalanced age group clusters in rural areas (McGranahan et al., 

2010b). 

The Context of the Impact of Rural Youth Outmigration 

Though the trend of rural communities losing most their academically capable 

youth may be a long-standing occurrence (Cromartie, von Reichert, & Arthun, 2015b; 

Haas, 1990; Hektner, 1995; McGranahan et al., 2010a; Sherman & Sage, 2011), from 

the perspective of the rural community, it has not always been a pressing concern of 

rural America. In the past, when there were plenty of relatively high-wage blue-collar 

jobs to bolster the local economy, it may have seemed reasonable to support or even 

encourage those seeking white-collar work to leave for the “milieu of economic and 

educational activities” more commonly found in urban life (R. M. Gibbs & Cromartie, 

1994, p. 16). Indeed, in industrial-based rural communities, there was often skepticism 

about book learning and a greater value placed in practical labor (Packer, 2001). The 

academically adept were essentially expected to leave, while laborers took advantage 

of well-paying jobs that required little formal education in logging, mining, 

manufacturing, and milling (Carr & Kefalas, 2009; Huang et al., 1997).  

The impact of losing the more academically minded youth to urban areas did 

not appear as significant to rural communities until the 1980s when economic declines 

began to be felt broadly across rural America (D. L. Brown, 2014) and the 

employment opportunities for well-paying blue-collar work dropped dramatically. 

With globalization and the loss of relatively high-wage blue collar work that was often 
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at the core of vibrant rural communities, the loss of talented young adults has arguably 

become more of a hardship on rural communities in recent decades. As a result, 

outmigration of high-potential youth has become a growing concern for rural and 

urban communities alike (Leech, 2017). Consequently, attracting and retaining 

talented young adults has been prioritized in the economic development strategies of 

many areas (McGranahan et al., 2010a). 

Complexity of and Influences on the Migration Decision Making Process 

Until more recent times, rural youth outmigration research essentially 

concluded that the exodus of young talent was tied to beliefs around earning potential 

and financial opportunity. In this next section, I share research on the factors beyond 

these common economic motivators.  

Push and pull factors. Migration motivations can be driven by both push and 

pull factors (Lee, 1966). Push factors are aspects that push youth away from the 

community (San Antonio, 2016). For youth believing small towns are dull or that 

mountains and streams are wasted space, their dissatisfaction with the characteristics 

of their town would represent a push factor. A common push factor found in rural 

youth outmigration, particularly for academically talented youth, is a belief that their 

parents and teachers expect them to leave (Carr & Kefalas, 2009). With regard to pull 

factors, research in this realm has tended to consider ways in which youth are pulled 

away from rural areas. This has included youths’ beliefs about upward mobility and 

better jobs pulling them to urban areas (Hektner, 1995; Sanders, Brown, & Pfeffer, 

2011). Another pull example would be when a young adult has a strong desire to seek 
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out the glitz of city life, i.e. they are pulled towards the glamour, valid or not, of the 

external place. 

Depending on the context, certain characteristics could be classified as push 

factors for one individual and pull factors for another (McLaughlin et al., 2014). For 

example, a feature like snowy weather may be considered a positive attribute by an 

individual who enjoys winter activities yet a detracting attribute by another who 

detests cold temperatures. As a contrasting example, one person may like being part of 

a close-knit community, where another may relate this attribute as having a lack of 

privacy. Undoubtedly, there is great variety in the values and characteristics 

considered in the migration decision making process that might impact various 

individuals in different ways.  

History shows us that these values and priorities can change over time. There 

have been periods of counter-urbanization in the United States (Bosworth & Atterton, 

2012; D. L. Brown, 2014; Cromartie, 2017a). During the Great Recession—the period 

of economic decline from 2007-2009, rural counties near urban centers, especially 

those with attractive scenery and retirement destinations, experienced rapid population 

gains (Cromartie, 2017b). In both the 1970s and 1990s, net-migration favored non-

metropolitan areas (Hobbs, 1994). Demographers attributed this latter “rural rebound” 

to technology, new attitudes towards work, narrowing wage differentials coupled with 

a lower cost of living, and disenchanted city dwellers seeking a better quality of life in 

rural areas (K. M. Johnson, 1999). These periods demonstrate there are conditions that 

influence migration to rural places. What my research sought to understand was if 

rural communities might influence the planned long-term departure for urban centers 
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and/or if rural communities may play a role in instilling the desire for return migration 

of those with roots in the community during their child-rearing and prime earning 

years of adulthood. 

Though there has been research demonstrating the impact of close ties to 

family, friends, and even valuing intergenerational relationships and networks 

(Hektner, 1995)— all of which could be considered factors influencing retention—

what has seemingly received less consideration in the research on rural youth 

outmigration are the forces that may influence youth to remain in, or seek to return to, 

rural communities. In other words, rather than the forces that pull youth to urban or 

push youth from rural, what factors draw youth to remain in a rural locale or lessen the 

lure of urban life? In the next section, how youth are influenced and by whom is 

examined further. 

Complex drivers of migration. Understanding the migration decision making 

process for all ages is a highly complex phenomenon as the “structural factors interact 

with individual characteristics, social embedding, life-course events, and 

psychological characteristics” (Kley, 2011, p. 469). Castelli (2018) describes 

migration as “a complex combination of macro-, meso-, micro- factors, the former 

acting at the society level and the latter acting at the family or even individual level”, 

also noting “the prevalence of a factor over the other is unpredictable” (p. 6). These 

factors are represented in Figure 2.1 in the Government Office for Science’s 

conceptual framework of migration drivers (The Government Office for Science, 

2011). 
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Figure 2.1. Complex drivers of migration from the Government Office for Science, 
2011. 
 

According to Hamilton et al. (Hamilton et al., 2008, p. 24), there are numerous 

factors that enter into the migration decision making process including:  

 Living near family 

 Job or employment opportunities 

 Educational opportunities 

 Housing opportunities 

 Outdoors or other recreational opportunities 

 Natural beauty of the area 

 General quality of life  

Untangling the relative importance of these economic, sociological, and psychological 

factors is a challenge of studying youth migration patterns (Dupuy et al., 2000). 

In recognition of individuals deriving meanings of place amid the relationship 

within multiple domains, Gustafson (2001) suggested situating the meanings of place 

within a triangular model of self, others, and environment. This helps to visualize how 
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the interplay of these relational meanings of place cannot be definitively attributed to 

one set of influences over another.  

Figure 2.2. Gustafson’s triangular model of self, others, and place. 

Figure 2.2 from Gustafson’s research represents the meanings of place 

expressed by respondents in his study. The image demonstrates the complexity of the 

attributes that shape how an individual comes to derive what a place means and shows 

how the attributes were found to be situated in the relationship between self, others, 

and/or the environment (Gustafson, 2001). Gustafson (2001) clarified that the model 

does not suggest that everybody attributes the same meanings to place, but rather that 

the model attempts to demonstrate the variation in how meanings of place are formed.  
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Migration drivers influencing youth most relevant to this study. A single 

model to assess the influences on migration decisions did not emerge from the review 

of the literature, let alone a youth-specific model. The following clusters, however, 

consistently surfaced and are presented next as broad themes in influencing youth 

migration decisions:  

1. Quality of life and life satisfaction values. 

2. The role of place. 

3. The role of others (including the community). 

4. The role of schooling. 

For the sake of clarity, I will apply these clusters to Gustafson’s model by 

associating quality of life and life satisfaction values to self, the role of place to 

environment, and the role of others/community to others. Additionally, I will consider 

more globally how education and schooling influence all these drivers. The model I 

derived from Gustafson for this study is represented in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3. Model adapted from Gustafson used to frame this study. 

Quality of life and life satisfaction values. One’s quality of life is a complex, 

multidimensional construct of psychological, physiological, social, and ecological 

factors (McGillivray & Clarke, 2006). Included in the Organization for Economic 

Development (OECD) measure of one’s well-being are several objective and 

subjective factors. A highly subjective element of well-being is one’s personal life 

satisfaction that is comprised of how a person feels about these factors (Goran & 

Jelisavka, 2016). Assuming individuals make decisions to achieve an increase in their 

perceived quality of life, this subjectivity element is an important consideration of this 
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study of the social phenomenon of rural youth outmigration. As attitudes determine 

the social behavior of people, and attitudes are changeable, it suggests that this social 

phenomenon can also change. How one feels regarding these quality of life indicators 

can be significantly altered by their context and setting. This becomes more apparent 

when considering the sub-indicators for each dimension of the OECD’s Better Life 

Index (OECD Publishing, 2017a) as outlined in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1  

Sub-Indicators of the OECD Better Life Index 

Dimensions Sub-indicators 

Personal security Feeling safe at night, homicide rates 

Environmental quality Air quality, water quality 

Civic engagement and governance Voter turnout, having a say in government 

Social connections Social support 

Education and skills Cognitive skills at 15, adult skills, 
educational attainment 

Health status Perceived health, life expectancy 

Work-life balance Time-off, working hours 

Housing Basic sanitation, housing affordability, 
rooms per person 

Jobs and earnings Long-term employment, job strain, labor 
market insecurity, earnings, employment 

Income and wealth Household net wealth, household income 

Subjective well-being Life satisfaction 

Note. Adapted from OECD Publishing, 2017a. 
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As reviewed earlier in this chapter, migration decisions have primarily been 

attributed to economically driven factors (De Jong, 2000; Craig Howley, Hobart, & 

Leopold, 1996). Correspondingly, researchers have attributed the perception—true or 

false—of unappealing jobs or unskilled labor being the only employment 

opportunities in rural areas and that this has served as the main driver of the 

outmigration of academically talented youth from rural areas (Cromartie et al., 2015a, 

2015b; Denkenberger et al., 2015; Dennett, Modestino, & others, 2013; Elder Jr, King, 

& Conger, 1996; K. M. Johnson, 2012; Kley, 2011; Sanders et al., 2011; Winkler et 

al., 2015). A 2014 study (Petrin et al.) found that rural students’ perceptions regarding 

employment are what differentiated the leavers from the stayers. Particularly among 

college graduates, young adults perceived rural economies to be poorly matched to 

their occupational qualifications and potential social contributions (Sanders et al., 

2011).  

Interestingly, however, while several studies have concluded that the 

perceptions regarding income and career opportunities are the most influential in the 

migration decision making process (Hektner, 1995; McLaughlin et al., 2014; Sherman 

& Sage, 2011) other studies show how other quality of life factors are gaining favor 

(Atterton, Jane et al., 2012; Peters & Schuckert, 2014). Indeed, in wealthier countries, 

research has shown a greater portion of the population returning to the countryside for 

healthier lifestyles (Requena, 2016). Requena’s (2016) study attributed this to modern 

transportation and communication advancements blurring the rural and urban 

dichotomy, including urban areas losing the draw of “some of their transcendence in 

characterizing lifestyle” (p. 696). Others ascribe this shift to the lessening of 
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materialistic values of economic and physical security in the post-materialistic era and 

contend that this represents a deemphasis on personal economic growth as the 

hallmark of success instead favoring other quality of life elements (Inglehart et al., 

1998). The literature on the quality of life and happiness has shown that both mental 

and physical well-being are affected by the structural and environmental conditions of 

one’s surroundings (Andrews, 2012; Requena, 2016). In other words, place matters 

when it comes to life satisfaction. The interviews sought to identify how participants 

relate the quality of life desires with place.  

The role of place. The connection to bound locations has been shown, in 

decades worth of research, to play an important role in the migration decision (Gosnell 

& Abrams, 2011). This is not surprising given that place plays an integral role in 

forming one’s identity. Place holds the context of one’s experiences including the 

backdrops and behavioral settings that shape the memories, thoughts, and values 

(Hauge, 2007). This place-identity relates “those dimensions of self that define the 

individual’s personal identity in relation to the physical environment by means of a 

complex pattern of conscious and unconscious ideas, beliefs, preferences, feelings, 

values, goals, and behavioural tendencies and skills relevant to this environment” 

(Proshansky, 1978, p. 155). Feldman’s (1990) work, which built upon Proshanky’s, 

described the concept of settlement-identity. Feldman’s findings are relevant as they 

examined how these conscious and unconscious feelings towards place “provide 

dispositions for future engagement with that type of settlement” (Feldman, 1990, pp. 

191–192). This could suggest that if youth become biased by dispositions towards 

place that presume all rural places to be deficient, this bias could result in the youth’s 
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dismissal of all rural settings from their future settlement considerations. Assessing for 

indicators of this bias was woven into my case study interviews. 

The literature on rural youth migration to date has examined several elements 

of the attachment to place and community contributing to the migration decision 

(Anton & Lawrence, 2016; D. A. Greenwood, 2011; Jamieson, 2000). There are a 

number of terms used to refer to these affective bonds with place and community 

including: rootedness (Tuan, 1977), belongingness (Proshansky, Fabian, & Kaminoff, 

1983), embeddedness (Corbett, 2009), attachment (Anton & Lawrence, 2016), identity 

(Hauge, 2007), affiliation, commitment, investment, and dependence (Sampson, 

1988). The nuances of these terms and meanings are reviewed next.  

Community attachment. The domain of community attachment is tied to 

relationships with family and peers, civic engagement, and feeling bonded to the 

community, as well as feeling like there are activities and events to keep oneself 

fulfilled (D. L. Brown, 2002; Dupuy et al., 2000; Hektner, 1995). Though some youth 

may stay because of reasons such as obligations to family, research has shown they are 

less likely to want to stay if they do not have strong sense of emotional and social 

well-being with the community (Glendinning, Nuttall, Hendry, Kloep, & Wood, 

2003). This may suggest the importance of community engagement activities to ensure 

youth have the opportunity to develop community ties—especially in cases where 

strong family or other social ties are lacking. In theory, where community attachment 

is concerned with social relationship, one could feel community attachment without 

necessarily feeling attached to place.  
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Place attachment. Place attachment is essentially the extent of emotional 

investment connected to a physical place (Hummon, 1992). Agnew (1987) described a 

sense of place as the local “structure of feeling” (p. 28) derived from the interaction 

involving social and economic processes within a distinct geographic locale. It is 

possible, however, for someone to have a strong connection to physical and tangible 

elements of a locale without attachments to people in that place. Beyond the natural 

and physical characteristics, attachment to place can include socially constructed 

elements like events (e.g., “Old Home Days is my favorite weekend of the year.”). 

Place attachment can be relative in scale from town, state, or nation to smaller 

measures of neighborhood, home, hangout, or workplace (Giuliani, 2003). Place-

attachment can be considered a functional relationship where place provides the 

conditions and features required to meet people’s needs (Stokols & Shumaker, 1982). 

For instance, place attachment can be associated with a sense of comfort, security, or 

grounding. In antithesis, disharmony with place could be a source of chronic strain or 

stress on an individual’s life. 

Place identity. When an individual becomes psychologically invested in a 

place and an emotional or symbolic bond exists, the place becomes a part of their 

broader self-identity (Anton & Lawrence, 2016). This is typically associated with 

place-identity. Place-identity is not a fixed state and can change in step with 

membership with certain groups of people, lifestyle, and social status, and as such, 

identifying with place can enhance (or detract) from one’s self-esteem (Twigger-Ross, 

Bonaiuto, & Breakwell, 2003). For clarity, while place attachment is considered a part 

of place-identity, the literature tends to support place-identity as implying a stronger 
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identification with places—whether that be a neighborhood or something broader. For 

example, an individual might reside in a city and maintain strong emotional 

attachment to their rural home and long to visit regularly, yet when defining who they 

are they do not think of themselves as a rural person. They may be attached to a place, 

but do not identify with it. In contrast, one with strong place identity may have spent 

all of their adult life in the city yet when describing who they are, they lead by stating 

“I’m a country person”.  

It is noteworthy to mention that associations with place are not always positive. 

As noted by Prohansky and Fabian (1987), the typical connotation shared by 

humanistic geographers is to connect place identity with places in the positive realm, 

such as feelings of belonging. Negative associations may be equally relevant. Referred 

to as negatively valence cognitions (Proshansky et al., 1983), place identity can lead to 

place aversion when the physical world is associated with negative notions. Given the 

prevalence of the negative rural narrative, this may be the greatest obstacle rural 

communities may have to overcome.  

Attachment is a significant consideration not only in terms of the attachment 

level of the students, but also in the magnitude of the community’s attachment to the 

place. Studies have revealed that communities with strong place attachment are most 

likely to work together towards achieving a desired community outcome (G. G. 

Brown, Reed, & Harris, 2002). Similarly, the community’s attachment to place has 

been shown to engage the community in “protecting” the features that characterizes 

that community (Mesch & Manor, 1998). With these potential community 

actions/behaviors in mind, these findings might suggest that a community with strong 
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place attachment is more likely to work together with intention to influence the 

residency aspirations of its young adults to settle down in, or return to, their 

hometown. 

The role of others. Identity formation and aspiration formation as impacted by 

others is reviewed next. The influence of the media and the general public is also 

considered. 

Identity formation. Identity is formed through a dynamic and complex 

constructed mediation of the self and the social and cultural environments (Hogg, 

Terry, & White, 1995). There are a number of theories pertaining to how the identity 

of youth develops, how their view of reality is shaped, and more generally, how 

humans learn and form perspectives. In the early 1900s, Dewey asserted that, 

“character and mind are attitudes of participative response in social affairs” (1916, p. 

20). In other words, Dewey ascertained that identity is formed through one’s societal 

experiences. This was supported by Blumer’s (1969) theory of symbolic 

interactionism which views reality as an ongoing emergent process that arises from 

one’s social interactions with others.  

In terms of human development, Bronfenbrenner’s (1994) ecological model 

suggested that one must consider both the individual’s interpersonal relationships 

within their immediate environment as well as the broader macrosystem of culture, 

customs, and political and social climate. From the Vygotskykian perspective of 

sociocultural theory, learners acquire consciousness based upon their social 

interactions (Daniels & Evans, 1994; Moll, 2014; Wertsch, 1993). The work of British 

psychologists and social scientists including Martin Richards, Judith Dunn, Jerome 
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Brumer, Colwyn Trevarthen, and John Shotter to American researchers of the likes of 

Richard Shweder, James Wertsch, Barbara Rogoff, and Jane Lave—to name only a 

few—support how learning and development are mediated through social interaction 

within a social context (Packer, 2001). These social interactions typically begin with 

family in the home environment, and as the child matures, expands to interactions at 

school, the community, and eventually the workplace (Watkins, 1999). In other words, 

these researchers have concluded that the formation of identity is a social process and 

is shaped to a great extent from social experiences. Therefore, not surprisingly, it 

follows that parents, teachers, and adults that rural youth interact with have been found 

to influence their educational, career, and residency aspirations (Caitlin Howley & 

Hambrick, 2009; McLaughlin et al., 2014; Ray, 2016; Stracuzzi, 2009). 

Bandura’s (1969, 1977) Social Learning Theory has long posited that people 

learn from one another through observation, imitation, and modeling. Youths’ beliefs 

are based on learned ideas, not necessarily direct experience. Glendinning, Nuttall, 

Hendry, Kloep, and Wood (2003), for example, found that young people believed 

rural communities were a good place to raise children or be an older adult. Since these 

adolescents have not experienced raising children in the community yet, nor do they 

know first-hand what it is like to be an older person in the community, these 

perceptions are derived from others. This speaks to the influence of adults on what 

youth hold to be true. 

Naturally these interactions with others take place from birth onward. 

However, for the purposes of this investigation, I focused more closely on youth as 

they were becoming more cognizant of their aspirations as they finished high school. 
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These late adolescent years are complex period characterized by substantial cognitive, 

emotional changes, and social transformation (Quaglia & Perry, 1995, p. 233). This is 

also the time when youth “are faced with the task of individuating from their parents 

while maintaining family connectedness to facilitate the development of the identities 

they will take into adulthood” (Bonnie, Stroud, & Breiner, 2015, para. 5). Given that 

social interactions with family, schools, and friends greatly determines how teenagers 

prepare for the adult world (Csikszentmihalyi & Schneider, 2000), the messages they 

receive or perceive from these interactions matter during this critical juncture of their 

lives. Hence my study targeted young adult aspirations at this life course transition 

period. 

Aspiration formation. According to Quaglia and Cobb (1996), “Aspirations 

can be defined as a student's ability to identify and set goals for the future, while being 

inspired in the present to work toward those goals” (p. 130). Aspirations during the 

period of adolescence represents a crucial determinant of social mobility (Haller & 

Virkler, 1993). Decisions about pursuing secondary education, employment, 

homeownership, and residency set emerging adults on certain trajectories. While these 

decisions may not be fixed or permanent, they can still be significant and have various 

intensities in how they impact the rest of one’s life (e.g., buying a very expensive car 

rather than investing in owning a home or foregoing college to pursue an 

entrepreneurial passion).  

Quaglia and Cobb (1996) identified inspiration and ambition as the two major 

underpinnings in the aspirational construct. Inspiration involves the extent to which 

the individual intrinsically enjoys what they are working towards (in the present), 
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while ambition represents the individual’s perception that the goal is “both possible 

and desirable” (in the future) (Quaglia & Cobb, 1996, p. 130). What youth set their 

sights on (or not) in this time period can have a significant impact on how their lives 

unfold. For example, occupational aspirations of adolescents have been shown to 

substantially contribute to where these youth ultimately end up in the social hierarchy 

(Alexander, Eckland, & Griffin, 1975; Sewell & Hauser, 1972). This ambition factor 

is tied to why “high-potential” youth are the focus of the cases in this study. Defined 

as youth likely to be successful in whatever they pursue, this strongly correlates to the 

concept of ambition. Rather than focusing solely on the academically talented, the 

type of youth traditionally characterized in the rural outmigration literature as likely to 

leave their rural hometowns, the ambition of youth was also considered in my 

research. This was represented by my selection criteria of students who were “likely to 

succeed” when determining which students to include in the study.  

The role of “unknown” others and the media. While interactions with parents, 

teachers, other adults, and peers clearly influence the formation of youth beliefs, 

attitudes, and aspirations, in the increasingly connected world, social media and 

information sources outside of the rural community also play a role in shaping young 

minds (Bauer, 2018; Geraee, Kaveh, Shojaeizadeh, & Tabatabaee, 2015; Kahne & 

Middaugh, 2012). Messages and information, once conveyed primarily by parents, 

educators, and community elders, are now delivered via many more streams in the 

digitally connected world (File & Ryan, 2014; Friedman, 2005; McFarland et al., 

2017). This brings to question how these external sources are influencing rural youths’ 

residency aspirations. 
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What messages are conveyed to youth? There are many of course, but among 

them is likely the seduction of the American “myth of the journey to freedom, 

knowledge, and transformation” that is associated with leaving home (Slethaug & 

Ford, 2012, p. 2). This may stem from the mystique of opportunity promised 

elsewhere, which dates back to the time of the first settlers (Molloy et al., 2011). From 

Horace Greeley’s popularizing of the phrase “go west young man” in the Manifest 

Destiny and the idea of “striking it rich” with the westward expansion of the United 

States, there has long been a tradition in America about setting out for grander 

opportunities (Slethaug & Ford, 2012). As stated by Kelly (2009), “Leaving rurality is 

a deeply entrenched feature of the progress narrative of modernity” (p. 2). These 

societal beliefs are significant because of the impressions they make on both rural and 

urban youth about those who reside in rural areas and what opportunities these types 

of locales may offer. Combined with the allure of grander opportunity elsewhere, there 

is a strong undercurrent of there being a better life outside the rural realm. 

The role of schooling. In terms of community influence, beyond 

parents/family, schooling, as a social institution, has been recognized in the literature a 

social influencer playing a role greater than mere cognitive and academic development 

of children (Packer, 2001). The two works consistently referenced pertaining to the 

topics of schooling and rural youth outmigration are Carr & Kelfalas’ (2009) 

Hollowing Out the Middle: The Rural Brain Drain and What it Means for America 

and Corbett’s (2007) Learning to Leave: The Irony of Schooling in a Coastal 

Community. Each study focused on the role of schooling and educators in influencing 

outmigration of rural youth. Carr and Kefelas moved to the Midwest to understand 
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what they described as the exodus of young people from America’s countryside. Their 

book documents their ethnographic study and findings regarding the outmigration of 

rural youths from a small town in Iowa. In discussing the influences on students’ 

decisions to remain in their local communities as adults or to leave for opportunities 

elsewhere, Carr and Kefalas (2009) examined four group types: (a) working class 

“stayers,” (b) ambitious and college-bound “achievers” who felt they were expected to 

leave and convinced by concerned adults that they owed it to themselves and those 

who believed in them to take off and experience the world, (c) “seekers” headed off to 

the military or workforce elsewhere because they felt compelled to escape the 

trappings of small-town living, and (d) those “returning achievers” who eventually 

circled back, representing a mix of “high-flyer” college graduates with entrepreneurial 

ambition as well as the disillusioned who figured out that big-city life was not what 

they wanted.  

Carr and Kefalas (2009) concluded that the adults in the community 

unwittingly played a pivotal part in the town’s decline by pushing the best and 

brightest young people to leave while correspondingly investing few resources and 

neglecting the needs of their youth most likely to remain in the community. With 

regard to the community’s academically talented youth, Carr and Kefalas (2009) 

surmised that rural schools have served to perpetuate the outmigration of their high-

potential youth and called out how “preparing the most talented young people to leave 

and succeed has traditionally been the modus operandi of small towns” (p. 161). They 

also noted how a town’s civic pride is tied to the collective satisfaction of knowing 

youth from the community have succeeded elsewhere (Carr & Kefalas, 2009).  
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In Learning to Leave, Corbett (2007) reflected on his multi-method study 

conducted from 1998-2000 in a small coastal Atlantic fishing village in Canada that 

examined the role of education for those who stayed versus those who left. He found 

that formal education served to increase mobility out of rural areas. Corbett (2007) 

contended that “schooling is a quintessential institution of disembedding, that schools 

are concerned with severing the attachments of individuals to particular places and 

making young people adaptable, flexible and mobile” (p. 251). Corbett (2009) noted in 

a companion article to Learning to Leave that he felt so strongly that educating 

students for life in rural places would be such a “grave mistake” that he donated the 

royalties from his publication to fund educational travel for rural youth. As will be 

highlighted, similar sentiments—that staying is a disservice to students, have long 

been shared by many rural educators. 

Carr and Kefalas (2009) suggested that the messages from schooling are a 

disservice to rural communities. In comparison, Corbett’s (2007; 2009) tone was one 

of schooling being the ticket out of rural. Both studies concluded that rural schools 

perpetuate the outmigration of rural youth. Carr and Kefalas (2009) suggested that 

rural youth internalize the “you will go far” mantra to mean leaving as the only path to 

true success. Both studies found community beliefs around a stigma that those who 

remain are not capable of making it in the outside world. Additionally, there are 

several other researchers who have also concluded that rural schooling has often 

served to debase, rather than serve, the rural circumstance (e.g., Collin & Apple, 2007; 

Eppley, 2009; C. B. Howley, 1997; Craig Howley et al., 1996; Theobald & Howley, 

1997; Theobald & Wood, 2010; Tieken, 2014). 
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As an example, in a 2014 mixed-method national study on how educators 

affect the transition to adulthood and aspiration formation, researchers found that for 

rural youth regarded as having high academic potential, rural educators generally 

devalued the decision for those students to remain in the local community (Petrin et 

al., 2014). Also consistent with Carr and Kefelas (2009), the study (Petrin et al., 2014) 

found ambivalence on the part of educators, parents, and community leaders on their 

respective influence for impacting the outmigration phenomenon. In another case 

(Budge, 2006), research revealed that rural educators, even those who portrayed their 

own rural lives as privileged, reported rurality as more problematic than not in terms 

of future prospects for most students. 

Dating back to at least the time of John Dewey, the chief purpose of schooling 

was believed to be to give students “an opportunity to escape from the limitations of 

the social group in which he was born” (Dewey, 1916, p. 20). It would seem assumed 

that for rural students, this upward mobility has meant leaving the rural locale. 

Howley, Harmon, and Leopold (1996) contend that “schooling, and indeed the tenor 

and imagery of urban society generally, encourages rural youth to develop aspirations 

that lead them away not only from where, but from who, they are in relation to place” 

(p. 159). This geographic disembedding, sometimes referred to as the urbanization of 

the mind, has long been a reality of the rural situation (Ching & Creed, 1997). Rural 

education researchers have pointed out that in the past, it was common to regard rural 

schooling as a form of missionary work to culturally elevate the backwardness of rural 

folk (Corbett, 2016; Craig Howley et al., 1996). The oldest research study I found on 

the topic of rural youth outmigration was published in 1972. Rieger (1972) concluded 
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the role of counselors, teachers, and school officials—those in the best position to help 

their students—was to help students develop career plans to lead them outside the 

rural community. This again supports the premise that rural schooling was a means to 

a better life outside the rural locale. 

Place-Consciousness and New Ruralism in the Present-Day Rural Community 

This final section of the literature review pertains to temporal dimension of the 

study, what sets it apart from much of the past rural youth migration research. The 

temporal dimension in this case refers to situating the characteristics of the rural 

community in the globalized, highly mobilized, and ubiquitously connected world. 

Regardless of whether population counts have changed a community’s rural 

classification status, many of today’s rural communities are vastly different than they 

were even only a decade ago (D. L. Brown, 2014).  

The United States has experienced a dramatic upheaval in past two decades as 

described by Packer (2001):  

Computerization, merger, and divestiture, downsizing and outsourcing, 

globalization and the World Wide Web have brought a shift from the familiar 

Fordist economy—standardized large-scale, assembly-line production with a 

rigid and complex, top-down hierarchy—to a new post-Fordist production—

flexible, small-batch manufacturing with a malleable and lean horizontal team 

organization. The production, distribution, and consumption of goods and 

services have all been transformed, become global, as companies move plants 

in search of cheaper labor, as trade agreements ease the flow of goods across 
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national borders, and as computerized banking and trading enable currency to 

circle the globe in a fraction of a second. (p. 2) 

In the post-industrial world, distinguishing rural from urban has become much more 

complex (Shortall & Warner, 2012). Social, demographic, and technological changes 

have muted many of the dichotomies between rural and urban (D. L. Brown & Schafft, 

2011). Occupational structures, income levels, and education are moving towards 

convergence (Requena, 2016). Thus, benefits previously more commonly associated 

with the metrocentric sphere may not be as influential in the young adult migration 

decision making process.  

Although globalization may have led to the demise of many extraction-based 

industries and subsequently devastated many rural communities, increased 

connectivity, improved mobility, and other trends of modernization have changed, or 

have the potential to change, the rural circumstance. Table 2.2 highlights several of the 

distinguishing features of the economy of decades past with the realities of today’s 

“new economy”.  
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Table 2.2  

Comparison of the “Old Economy” and “New Economy” 

Key Features of the Old Economy Key Features of the New Economy 

Inexpensive place to do business was 
key. 

Being rich in talent and ideas is key. 

Attracting companies was key. Attracting educated people is key. 

A high-quality physical environment 
was a luxury, which stood in the way 
of attracting cost-conscious business. 

Physical and cultural amenities are 
key in attracting knowledge workers. 

Success = fixed competitive 
advantage in some resource or skill. 
The labor force was skills-dependent. 

Success = organizations and 
individuals with the ability to learn 
and adapt. 

Economic development was 
government-led. Large government 
meant good services. 

Bold partnerships with business, 
government, and nonprofit sector lead 
change. 

Industrial sector (manufacturing) 
focus. 

Sector diversity is desired, and 
clustering of related sectors is 
targeted. 

Fossil fuel-dependent manufacturing. Communications dependent, but 
energy smart. 

People followed jobs. Talented, well-educated people choose 
location first, then look for or create a 
job. 

Location mattered (especially relative 
to transportation and raw materials). 

Quality places with a high quality of 
life matter more. 

Dirty, ugly, and a poor quality 
environment were common outcomes 
that did not prevent growth. 

Clean, green environment, and 
proximity to open space and quality 
recreational opportunities are critical. 

Connection to global opportunities 
was not essential. 

Connection to emerging global 
opportunities is critical. 

Note. Emphasis in the original. Adapted from Wyckoff, Mark A., Neumann, Pape, & 
Schindler, 2015. 
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This new economy means emerging young adults are making decisions about their 

futures within a drastically different context. Considering this evolution, I am 

suggesting that the influences on the decision to migrate is worthy of reexamination.  

At this juncture, when rural communities are forced to reinvent their 

economies, the features and drivers of the new economy could provide opportunities 

not available to, or realist for, rural locales in the past. Some of the trends highlighted 

in the introductory chapter seem well poised for rural development and innovation. At 

question is whether emerging youth see potential in their rural community or do they 

only see despair?  

When discussing the reshaping of rural places in the era of globalization, 

Tamasy and Diez (2013b) noted “the interaction between the global and local actors 

induces place distinct rural trajectories which are heavily influenced by locally 

embedded resources” (p. 1). Many rural communities in the Northern Forest region are 

rich in these locally embedded water, forest, and topographical natural resource 

amenities (Armstrong & Stedman, 2013). How that aligns with human resource 

potential and readiness is another matter. In this globalized world, rural communities 

can position themselves to change the behaviors and attitudes of their “local actors”. 

As Tamasy and Diez (2013b) noted, local agents may act as catalysts or hindrances in 

paths to rural redevelopment. The attitudes and beliefs of these local agents, 

particularly as perceived by youth, is an important element of what this research 

sought to examine.  
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Zeitgeist and the Temporal Dimension 

In the contemporary restructuring of rural places, many rural communities 

have found themselves forced to evolve when faced with the economic realities of 

recent times (R. Gibbs & Kusmin, 2005; Hertz, Kusmin, Marré, & Parker, 2014). This 

was particularly the case for communities reliant upon industries that migrated abroad 

to capitalize on cheaper production and labor (Glasmeier & Salant, 2006). Some 

locales have been successful in reshaping themselves in the face of the challenges and 

opportunities associated with globalization whereas others have remained stagnant or 

continue to decline (Shucksmith, Brown, & Vergunst, 2012).  

However, in-step with transnational corporations and global commodity chains 

came technological advancements that provided for new opportunities for rural locales 

as well. These opportunities include home-based remote work, inclusion in the 

knowledge-economy, niche environmental/cultural tourism, and selling local foods 

and products in the global marketplace (Atterton, Jane et al., 2012). Home-grown rural 

development strategies can combine the local with the global in ways not nearly as 

accessible in the past (Tamásy & Revilla Diez, 2013a). Nimble and adaptive 

communities that up-skill their workforce have been able to capitalize upon new 

innovative activities or opportunities that were overlooked or underestimated in the 

past (R. Gibbs & Kusmin, 2005). Woods (2013) suggested rural localities have the 

potential to rebrand craft products, commodify rural traditions and landscapes to 

attract tourists, recruit internationally to fill labor shortages, and capitalize on green 

energy developments.  
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For rural places rich with natural amenities that were either previously spoiled 

by, or not accessible because of the industries of the past, the changes can provide new 

economic opportunity (Chi & Marcouiller, 2013; Gosnell & Abrams, 2011; Hunter et 

al., 2005; Larsen, Sorenson, McDermott, Long, & Post, 2007; Nilsson, 2017). 

McGranhan, Wojan, and Lambert (2011), for example, contend that outdoor 

recreational activities often found in rural places are increasingly attractors of talent 

and that “creative workers may choose to forgo higher urban earnings in exchange for 

the quality of life found in places endowed with natural amenities” (p. 530). With 

continually increasing connectivity in rural areas, rural areas with high-skilled workers 

can position themselves to participate and compete in the knowledge-based economy 

(Denkenberger et al., 2015; Lozowski, 2016; Tamásy & Revilla Diez, 2013b). Indeed, 

an increasing number of companies seek to locate back-office functions in rural areas 

to reduce their overhead expenses (Dabson, 2013). At question is if rural communities 

are adapting their economic development strategies to capitalize on these potential 

opportunities, and if so, how aware are younger adults of these opportunities and are 

they being encouraged to pursue them. 

Earlier I highlighted the influence of individual actors touching the lives of 

rural youth. Now I consider the influences from a collective level. The ideals and 

norms rural communities teach and convey to their youth plays a significant role in the 

aspirations and life course pathways as these emerging adults position themselves for 

the future (Elder Jr, 1998). The climate at the societal level can be referred to as the 

zeitgeist—the collective perceived social consensus (Boehnke, Hadjar, & Baier, 2009). 

The zeitgeist can range in scale from local notions like ethnic beliefs to wider societal 
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sentiments like patriotism at a national level (Vedder, Berry, Sabatier, & Sam, 2009). 

The zeitgeist may be positive or negative, and equally significant to note, this 

perceived social consensus may not reflect reality (van der Bles et al., 2015). 

Researchers have found that zeitgeist can cloud the collective judgment that things are 

bad even when these judgments are not based upon facts or even the individual’s sense 

of well-being (van der Bles et al., 2015). Youths’ perception of the community’s 

identity can be influenced by what they garner through the observed social 

discourse—what youth believe to be the thoughts and feelings of parents, teachers, 

and others towards community (Proshansky et al., 1983). This perceived community 

identity sets the boundaries for what is believed to be possible, and correspondingly, 

what is considered unthinkable, in the context of that community (Watson, 2009).  

This community identity or climate can be thought of as societal content or 

discontent. Whether at the broader societal level or the local community level, the 

climate can be obscured by judgments that “are not necessarily based on concrete facts 

or actual personal experiences” (van der Bles et al., 2015, p. 5). These influences of 

the collective mindset have been shown to cause a “cultural lag” whereby new 

structural opportunities are not readily taken advantage of when these notions 

constrain potential (Swidler, 1986). With personal perceptions being influenced by 

societal beliefs, the educational system, the socioeconomic situation, and other 

external elements, the context of these value transmissions is a significant factor in 

aspiration development (Vedder et al., 2009). Swindler’s (1986) stance is that the 

community’s culture could cause an emerging adult to feel that a particular occupation 

or career is not an actionable avenue to pursue within that community. This being the 
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case, the collective mindset of the community becomes highly relevant in 

understanding what shapes youths’ decisions about their future in the community. The 

next section examines the influences of collective judgments—the zeitgeist—in the 

context of the present-day globalized world through the lens of place-consciousness. 

Place-Consciousness 

Place refers to a physically bounded area with social, psychological, and 

cultural meanings attached to it (Hauge, 2007). Place can refer to an indefinite number 

of spaces that can be experienced ranging in scale from a desk in a classroom, to broad 

outdoor expanses, to regions and nations. Earlier, the distinguishing nuances of place 

and community attachment and place identity were discussed. There is yet another 

place related term that warrants attention, place-consciousness.  

Place-consciousness concerns understanding place in the context of other 

places, including those spanning across the globe (D. A. Greenwood, 2013). Place-

consciousness is not about having a narrow, provincial, or parochial view of the world, 

but rather a philosophical orientation “to understand how environment, culture, and 

politics have worked to shape it, and to appreciate that any particular place may have 

diverse and competing meanings for different groups or individuals” (D. A. 

Greenwood, 2011, p. 10). As presented by Greenwood (2011), “consciousness of 

place means consciousness of other places and relationships between places” (italics 

in original, p. 10) and includes “the temporal nature of places, their past, present, and 

possible futures” (p. 10). In the context of my research, this is relevant because of 

perceptions of believing certain place types are better than others—namely that 
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believing urban and suburban living are better or worse than rural locales likely has 

implications on how residency aspirations are influenced.  

The role of education in place-consciousness. People shape places and 

“places teach us and shape our identities and relationships” (D. A. Greenwood, 2013, 

p. 93). Let us consider how public education informs place-consciousness. 

Historically, schooling in the United States has served the priorities of urbanization 

(C. B. Howley, 1997). In reviewing research in education, Biddle and Azano (2016) 

found place-based pedagogies began to emerge in the scholarly conversation in the 

2000s in response to the cultural-deficit model that “exposed the century-long trend of 

looking only at problems of rural communities, rather than at the opportunities” (p. 

314). Additionally, several researchers have argued that the push for standardize 

curriculum in America has eroded place-consciousness by eliminating the 

opportunities for curriculum tied to the local community and thus disconnected 

students from the places they live (Budge, 2010; Gruenewald, 2003b; Theobald & 

Howley, 1997; Theobald & Nachtigal, 1995).  

Three decades ago, DeYoung’s (1987) review of the literature on the history of 

American education suggested a belief of early 20th century Americans that the 

country’s future was dependent upon schools supporting continued urbanization and 

industrialization. DeYoung (1987) had concluded that the educational reform of that 

era was “based on a notion that rural ways of life were, and would increasingly 

become, archaic in an emerging urban and cosmopolitan America” (p. 124). This 

premise could suggest a long held American undercurrent that the purpose for 

schooling, regardless of location, was to further the progress of urbanization. As noted 
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by Greenwood (2013), “In education, the dominant neoliberal understanding of 

globalization frequently leads policymakers and other leaders to disregard places and 

espouse the reductionist view that the chief purpose of education is preparation for 

competition in ‘the global economy’” (p. 94). Researchers have argued that 

standardized assessments, national economic objectives, and educational practices are 

increasingly disconnecting rural places from the curriculum (Gruenewald, 2003a; Paul 

& Seward, 2016). This sense of placelessness is raised to demonstrate the premise that 

place-consciousness and place-conscious education matters when it comes to 

reshaping or reinventing rural economies, a contention especially relevant to this 

study. 

In contrast to a disembedding or disconnecting through schooling, Greunewald 

(2003a) suggested that “place-conscious education aims to reframe the discourse of 

democracy and accountability so that the character and quality of places, and our 

relationship to them, figure significantly in the purpose, process, and assessment of 

education” (p. 645). He referred to this as critical pedagogy of place, having 

intentionality around the teaching of the local place—its culture and history—situated 

within the context of the broader world. Referencing Friere’s work from the 1970s, 

Gruenewald (2003b) suggested the intertwining of the local and global strengthens the 

literacies relative to both contexts and that education can either nurture or block this 

awareness of the self and others in relation to place (2003a). He argued a critical 

pedagogy of place should aim to “identify, recover, and create material spaces and 

places that teach us how to live well in our total environments” and “identify and 
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change ways of thinking that injure and exploit other people and places” (Gruenewald, 

2003b).  

Rural Transformation and the New Ruralism 

Rural communities have new opportunities in the context of the highly mobile 

and interconnected world. Through technological advances and increased mobility, 

many rural places have the potential to exist in a dramatically different form as 

compared to the past. In Shucksmith’s (2012) edited volume on rural transformation in 

the twenty-first century, there are numerous examples of not only how the political, 

social, economic, cultural, and physical landscapes of rural areas have changed, but of 

how the narratives and social construction of rural areas are transforming as well. 

These transformations can be seen in various plans for community and economic 

development in rural areas. These include practices built upon “smart growth 

principles,” working landscapes, and the concept of new ruralism (Smart Growth 

Network, 2013). Many rural spaces are experiencing a revolution in ways that are 

transforming them to hubs for renewable energy production, high-tech and niche 

farming, and natural amenity-based recreation and tourism (Carlow, 2016). 

Working landscapes is a land conservation paradigm making gradual 

ascendance in the United States (Vergunst, Geisler, & Stedman, 2012). It shifts the 

extraction and industrial domination of rural landscapes back to people working as 

responsible members of the natural ecosystem in a balanced relationship of humans 

and the environment (Cannavo, 2007). The prevalence of working landscape practices 

in rural economic development strategies recognizes the increasing value for the 

responsible use of open spaces and the opposition to rampant development and 
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unsustainable resource exploitation (Nothstine, 2013). Consistent with smart growth 

development principles, working landscapes are a part of the emerging concept of new 

ruralism (Mishkovsky et al., 2010).  

New ruralism is a term first introduced by Berkeley professor Sibella Kraus in 

land use conversations focused on creating fresh food sources to nurture the 

connections with the land for city dwellers on the urban fringe (Kraus, 2013). The 

concept of new ruralism is increasingly being used by land use planners in reference to 

a rural renaissance focused on making rural communities places to live and prosper 

(Northern New England Chapter American Planning Association, n.d.). Newman and 

Saginor’s (2016) review of the literature on new ruralism found the term’s present-day 

connotation to refer to sustainable growth in rural areas. Community planners regard 

new ruralism as: 

Rural communities finding new ways and sustainable approaches to create 

economic opportunities, provide livable-wage jobs, improve access to local 

foods, offer better aging in place options, expand access to social services, 

improve access to transit, and provide for a number of other basic needs. 

(Seeley, 2015, p. 1) 

In addition to fostering the sense of connection to the land, new ruralism can be 

associated with preserving cultural heritage (Garber, 2017).  

At its heart, new ruralism is driven by local leadership with a commitment to 

preservation that is defined on local terms (Green, 2017) and is rooted in a 

community’s unique agricultural, ecological, geographical, and cultural attributes 

(Kraus, 2006). In other words, new ruralism integrates community planning that 
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promotes the best of the modern rural community. It is based on principles that seek 

creative ways to adapt and succeed within today's economy without compromising 

local values and culture (Mishkovsky et al., 2010). It positions rural communities to 

reshape the conversation about their economic and community development strategies 

as these evolving rural to suburban to urban to global interdependencies are reframed. 

Correspondingly, research has shown there is a growing interdependence 

between global and rural places (Tamásy & Revilla Diez, 2013b). Referencing the 

work of Pries (1996, 1999) and Eade (1997), Gustafson (2001) surmised that “because 

of the relations with the surrounding world, places are not static” and on the contrary, 

are “continually produced and reproduced in interaction with their surroundings and 

thus may acquire new meanings over a period of time” (p. 6). Shortall and Warner 

(2012) reflected that rural places have been seen as “both idyllic places of peace and 

backward areas that stunt the lives of rural people” ( p. 3). With rapid transmission of 

information, however, many rural communities are no longer as isolated from 

mainstream cultural and economic influences (Lichter & Brown, 2011). Rural 

economies are increasingly characterized by economic diversity beyond natural 

amenity tourism and participate in national value chains across a wide range of 

industrial sectors (Dabson, 2013). This suggests hope and new opportunities for rural 

communities. What remains to be seen, however, is if there are corollary changes in 

imagining rural futures by those immersed in rural life. This study sought to explore 

the extent of optimism by rural residents regarding their community, and if a sense of 

optimism is conveyed to youth.  
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Concluding the Review of the Literature 

Both traditionally dysphoric outlooks on rural life and glorifications of life in 

the city have impacted the decisions informing rural youth’s aspirational pathways 

(Elder Jr, 1998). Part of the intent of this review of the literature was to call attention 

to the negative rural narrative that has dominated the American discourse for centuries 

and consider the impact that this rhetoric has had on rural youth and rural 

communities. In Place Matters: Challenges and Opportunities in Four Rural 

Americas (Hamilton et al., 2008), the researchers concluded that the stigma of rural 

either being regarded as deficient and/or serving only as a vacation destination must be 

overcome if the possibilities within rural America are to be fully recognized. 

In recent decades, “the social meanings of place and distance have been 

reconfigured in our hyper-mobility society” (Shucksmith et al., 2012, p. 287) which 

provides for potential new innovation and opportunity in the rural setting. In today’s 

world many of the urban features that enable competitiveness in the knowledge-based 

economy are increasingly available to rural areas (van Meeteren, 2013). When it 

comes to innovation and the development of new commodities (versus the production 

of), the possibility exists for rural areas to serve as “local nodes” in “global networks” 

(Birch & Cumbers, 2010). Whether the future economic vitality of rural areas will be 

one of knowledge-driven processing, or application of knowledge and learning, or one 

of any of the other rural development possibilities outlined earlier, the nature of 

rurality has changed in the integrated world economy. Yet the literature remains silent 

on how these transformations may be impacting rural youth outmigration.  
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It is important to remember that “rurality gives communities different 

advantages and disadvantages that are not homogeneous across time” (Lobao, 2014, p. 

551). Global capitalism, though initially disruptive to many rural places, also provides 

new opportunity in the global marketplace (Flora & Flora, 2013). However, rural 

communities face the ongoing challenges of confronting the deficit discourse that has 

long been associated with non-metropolitan areas (D. L. Brown & Schafft, 2011; 

Tieken, 2014; Tieken & San Antonio, 2016; Zimmerman, 2009). Efforts to influence 

the return migration of rural young adults should not be perceived as a means to 

preserve traditional ways of life. Rather, influencing return in-migration and/or 

preventing youth outmigration can be regarded as means to generate opportunities for 

these young adults to play a role in the contemporary transformation of rural places 

(Berglund et al., 2016; Perry, 2011; von Reichert, Cromartie, & Arthun, 2011, 2014a).  

In summary, this chapter began by setting the conceptual framework and 

highlighting the complexity of factors influencing the migration decision of emerging 

young adults in rural communities. The review of the literature provided past findings 

on migration patterns of rural youth, considered the factors found to push youth away 

from rural communities as well as pull them towards urban areas. Next, the review 

considered four main themes influencing migration decisions: 1) the shifting values 

defining a high quality of life and life satisfaction, 2) the role of place, 3) the role of 

others as individual actors and collectively as the community zeitgeist, and 4) the role 

of schooling. This chapter concluded by identifying and defining three interrelated 

areas that contribute preliminary orienting concepts for this the study: the zeitgeist or 

collective mindset of the community, the place-consciousness of students and the 
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community, and the level of recognition for, or belief in, the opportunity to reshape 

and reinvent communities under the principles of new ruralism. These orientating 

concepts shaped the methodology and interview questions of this investigation as it 

examined the influences on youth outmigration in today’s far more socially and 

economically connected rural communities. 
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Chapter 3 - Research Design and Methodology 

The introductory chapter and the conceptual framework outlined in the review 

of the literature focused on developing a narrative that will consider the context of 

place and time when investigating the influences on the migration decisions of 

emerging adults from a rural locale. Given this focus, I am proposing a collective case 

study with the following research aims: 

 Investigate the perceptions high-potential rural youth possess regarding 

their community; 

 Gain an understanding of how the attitudes and beliefs of these youth 

regarding the community are shaped by the adults in their life; 

 Assess the career and residency aspirations of these youth. 

This study will contribute findings targeted toward the aim of decreasing the 

outmigration and/or increasing the return migration of talented young adults to rural 

communities. Thus, the practical purpose of this study is to foster more sustainable 

communities by decreasing the long-term or permanent loss of capable young adults 

who have the potential of becoming contributing members of the community. From 

this practical purpose, the findings from this study may call for an effort to shift the 

zeitgeist—the collective perceived social consensus—about livelihoods, lifestyles, and 

opportunities in the rural locale. The findings may: 

 Provide a rationale for why rural communities should be strategic and 

intentional about the messages they convey to their high-potential youth; 

 Suggest the need for practices that highlight career and lifestyle choices 

that have emerged in the globalized economy; 
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 Suggest employing strategies to educate parents, educators, and influential 

adults on the assets and amenities of their respective rural region and the 

related opportunities for economic and community development. 

The research question that emerged for this investigation, relative to the aims of this 

study, is:  

 How are the future/longer-term residency aspirations of high-potential rural 

youth being influenced by the messages of parents, teachers, and other 

adults in the community as these emerging adults approach high school 

graduation?  

This type of research question, one that seeks to understand a complex issue in 

a real-world setting, is well suited for a qualitative approach (H. Harrison, Birks, 

Franklin, & Mills, 2017; Jansen, 2010; Rossman & Rallis, 2017). My qualitative 

approach is described in the next section. I discuss the scholarship on the collective 

case study approach that justifies this research method. The design of the study, 

including the setting, selection of participants, a plan for data collection and analysis is 

presented. I close the chapter with addressing issues of trustworthiness, ethical 

considerations, and the limitations and delimitations of the study. 

Methodology and Rationale 

Case study research is well suited for research questions that seek in-depth 

thick descriptions (Miles & Huberman, 1994) to illuminate the complexities of the 

human experience of a social phenomenon (Creswell, 2002; Stake, 1995; Yin, 

2014)—or what anthropologist Clifford Geertz (1973) refers to as the “complex 

specificness” (p. 23) of a particular experience or group, through which a researcher 
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can be presented with a means to think realistically and concretely about broader 

issues and implications. The wealth of details and closeness to the case that can be 

gained through this approach allows for “the development of a nuanced view of 

reality, including the view that human behavior cannot be meaningfully understood as 

simply rule-governed acts” (Flyvbjerg & Sampson, 2001, p. 72). According to Yin 

(2014), there are three conditions that make the case study method preferable to other 

social science research methods: (a) the research seeks to answer questions of “the 

how” and “the why” of a phenomenon; (b) the researcher has little control or influence 

of the phenomenon; and (c) when the phenomenon is being considered from a real-life 

context versus a historical perspective. These conditions all hold true in this proposed 

investigation.  

I chose a collective case study for this investigation, as residency aspirations 

are shaped by a complex set of interactions. This study includes five cases. Collective 

case studies are sometimes referred to as multicase or multiple case studies, and those 

terms will be used interchangeably in this study. The simple term “case study” is also 

intended to reflect the collective case for the purposes of this study.  

Analysis of multiple cases is better suited than a single case study for 

explaining the forces acting upon the phenomenon in question when diverse events, 

beliefs, attitudes, and policies can shape the phenomenon (Boudah, 2011). The 

phenomenon under examination is rural youth outmigration. In this study, future 

residency aspirations will serve as the proxy for the actual migration decision as I am 

interested in the intentions of rural youth at this pivotal point of their life. This 
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research method should allow for better theorizing about the outmigration 

phenomenon than a single case study would because a multiple case study enables: 

researchers to delineate the combination of factors that may have contributed 

to the outcomes of the case, seek or construct an explanation as to why one 

case is different or the same as others, make sense of puzzling or unique 

findings, or further articulate the concepts, hypotheses, or theories discovered 

or constructed from the original case. (S. Khan & VanWynsberghe, 2008, para. 

2) 

As this collective case study seeks to explain the influences on or forces 

causing a phenomenon, it is explanatory in nature (Marshall & Rossman, 1989). From 

an interpretative stance, such as this collective case study, the paradigm “assumes that 

reality is a social construct that emerges from the way in which individuals and groups 

interact and experiences the world” (VanWynsberghe & Khan, 2007, p. 90). This will 

be applied research as it purports to examine complex aspects of social behavior that 

contributes to improving the human condition (Crano, Brewer, & Lac, 2014). In this 

instance, the human condition I seek to improve is the quality of life afforded to those 

residing in northern New England’s rural communities that might be achieved by 

increasing the residency rates of high-potential young adults in the region. 

Research and Topical Questions 

The primary research question of this study will investigate how the 

future/longer-term residency aspirations of youth in rural communities are being 

influenced by the messages of parents, teachers, and other adults in the community as 

they approach high school graduation. This time period, around graduation, was 
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chosen because “migration decision-making is assumed to be strongly influenced by 

life-course events” (Kley, 2011, p. 470). Presumably, graduation is a transitional 

period for many individuals and typically coincides with turning age 18— the 

demarcation of early adulthood by several measures in the United States. As a life-

course transition period, youths approaching graduation are actively thinking about 

their futures (R. M. Gibbs & Cromartie, 1994). From the perspective of this study, I 

am more interested in students’ intentions and aspirations for residency as they look 

toward the future than in their immediate residency plans at this life-course juncture.  

The reason I am focusing on their residency aspirations is because migration 

decisions begin with the intention to relocate (Kley, 2011). In DeJong’s migration 

theory work (1999, 2000), he draws from the social psychology field and references 

Ajzen and Fishbein’s theory of planned behavior as a decision making framework. 

This framework is depicted in Figure 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of the reasoned action model. Adapted from Fishbein & Ajzen, 

2009. 

Fishbein’s theory purports that human behavior is driven by three types of beliefs 

categorized as (a) behavioral—the likely outcomes of the behaviors, (b) normative—

how others are motivated and expected to comply with these expectations, and (c) 

control—the perceived power to impede or facilitate performance of the expectations 

(Ajzen, 2006). Ajzen (2006) described the intention to act in a certain way to be 

influenced as follows: 

In their respective aggregates, behavioral beliefs produce a favorable or 

unfavorable attitude toward the behavior; normative beliefs result in perceived 

social pressure or subjective norm; and control beliefs give rise to perceived 

behavioral control. In combination, attitude toward the behavior, subjective 

norm, and perception of behavioral control lead to the formation of a 

behavioral intention. As a general rule, the more favorable the attitude and 
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subjective norm, and the greater the perceived control, the stronger should be 

the person’s intention to perform the behavior in question. (p. 1) 

Hundreds of studies since the inception of the theory of planned behavior have 

supported the theory that claims behavior can usually be predicted with considerable 

accuracy from intentions and perceptions of behavioral control (Ajzen, 2007). Hence, 

this study utilized residency aspirations as a proxy for intentions, with intention being 

the precursor to actual behavior. Though their intention to stay, leave, or return may 

not predict their eventual action with complete accuracy, I assumed that a desire to 

stay/return situates the emerging young adult more favorably (in terms of community 

sustainability) than a youth who possess a strong desire to leave.  

Through the application of interpreted findings, qualitative research can inform 

practices (Marshall & Rossman, 1989). The practical aim of this study is to decrease 

outmigration and/or increase return migration of talented youth and young adults by 

gaining a better understanding of how residency aspirations are influenced. This study 

intends to accomplish this by identifying core themes around the influences on 

outmigration using a researcher created typology that is informed by the literature and 

emerges from the analysis of the cases derived from the interview responses.  

As Schram (2006) summarized, research questions focus on what researchers 

seek to understand and supporting topical questions: (a) address what needs to be 

known to reach that understanding, and (b) provide guidance for the formation of the 

actual questions that will be asked of people in the field. Table 3.1 summarizes the 

topical questions and rationale that pertain to my central research question.  
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Table 3.1 

Topical Questions with Rationale 

Topical Questions 

1. As rural youth think ahead to settling down in their late twenties/early 
thirties, where do they imagine themselves to be living and why? What do 
they think are the reasons behind their residency aspiration? 

 
Rationale/Purpose: Identify residency aspirations and influences as 
perceived by the youth in the study. Identify specific indicators relating to 
social/familial ties, financial, quality of life, and other drivers. 

2. When parents think ahead to their child being in their 30s, what do they hope 
their lives to be like? Where do they envision this to be? Do they imagine 
something else will occur in reality, and if so, what/where/why? 

 
Rationale/Purpose: Identify potential influence of parents in the formation of 
residency aspirations. Determine if parents feel their child will do something 
different than what their parents want them to do (and does this align with 
what the youth reported?). 

3. In what ways do rural youth feel they are encouraged to leave or encouraged 
to stay? 

 
Rationale/Purpose: Assessing influence. 

4. What indicators of personal agency do the youth convey? (“I am a change 
maker”, “I can be successful at whatever I set my mind to”.) 

 
Rationale/Purpose: Assessing the extent that youth feel empowered to make 
a difference, indicator of perseverance may suggest willingness to be less 
influenced by the opinions of others and/or likelihood of pursuing an 
entrepreneurial pathway. 

5. What attitudes and beliefs are held by the youth in this study, their parents, 
and influential adults regarding the quality of life in the community? 

 
Rationale/Purpose: Identify what the attitudes are towards the community 
and if there may be relationship between youth attitudes and that of their 
parents and influential adults. 
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Table 3.1 (continued) 

Topical Questions 

6. What do rural youth, their parents, and influential adult think and feel about 
opportunities for rural youth residing in rural communities during their 
young adult lives? 

 
Rationale/Purpose: While not referencing the high-potential youth, this 
question will identify perceptions about what the community has to offer to 
young adults in general and with help develop an understanding of the 
perceptions regarding the opportunities for young adults in the rural 
community. 

7. From a Teacher/Counselor/Adviser/ Coach, what do they think and feel 
about high potential students plans for those who intend to stay or return to 
the area? 

 
Rationale/Purpose: Identify supportive or non-supportive stances to the 
student’s intentions. 

8. What attitudes and beliefs are held by the youth in this study, their parents, 
and an influential adult regarding the financial/economic climate of the 
community? 

 
Rationale/Purpose: Assess the perceptions about employment security and 
beliefs about blue and white-collar work, remote work opportunities, 
entrepreneurial endeavors, and other strategies increasingly identified in 
rural economic development strategies To what extent does each group 
present indicators of identified smart growth principles for rural 
communities, entrepreneurial thinking, asset-based community development 
mindsets, opportunities related to products/services targeted at an aging 
population, awareness of workforce and labor trends, etc. that may be 
indicative of a growth/opportunity mindsets (as opposed to a sense of 
hopelessness in terms of livelihoods in rural markets). 
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Table 3.1 (continued) 

 

Topical Questions 

9. How does each group—rural youth, their parents, and influential adults— 
perceive opportunities for careers and lifestyles in rural locales? 

 
Rationale/Purpose: Assess the perceptions about employment security and 
beliefs about blue and white-collar work, remote work opportunities, 
entrepreneurial endeavors, and other strategies increasingly identified in 
rural economic development strategies. Identify thoughts and feelings about 
lifestyle satisfaction opportunities afforded by the community and/or the 
rural area and their relative importance. Indicators around work/life balance; 
relative cost of living; what defines a “well-lived life” (happiness vs money 
dichotomy). 

10. How do rural youth perceive the adults in their community to think and feel 
towards their rural community? 

 
Rationale/Purpose: Examine how perceptions align with what parent(s) 
expressed and potential shape the mindset of the student. 

11. What attachments to place does each group—rural youth, their parents, and 
influential adults—appear to convey? 

 
Rationale/Purpose: Examine predominant views of place attachment and ties 
to place. 

12. What emerges as the predominate rural narrative from each group—rural 
youth, their parents, and influential adults? 

 
Rationale/Purpose: Examine predominant views of rural America versus 
urban America. 

 

The first three topical questions are aimed at determining aspirations and intentions 

around occupations and residency. Question four is specific to personal agency and is 

included as a possible signal of the level of influence others have (or not) on the 

student’s decision making. Questions five through ten aim to provide a glimpse into 

the community’s zeitgeist—the collective perceived social consensus regarding the 
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local rural community. Question eleven seeks to determine the depth of place 

attachment, senses of rootedness, and other indicators of having a rural place identity. 

The final question is aimed at determining the participants’ mindset regarding rural 

areas in comparison to the broader landscape of community types across America or 

the world. 

Design 

This section describes the design of this collective case study. It includes the 

setting of the study and defines how the context is bounded. The participant selection 

process is outlined, including the characteristics of the high-potential rural youth to be 

included in the study. The data collection and analysis plan is shared, along with the 

limitations and delimitations of this study. 

Setting 

As discussed in the introduction and in the review of the literature, rural 

communities vary immensely in size, context, proximity to metropolitan areas, and 

natural amenities—to name a few. As Sher (1988) noted, “it is widely understood that 

rurality, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder” (p. 54). Although these findings 

may not be generalizable to all rural communities, the context and setting for this 

investigation are described next to allow for others to make an informed judgment as 

to whether the similarity in contexts allows for the transferability of the findings and 

conclusions. The setting of this study was a community situated within northern New 

England and more specifically, the region known as the Northern Forest as depicted in 

Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2. Map of the Northern Forest region from Land (2003). 

This 26 million-acre intact forest region of the northeastern United States has a long 

history tied to forest-based industry, and many communities in this region have been 

forced to adapt to dramatic economic changes resulting from national and global 

forces (Lewis, Hunt, & Plantinga, 2002). The social, economic, and employment 

circumstances are not unique to this region and in fact can be found in many rural 

areas across the country. However, this region was selected to frame this study 

because of its four-season climate and the similarities in the natural resource amenities 

featured across the region.  

To be considered for the study, the community’s past primary economy must 

have been adversely affected by the loss of relatively high-wage blue-collar jobs in a 

forest-based industry. The cases were drawn from a high school in a rural community 
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where the economy had historically been tied to the manufacturing of pulp and/or 

paper products. Another qualifying community characteristic is possessing natural 

amenities of scenic landscapes and/or outdoor recreational opportunities. The rationale 

for specifying the criteria, being situated in or near natural amenities, is two-fold. 

Economic theory suggests that due to greater mechanization and/or lower labor costs 

in other countries, high paying jobs in extractive industries are not likely to return 

(Vias & Carruthers, 2005). However, natural amenities may provide the opportunity 

for these communities to rebrand their economic profile, and therefore jobs, around 

these assets (Gosnell & Abrams, 2011). The second reason for specifying a connection 

to natural amenities is the potential economic benefits of amenity driven migration. As 

rural areas with desirable natural amenities are attracting significant numbers of 

migrants (Qin, 2016), the draw of these natural amenities can attract skilled workers in 

occupations that can be performed regardless of place. The emergence of this flexible 

“new economy” may attract high-wage workers who choose residency based on 

outdoor recreational activities or scenic viewsheds (Gosnell & Abrams, 2011). 

Consistent with Stake’s (2006) multiple case study approach, this research is 

motivated by “discovering meaning and understanding of experiences in context” (H. 

Harrison et al., 2017, para. 26). The context is an important element of this 

investigation. The experiences for rural youth in the current generation are vastly 

different than the experiences of previous generations. These contextual differences 

make it important to consider how the factors and drivers of outmigration may have 

changed over time and why past research may no longer hold as relevant to the 
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modern-day reality of a rural community in a globalized world. Therefore, the 

temporal setting is as relevant as the spatial setting of this study. 

Participants and Selection 

A case study approach was selected because this research seeks explanation for 

a bounded group (Gay, Mills, & Airasian, 2012). Cases should be thought of as “a 

phenomenon of some sort occurring in a bounded context” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, 

p. 25). The bounded context is youth residing in rural communities that suffered 

significant economic declines due to the loss of relatively high-wage blue-collar 

industries in recent decades. In addition to interviews with each student, each case 

included an interview with at least one parent or guardian and an influential adult 

identified by the student (e.g. coach, adviser, teacher, employer). 

The students selected for this study were from a high school located in a 

community matching the criteria outlined in the setting, thus making this a purposive 

criterion sampling selection (Patten, 2014). The school principal was asked to provide 

a list of approximately ten seniors they regard as having high-potential. High-potential 

was defined as students they feel are very likely to succeed at whatever endeavor they 

pursue. Post-secondary education plans were not a requirement for being included in 

the pool of high potential youth, as this research did not presume that post-secondary 

education immediately following graduation is the only means to a high-quality life or 

achieving satisfaction with life. An attempt was made to select a sample representing a 

variety of influences on residency aspiration based on what was known about each 

student from the preliminary information provided by the principal—an information-

oriented selection made on a basis of expectations (Flyvbjerg & Sampson, 2001). To 
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the extent known from the given information, students who lived all or most of their 

lives in the community were selected. 

This study was intentionally concerned with high-potential youth who were 

likely to be successful at whatever they pursued. As noted, while this includes 

academically talented youth, the term “high-potential” was intended to be more 

inclusive. This could include students who were not necessarily academic achievers 

but who were skilled in the trades and generally appeared to be destined to be 

successful because of their personality traits and other characteristics.  

One of the student participants, Brooke, is a fitting example of why I sought 

“high-potential” students who were “likely to succeed” rather than a strictly academic 

focused criterion. Brooke was a three-sport athlete, in the honor society, and 

recognized as a scholar athlete in the state sponsored recognition program. Despite 

this, even though it was not explicitly articulated, I had the sense that her name was 

suggested as a potential participant because of something other than her academic 

achievement. As will be shown in the within-case analysis of Chapter 4, that 

inclination was confirmed in my interview with Brooke. Her academic achievements 

did not come easy to her and had I used a more narrowly defined descriptor of “high 

academic achievers,” she likely would not have been suggested as a participant.  

The reason I focused on the importance of this “type” of youth is because the 

projection for the region’s labor force needs reveals a demand for a high-value 

credential or post-secondary degree workers (Carnevale, Smith, & Strohl, 2010, 2013). 

In New Hampshire, as an example, about two-thirds of all jobs will require education 

beyond high school by 2025 (Carnevale, Strohl, & Ridley, 2017), yet only just over 
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half of the residents of working age possessed such qualifications in 2015 (Gittell, 

2015). The academically talented are the type of students who have traditionally 

migrated out of rural areas in the past for higher paying white-collar employment and 

financial security elsewhere (D. L. Brown, 2014). I sought to include academic 

achievers, but also recognized the value of skilled tradespersons. The latter did not 

tend to be included in past research focused on rural youth outmigration and the 

phenomenon of “brain drain”. 

With high school seniors at the center of the cases, this study concentrated on 

individuals entering the early phase of young adulthood. Migration research has 

tended to concentrate on “highly mobile young adults, who often move up the urban 

hierarchy in pursuit of education or employment, and lower mobility cohorts 

approaching retirement who often move down the urban hierarchy for lifestyle 

reasons” with the in-between being “a very critical settling down period that deserves 

increased attention from a life course perspective” (2014b, p. 70). Therefore, these 

students, as emerging young adults, were asked about where they would like to be 

living in their late twenties/early thirties. With that stated, it is worth noting why this 

age cohort was being selected versus a slightly older cohort. Considering young 

adulthood is the period with the highest rates of migration (Pandit & Withers, 1999), it 

may seem more suitable to interview young adults closer to the settling down age of 

late twenties or early thirties. However, the contemporary influences on migration are 

significant to this study and that age cohort would have experienced different political, 

cultural, and economic conditions than the youth currently setting their post-secondary 

plans and aspirations. For those growing up during the tumultuous period of economic 
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disruption resulting from the throes of globalization, their lived experience likely 

shaped a vastly different outlook on their futures. As noted by Foner (1978): 

Each cohort is unique in that it is formed at a particular juncture of history; its 

members share the same slice of history, and can look forward to a similar 

future segment of time. Each cohort bears the stamp of the historical context 

through which it flows [so that] no two cohorts age in exactly the same way. 

(p. 343) 

Given that this study aims to consider rural economic and community 

development in the more globalized context, the generation of youth at the focus of the 

center is significant. As Stake contends, understanding the case “requires experiencing 

the activity of the case as it occurs in its context and in its particular situation” (Stake, 

2006, p. 2). As youth are approaching high school graduation or have graduated 

recently (within a few months of graduation), they are not likely to be making 

permanent or long-term settlement decisions. However, as they are graduating from 

high school, they are likely to be actively thinking about their futures. Therefore, this 

investigation is focused on their residency aspirations and intentions and how those 

may be shaped by their attitudes and beliefs regarding their rural community and rural 

areas in general at this transitional period of their lives. While intentions of future 

residency aspirations of the emerging adults cannot serve as actual long-term 

residency decisions, the current influences—including the community’s zeitgeist on 

those intentions—was at the forefront of this study. Accordingly, a retrospective 

reporting approach studying an older cohort was not proposed.  
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Data Collection 

Characteristic of qualitative research, this study included analysis of narrative 

data that is collected in a non-manipulative fashion through interviews in order to gain 

insight into the phenomenon (Gay et al., 2012). The primary data was collected 

through semi-structured interviews with high school seniors from one or more rural 

high schools in communities as described in the setting section. As noted by Galetta 

(2013), “A key benefit of the semi-structured interview is its attention to lived 

experience while also addressing theoretically driven variables of interest” (p. 24). 

Appendices A-D include the outlines for the semi-structured interview protocols for 

high-potential youth, their parent/guardian, and a student identified influential adult. 

The interviews included a mix of open-ended questions as well as more theoretically 

driven questions. This type of interview allowed for providing context when asking 

questions to explore the phenomenon under study (Galletta, 2013).  

As recommended by Stake (2006) for multicase research, the study intended to 

include four to six cases. In the end, the study included 5 cases. The interviews were 

conducted over a period of nine months, with all the students interviewed between the 

spring and fall to coincide with students completing high school. The student 

interviews were conducted at the participants’ high school. This followed the 

recommended practice in qualitative fieldwork of conducting interviews in the natural 

environment of the participants (Patton, 2002). 

The data collected was obtained through recorded interviews that were 

transcribed and coded in order to identify themes. Field notes were taken to 

accompany the recordings. The audio was transcribed throughout the research data 
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collection period. As this phase progressed, a preliminary analysis of the data was 

conducted in order to inform the direction of the questions to be posed in the 

interviews with the students’ parents, school personnel, and the influential adults 

identified by the student at the center of each case study. As Merriam (1998) noted, 

“data collection and analysis is a simultaneous activity in qualitative research” (p. 151) 

and therefore, I engaged in the analysis of data as it was collected rather than waiting 

to the end of the data collection period.  

Data Analysis 

As a collective case study, this research entailed a multi-layered process of 

within-case and across-case analysis (Stake, 2006; VanWynsberghe & Khan, 2007). 

An across-case analysis was conducted once all the interviews were completed 

through a process of reasoning about the similarities and differences across the cases. 

Through a case-based cross examination, the cross-connections allow for inferential 

and analogical reasoning to produce new knowledge (S. Khan & VanWynsberghe, 

2008, para. 5). Though generalizations are possible in qualitative research when they 

are bound to time and context, these generalizations are often limited (Lincoln & 

Guba, 2009). However, the results of multiple case studies can serve as a basis of 

comparison when the setting and context are defined to an extent that other researchers 

can make informed judgments about the similarity of setting and context (Borman, 

LeCompte, & Goetz, 1986). Hence, the setting and context were described in detail 

earlier in this chapter. Regardless of generalizability, as an inductive process, and 

through an interpretive approach, the findings may allow for suggesting relationships 

or constructing a theory (Merriam, 1998).  
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Within-case analysis procedure. Each case in this multiple case study was 

treated as a stand-alone entity in addition to being subjected to cross-case analysis. As 

noted by Stake (1995), the uniqueness of each case is of interest to the researcher 

alongside their commonalities. In this individual case analysis, interpretative 

techniques provide a wealth of contextual richness and person-specific information 

(Ayres, Kavanaugh, & Knafl, 2003). In conducting a within-case analysis, the 

researcher can: 

discern how the processes or patterns that are revealed in that case support, 

refute, or expand (a) a theory that the researcher has selected or (b) the 

propositions that the researcher has derived from a review of the literature 

and/or experience with the phenomenon under study. (Mills, Wiebe, & 

Durepos, 2009, pp. 970–971) 

In conducting a within-case analysis I might have discovered, for example, a student 

with high ambition to start their own business and strong desire to remain in the 

community to “make a difference”, yet is heading off to college first because “my 

parents insist”. The within-case analysis provides an opportunity to examine the 

complexities of each case within the particular context. As Flyvbjerg, & Sampson 

(2001) point out about these various interactions: 

Actors and their practices are analyzed in relation to structures and structures 

in terms of agency, not so that the two stand in an external relation to each 

other, but so that structures are found as part of actors and actors as part of 

structures”. (p. 137) 
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In other words, a deep understanding of the case from “within” will serve to develop a 

more robust understanding of the phenomenon across cases. Figure 3.3 provides a 

graphical representation of the context for the level of analysis for the individual cases 

in this study. 

Figure 3.3. Levels of within-case analysis by context. Adapted from (Galletta, 2013). 

Across-case analysis procedure. The across-case analysis for this study 

followed Stake’s (2006) recommended track for maintaining the findings and 

situationality of each case while also applying those findings to the research question. 

As cases were analyzed, themes relevant to the research questions were recorded in a 

matrix. The focus then shifted to determining the relative importance of each case to 

the themes in order to determine the utility of each case. After iterations of moving 
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through the ratings of my findings for prominence, ordinariness, utility, and 

importance, I looked to recontextualize the data from across all cases to generate 

theme-based assertions based among these clusters of meaning. Table 2 summarizes 

my plan for within and across case analysis. 

Table 3.2 

A Within and Across Case Analysis 

Comparison Purpose Strategy Products 

Within case for 
each of the 4 to 6 
high-potential 
emerging young 
adults at the center 
of each case   

Identify important 
aspects of 
emerging young 
adult’s experience 

Close reading of 
all research data 

Coding categories 
and themes 
(common) 
Reduced data set   

Across case Identify variation 
and themes 

Reading of 
reduced data set 
and data coding 

Identify subthemes 
(variation) 

Within case in the 
modern-day rural 
community 

Identify 
configurations of 
themes within 
emerging young 
adults’ rural 
community 

Close reading of 
all research data 
and reduced data 
sets 

Additional themes 
based on variations

Across cases in the 
modern-day rural 
community 

Compare factors 
shaping residency 
aspirations of 
emerging young 
adults across the 
rural community 

Reading of all data 
sources and 
reduced data sets 

Profiles of 
emerging young 
adults in the 
modern-day rural 
community 

Note. For each comparison, the data was collected through interviews with high-
potential youth, a parent/guardian of that student, and an influential adult as identified 
by that student. 

 

Units of analysis in case study research. Within qualitative case study 

research, it is not uncommon for the unit of analysis to be unknown prior to the 
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research and instead for it to emerge during the analysis phase (Stake, 2006). With that 

said, the researcher may suspect possible units of analysis will develop. In this study, 

for example, one unit of analysis that may emerge might be the range of residency 

aspirations voiced by students from a strong desire to leave, to a strong desire to 

stay/return, to indecision or uncertainty. Based on the literature from prior studies, 

themes that may have emerged from responses about residency aspirations range 

between “I must get the heck out of here”, “Leaving is what my parents want”, “I may 

want to come back someday” or “I want to stay and make a difference here”.  

Corresponding to these units of analysis are the influences and factors that 

appear to drive these aspirations for the emerging young adults’ residency plans. 

When asked about thinking ahead to a period of settling down in their 30s—though 

not assuming that all youth have plans to be “settled down” by that point in their life—

these factors may range dramatically. I might have discovered some students reporting 

strong parental influence and feeling pushed to leave for opportunity (or perceived 

lack of local opportunity), where others may have reported feeling obligated to stay 

for any number of reasons. These were only potential units of analysis that I thought 

might emerge. This method left open the possibility for other or different units of 

analysis to materialize. As noted by VanWynsberghe, & Khan (2007), the researcher 

“cannot definitively state the unit of analysis at the outset of the research; it must come 

into focus as the research progresses” (p. 90). 

Subjectivity: Researcher’s Background, Beliefs, and Biases 

In a qualitative study, reflexivity is required to depict the voice and perspective 

of participants authentically while being objective through self-awareness, conscious 
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reflection, and mindfulness of biases (Rossman & Rallis, 2017). Reflection upon how 

the researcher’s background and beliefs influence their interpretations as a researcher 

is critical. As Creswell (2007) stated, “How we write is a reflection of our own 

interpretation based on the cultural, social, gender, class, and personal politics that we 

bring to research” (p. 179). In light of this, I will briefly share my background and the 

beliefs and biases that I needed to be cognizant of during this study. 

As a lifelong resident of a rural community in the Northern Forest region of 

northern New England, I have witnessed firsthand the economic impacts of 

globalization and the loss of relatively high-wage blue-collar jobs. I believe the 

sustainability of many rural communities will require diversification of their economic 

profiles while providing an opportunity to redefine and rebrand what rural 

communities in the region have to offer businesses and residents. I have a strong 

commitment to this region and a desire to see it thrive. My research interests are 

motivated by wanting rural communities to move towards stable long-term 

sustainability. I unquestioningly entered this research with the bias that rurality is not 

synonymous with deficiency and eye towards ways to improve the rural circumstance 

where it has suffered from self-defeating attitudes and mindsets. 

Despite my love for the region now, my attachment to the region was not 

always strong. As I outlined in chapter one, once I left for college, my intentions were 

to set out for life in the city. I left high school believing that greater opportunity 

existed somewhere outside of my rural community. Thus, a bias I must caution myself 

against is thinking that these attitudes hold true for today’s youth and/or are the 

predominant viewpoint of rural residents.  
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With that acknowledged, my motivations are not solely driven by what is best 

for rural communities. Beyond the potential economic boosts that could result from 

lessening outmigration and/or increasing return migration of talented young adults, my 

interest in the topic of migration decisions is equally concerned with rural youth being 

short-changed on life options if they automatically dismiss/reject rural living. As I 

noted of my own story, my intention was not to return to my rural roots after college. 

Not only was I drawn towards what I perceived to be a better life in the city, I 

simultaneously held a belief that the “smart kids” exited and staying would be a sign 

of failure. If the influence of adults creates a mindset that does appreciate the 

possibilities within the context of the modern rural community, youth may not fully 

consider the full range of opportunities that may be afforded to them. Though my 

initial interest stemmed from the classical phenomenon of academically talented rural 

youth migrating away from rural communities, I entered into this investigation without 

the presumption that this phenomenon continues to endure. In the event that I found 

youth still intend to leave, my curiosity remained about their attitudes and mindsets 

regarding their community, the general narrative they hold with regard to rural 

America, and how those beliefs and perceptions are shaped. Likewise, if today’s youth 

possess positive suppositions about their rural communities and rural living, I sought 

to understand what has influenced those mindsets and beliefs and what implications 

this has for rural community and economic development strategies. 

Ethical Considerations 

With a phronetic social science approach to this research, my investigation 

entailed a reflexive analysis with an intent to advocate for social change (Flyvbjerg, 
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Landman, & Schram, 2016). My research question supposes a value judgment that 

perpetuating the outmigration of high potential young adult is not a practice beneficial 

to rural communities. One of the four questions posed in the phronetic social science 

approach is, “Who gains and who loses, and by which mechanisms of power?” 

(Flyvbjerg, 2004). When value-judgments are introduced, power, or tension points, 

enter the mix (Flyvbjerg, Landman, & Schram, 2012). In other words, what is a “gain” 

from one perspective may be a “loss” from another. I heretofore acknowledge that this 

could be considered an ethical dilemma because the gain/loss value-judgment is 

context sensitive. While outmigration may be “bad” for the local community losing 

the talent, it could be “great” for the city that acquires the individual, or “better” for 

society if that individual’s eventual accomplishment is globally beneficial (yet would 

not have occurred if the outmigration had not taken place). Unquestionably, rural 

communities are at the core of my research and my aim is contribute to “practical 

rationality in elucidating where we are, where we want to go, and what is desirable 

according to diverse sets of values and interests” (Flyvbjerg & Sampson, 2001, p. 

167). In this vein, I wish to state that the intent of this research is not to suggest 

coercive measures of population control or setting demographic targets as these would 

be contrary to the respect for human rights. The intent is to promote the sustainable 

development of rural communities with honor and respect for human capital. 

In terms of more tangible ethical concerns, a primary ethical consideration of 

this study was protecting the anonymity of the participants. There is a possibility that 

readers of the study might find issue with the influence that parents, schools, and/or 

adults have on the residency aspirations of youth (or other aspirations revealed 
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through the study). In order to protect the identities of participants, all names were 

changed for persons interviewed in this study when reporting the findings. The 

specific community and high school involved in the study are anonymous and referred 

to as Hometown and Hometown High School. While the context of the setting is 

described and will be situated in the northern New England region, this could describe 

many rural communities and thus does not readily identify the specific locale of the 

cases studied.  

Another ethical consideration for this study was the influence the researcher 

may have on the participants. Through asking questions, the researcher may 

unintentionally influence the thoughts and attitudes of participants by bringing certain 

issues to the forefront (Schram, 2006). As to not slant responses towards what the 

participants thought I might want them to say, I was mindful when interviewing 

subjects to not divulge much about the purpose of my study. Despite my desires to 

raise others’ critical consciousness around the opportunities that can result from 

mindsets focused on asset-based community development (and conversely the 

detriment of negative rural narratives and the self-imposed limitations of deficit 

mindsets), I recognized that sharing these beliefs would likely skew my findings. 

Though I engaged in this inquiry with the expectation that my findings may lead 

change in how rural residents think about and represent their community, particularly 

to its youth, in the data collection and interviewing phases of this study, I did not make 

my thoughts known. I sought to make sense of the way things are and to explore the 

what and the how aspects of the phenomenon of the migration decisions made by rural 

youth in the present-day rural community. Therefore, despite having a critical lens in 
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the analysis phase where my findings may lead to change (Schram, 2006), in the data 

collection phase, I attempted to locate myself along an interpretative continuum.  

Limitations and delimitations. As with all studies, this study has inherent 

limitations and delimitations. As noted by Flyvbjerg, & Sampson (2001) regarding the 

challenge of the study of social science, human activity cannot be based on abstract 

rules or laws nor is the situation under study ever free from context. Despite this, as 

Flyvbjerg, & Sampson (2001) contend with a phronetic approach, social science is 

strong for taking a value-rational purpose of discovering answers to “input to the 

ongoing social dialogue about the problems and risks we face and how things may be 

done differently” (p. 61). Therefore, these limitations notwithstanding, case study 

research does allow for close examination of a phenomenon as it unfolds in real-life 

situations and how the phenomena vary across cases (Flyvbjerg & Sampson, 2001).  

The delimitations of studies define the extent to which the finding may be 

generalized (Locke, Spirduso, & Silverman, 2007). They are based upon 

characteristics the researcher chose to define in the boundaries of the study, including 

the conscious exclusionary and inclusionary decisions made in setting up and 

executing the study (Simon & Goes, 2013). One obvious delimitation of this study is 

its scope. The small sample size does not allow for broad generalization to be made 

which limits the transferability and generalizability of my findings. With a sample size 

of five cases, the students cannot be said to be representative of all rural high school 

students.  

Likewise, no two rural communities are the same. Though there may be many 

rural communities who have experienced the loss of low-skill manufacturing and 
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extractive-industries to overseas labor markets, the economic opportunities that may 

off-set those losses can vary immensely depending upon natural amenities, proximity 

to urban centers, climate, education and skill level of available workforce, and a 

multitude of other factors. Although my study focused on the Northern Forest Region, 

even among this relatively small region, there is great variability in the characteristics 

of its rural communities. The selected community cannot be said to be representative 

of rural schools across the United States nor even those located in the Northern Forest 

Region. Though comparisons may be made, the generalizablity of the findings are 

limited by factors not being controlled. Therefore, I cannot make causal inferences or 

rule out alternative explanations to observed phenomenon.  

A concrete example of the significance of variations in context occurred during 

my study. While I was conducting my student interviews, I happened to hear a high 

school principal from a nearby community recount a recent discussion she had had 

with her graduating seniors. The school was also located in study’s Northern Forest 

footprint. The class was small enough for this principal to have a conversation with the 

entire group about their future plans. This principal was discouraged that every student 

had the “I can’t wait to get out of here” attitude with regard to the community. As the 

principal probed further, she recounted how one student said, “Please excuse my 

language [name redacted], but this place is a shithole”. She felt the entire class held 

the same perception. Interestingly, this community has a history and time-line quite 

similar to Hometown’s, yet the students’ attitudes regarding their respective 

communities varied dramatically.  
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Another limitation of case study research, noted by Giddens (1982), is that 

findings in case study research are always a historical representation—they only hold 

for the given specific conditions of boundedness for the particular case at that moment 

in time. Although true, the context-dependency also means:  

The minutiae, practices, and concrete cases which lie at the heart of phronetic 

research are seen in their proper contexts; both the small, local context, which 

gives phenomena their immediate meaning, and the larger, international and 

global context in which phenomena can be appreciated for their general and 

conceptual significance. (Flyvbjerg & Sampson, 2001, p. 136) 

The goal of my research is to produce findings that may lead to action in context. With 

the passage of time, the context for any given community can change and those 

changes could change the implications of my findings. Recognizing the temporal 

aspect of this study, I note that the study does not aim to produce unequivocally 

verified knowledge, nor does it require the type of final claiming authority that may be 

found in quantitative research, therefore making this limitation acceptable.  

Ways to make the findings more generalizable might have included a 

quantitative research element, including a greater number of case studies, and/or 

conducting a longitudinal study to track the emerging young adults’ residency patterns 

over time. Ideally, I would have designed a study to track these emerging young adults 

over time and assess what factors influenced their migration decisions. This was not 

feasible option due to time and financial constraints. Regardless of the study’s 

limitations, rural communities that find themselves in similar economic realities and 

with natural amenities and assets to that of Hometown should be able to see 
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transferable elements and findings to apply to their communities. I considered 

including more detailed and rich descriptions of Hometown’s amenities, community 

events, and other aspects that might have made it easier to compare to similar locales. 

However, in an effort to protect the identity of the participants, I opted to not include 

the details that would have made it easy to identify the community I refer to as 

Hometown in this study. 

Beyond limitations of case study research in and of itself, there are other 

limitations in this study. With interview-based data, limitations can be introduced by 

participants responding atypically because they know they are being studied and by 

the reactivity of the interviewee to the interviewer (Patton, 2002). To reduce these 

limitations, at least three interviews (student, parent, other influential adult) were 

conducted for each case to triangulate the data. As described in the previous section, 

the study is potentially limited by ways that I, as the interviewer/researcher, may 

unintentionally distort data due to personal bias (Merriam, 1998). Therefore, I made 

every attempt to support my findings with data in order for the reader to form and 

draw their own conclusions. 

Summary 

In this chapter, I outlined my plan of action to complete multicase investigation 

beginning in the spring of 2018 and concluding in the spring of 2020. With an open 

mind for how youth rural are influenced about what they think and feel about their 

rural communities, I hope to contribute to the scholarship on the phenomenon of the 

outmigration of young adults from rural areas in the present-day globalized world. The 

research in this study was conducted under the approval granted by the Institutional 
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Review Board (IRB) for the Protection of Human Subjects in Research at Plymouth 

State University. 
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Chapter 4 - Findings 

Introduction 

Lives are shaped by the ever-changing historical context across one’s life span 

(Elder Jr, 1994). This study focused on the period when rural youth were transitioning 

from high school into young adulthood while considering the context for which this 

transition is taking place. These life transition periods are part of the social trajectories 

of education, work, and family that give lives distinctive meaning and form (Elder Jr, 

1998). An individual’s ability to select paths during these life phases is part of human 

agency, but these decisions are not made in a social vacuum. One’s life course will 

vary by the social constraints and opportunities presented (Elder Jr, 1998). Based on 

empirical findings, the underlying principle of “life course” as a development theory 

affirms that “the life course of individuals is embedded in and shaped by the historical 

times and places they experience over their lifetime” (p. 3). This study examined how 

youth residency aspirations in a rural community are being shaped by both the current 

attitudes and perceptions while simultaneously considering how the legacy of being a 

community built by industrial-based blue-collar work that met its demise more than a 

decade ago comes into play. 

In essence, by asking rural youth about their future residency aspirations, this 

research study aimed to determine how migration decisions are influenced by adults. 

This includes teachers, parents, and the community at large. A qualitative approach 

was taken to conduct a collective case study. The study was set in a community in the 

New England’s Northern Forest Region. By design, the study sought a community that 

had suffered significant economic decline due to the loss of its main blue-collar 
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natural-resource extraction-based industry in recent decades. While past research, 

namely that of Carr & Kefalas (2009) and Corbett (2007, 2009) conducted more than a 

decade ago, concluded that high-achieving youth in rural communities were more 

commonly pushed to leave, this study sought to examine what messages today’s youth 

are internalizing about leaving or staying in their hometown. 

With the general demise of heavy industry manufacturing in the United States, 

the relatively high-wage earnings of blue-collar workers are less likely to build the 

stable and critical mass of a rural community’s economic base. Arguably, the most 

promise for rural communities is held in these academically talented, motivated, or 

otherwise high achieving young adults raising healthy families and contributing to the 

local economy during their prime-earning years. The study sought to determine how 

rural communities may be providing and encouraging opportunities to weave these 

emerging young adults into the fabric of their community or if communities are 

perpetuating the mindset that the best hope for these students is to leave—thus 

compromising the community’s potential for redevelopment by pushing away its 

intellectual capital.  

Participants 

There were 5 cases in this study. Each of these collective cases was built upon 

an interview with a Class of 2018 high school senior from a rural community that I 

refer to as Hometown. The student participants were selected from a list provided by 

the principal that met the criteria of students who were “highly likely of being 

successful in whatever they pursued.” In requesting a pool of potential students to 

interview, I noted that the students did not necessarily have to be high achievers in 
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terms of their academic performance. The students’ academic class ranking was less 

important than having the feeling these were students that were likely to be successful 

in whatever they pursue. The five students that agreed to participate ending up being 

in the top one-third of their class in terms of their grade point average near the end of 

their senior year.  

In total, I had a preliminary meeting with nine students. I explained the study 

and reviewed the Institutional Review Board requirements. I also discussed how, if 

they agreed to be interviewed, I would be asking a parent or caregiver to be 

interviewed as well as another influential adult in their life. One student was dismissed 

from participation because she had confirmed that neither of her parents would be 

willing to be interviewed. After establishing a time to be interviewed, another student 

decided to withdraw from the study stating she did not have time. Two of the initial 

students did not respond to any of my follow-up attempts to schedule an interview 

despite originally agreeing to participate and signing a consent form. One of these was 

the valedictorian of the class. I made an extra effort to enlist this student’s 

participation because another student participant had mentioned that “our valedictorian 

hates it here” and stated that the valedictorian could not wait to leave the community. I 

had established a time to interview the class valedictorian, but when I arrived, the 

student asked to reschedule because they had forgotten about another commitment. 

Unfortunately, my outreach to the class valedictorian by email, phone message, text 

message, and postal mail went without a response.  

For each participating student, a parent was also interviewed. In terms of 

working class, the parents ranged from blue-collar workers to a small business owner 
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working in the health and wellness/medical field. Three of the five parents interviewed 

had earned college degrees. Two of the five parents also held a role/function within 

the school system, though not as teachers. All of the parents interviewed were either 

from the community or had resided in the community for most of their lives. Of the 

influential adults, four of the six were from the Hometown or surrounding towns. Of 

the other two, one grew up elsewhere but had lived in the area for over 50 years. Only 

one participant lived out of town, but she had been teaching at Hometown High 

School for more than a decade.  

Additionally, identified through the student interviews, one or two other 

influential adults were included for each student case. These influential adults 

represented teachers, a coach, an adviser, a grandparent, an employer, and a recently 

retired teacher who continued to interact with a student participant in a shared 

community setting, both serving as volunteers. Coincidentally, these influential adults 

had also spent most of their lives either living in or residing near Hometown. 

Analysis of Findings 

As the interviewing researcher, I transcribed all the participant interview 

myself. I did not utilize any form of coding software to code or analyze my results. 

After initially utilizing an emergent coding system to analyze the data against the 

indicators I intended to probe for, I then took a closer look at each collective case 

individually. I started with the within-case analysis to preserve the essence of each 

case and to look for the uniqueness of each case prior to looking for comparisons 

across the cases. This within-case analysis revealed five distinct characteristics, or 

units of analysis, that were shaping the trajectory of these students’ lives. The five 
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units of analysis which emerged as influencing the personal journeys of the student 

cases were career, family/faith, friendships/relationships, creativity, and service. Each 

of these case markers will be discussed in more detail in the within-case analysis 

section. 

For the cross-case analysis, I first categorized the findings using the quality of 

life and OECD’s well-being factors as means to identify attitudes and perceptions with 

regard to how those factors were represented in the participant interviews. Those 

categories were personal security, environmental quality, civic engagement, social 

connections, education, health, work-life balance, housing, jobs/income, and 

subjective well-being. From those findings, I then determined what emerged as themes 

and prevailing attitudes. I then considered the within-case and across-case findings to 

form the “community zeitgeist,” the perceived social consensus that emerged from the 

findings. 

Within-Case Analysis 

A Case of Career First 

Callie, the salutatorian of her class, described herself as a serious student. The 

two non-parental adults interviewed for this case used the term “no nonsense student” 

to describe her. Callie is a first-generation college student and acknowledged that her 

parents had little influence on her academic pursuits stating, “My personality, I guess, 

is a lot based on them, but my career choice is not at all. Neither one of them did 

100% great in school. They were average students and they just weren’t really 

interested in math and science like I am.” Her parents are employed in blue-collar 

jobs. Her brother, older by 10 years, was described by Callie as “social smart” but “not 
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a suit and tie guy” and “very blue-collar”. Callie’s volunteer service, both in school 

and in the community, stood-out as engagement beyond meeting National Honor 

Society requirements or done simply for the benefit of college applications. 

Correspondingly, she was recognized in her senior year with an award given to a high 

school student who has worked to improve the lives of people in their community.  

Among the students interviewed in the study, Callie’s future aspirations were 

the most decisively tied to her career plans. Despite recreational interests that would 

favor rural living, describing herself as “super outdoorsy” and enjoying “four 

wheeling, kayaking, canoeing, swimming, going to the beach, fishing, anything 

outside”—Callie appeared to accept that her career aspirations will dictate her 

residency. Early in the interview, when asked about what she saw for herself as a job 

in the future, she had a definitive profession in mind. Without prompting, she 

addressed how that would determine where she will settle down. She responded: 

I want to work with prosthetics. And to me it doesn’t matter where because I 

kind of love traveling anyways so—and the destination doesn’t really matter to 

me, I guess, wherever I end up working because I’ll be moved around anyway. 

I kind of make the best of whatever area I’m in. Like here, I love the outdoors, 

in the mountains, in the seclusion, but also, when I’m in the city, I have fun 

too. So I don’t think it will matter to me as much.  

Callie accepted living elsewhere as a given in her chosen career path. Likewise, her 

mother was inclined to think Callie would not return to the area after college and was 

supportive of that move. She noted that though she would love for Callie to be close to 

home, when asked where she imagines Callie will settle down, she replied, “I know 
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she will not be working around here because there is not really anything in Hometown 

for that kind of job—which I can understand and I will miss her wherever she goes, 

but I will be proud of her no matter what she does”. Callie also talked about her 

brother conceding to the idea that her job will take her away. Callie said, “He 

definitely knows I will not be able to stay in the area because he’s always saying 

‘You’re going to be out there in like Colorado’, so he knows.” Callie was consistent 

throughout the interview that she believes her job will determine her residency. For 

instance, after talking about having her own family, I asked her if it was important to 

her that she be near her own parents. She responded, “I have thought about it and I 

can’t really control where I live because there’s only going to be so many positions 

open for what I am going for and as much as I want to be somewhat close….” 

To balance her love of the outdoors with the reality of her career choice likely 

being tied to a metropolitan area, Callie’s response regarding a preference for living in 

a city or living in a rural area was, “I like the in between, where you’re kind of close to 

either one so you can choose. So just outside, in a suburban area.” When asked about 

the community characteristics she would find ideal if she had a choice, Callie 

responded: 

I like communities where they walk up and talk to you instead of just [made a 

swish sound] ‘see ya’ and keep going down the street head down. Or where 

they reply when you say hello. So it’s definitely going to have to have 

personable people and things to do—meaning outdoor things because those are 

the things I mostly like to do whether it is hot or cold out is be outside because 

work is usually in a building. So once I am out of work, I’m going outside. 
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And that’s pretty much it. Like I said, I really like where I’m going to school 

[meaning college] because it’s in between. So I can pick whether or not I want 

to see people today or not. So I wouldn’t mind something like that.  

When describing the importance of liking where you live versus having a well paying 

job, Callie’s response was: 

Definitely liking where I live because money isn’t everything. I only care if 

make enough to support myself, I don’t care about any of the other stuff. I’m 

not a show off and I don’t have to have the nicest car, the nicest house. I just 

want to be comfortable. 

While this suggests that her decision to pursue a career in the biomedical field is not 

motivated by her earning potential, it does point to residential satisfaction being fairly 

important to Callie. Other statements made by Callie might foreshadow dissonance 

between what she desires in a sense of community and outdoor features with what she 

might find in metropolitan suburbs. Despite her apparent openness to “make the best 

of whatever area” she is in, her impressions of city life portrayed mixed feelings. She 

highlighted a city’s attributes by noting the following: 

There is a lot more opportunity on the positive side because you don’t have to 

drive 45 minutes to go to a movie theater because there’s one like every other 

block. And restaurants, you have your choice, whether you want to eat 

Chinese, Mexican, there is one of everything in a bigger city. And I guess 

you’re a lot closer to the things that you might need like hospitals and that. 

On the contrary, she noted these impressions of cities: 
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It’s loud. I don’t like the sound. A lot louder than here. There’s no real like 

peace and quiet unless you’re inside and it’s soundproof. There’s a lot more 

smoke, the air is not as clean as here because they’re so much more vehicles 

and industrial buildings that let off air pollution. So it’s different, it’s not really 

a breath of fresh air you could say. 

In addition to her mother, two influential adults were interviewed. 

Interestingly, both of them indicated that they could see Callie returning to the area 

even though they both felt her career choice was an excellent fit for Callie. A former 

teacher of Callie (before his retirement) who also often supervised Callie in a 

community volunteer setting commented, “Well she’s awfully close to her family. I 

would not be surprised if she stayed in the [area]. She’s not one of the students who 

complains about it and says ‘I gotta get out of here’ sort of thing.” He added, “If I was 

to guess, my first thing would be that she would probably like to be close to home. 

That’s just my feeling. Although she’s never really communicated that. It’s just my 

intuition.” The other teacher interviewed stated, “While, as far as where she would get 

a job or for where—I mean she’s a country girl, I can’t see her not fishing…I hope 

that she is able to find a job with what she wants, but in a location that she likes.”  

Callie’s earlier comment about not being able to control where she will live 

was followed by a somewhat curious remark regarding family: “I think sometimes a 

little bit of distance lets you lead your own life so that you’re not always worried 

about the other people. But I’m definitely going to want to see them.” I did not probe 

into what was meant by this aside—the benefit of being away meaning you do not 

have to worry about other people—but it appears indicative of some sort of feeling 
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that may be pushing Callie to be away from family. During the interview, I believe I 

understood this to mean that her family was important to her, but less of a priority with 

regard to decision making for her future. As noted earlier, one of the adults 

interviewed felt that Callie was very close to her family. That juxtaposed stance 

regarding the importance of family ties cannot be explained with the data collected. 

Callie’s stated a desire to have her own family—“…obviously I want to have a family 

because that’s the best thing ever”—would seem to signify the importance of family 

ties. Yet Callie did add to that last statement, “and I don’t want to be alone.” 

Therefore, perhaps she regards having children as a solution to not being apart from 

family where her job is likely to move her away from her parents and sibling. Whether 

this statement stems from a feeling that having children might be a solution to not 

being apart from family or something else, she does concede thinking about proximity 

to her family. She stated she believes that she will be satisfied with flying or driving to 

see them “multiple times a year” and that she is “pretty independent so it’s not as 

important to me as it is to other people that I’m near them.” 

Even when remote work was suggested as possible means to align her 

residential preference with her career aspirations, Callie still opted away from the idea 

of living in a rural locale. The question was posed to her about whether she might 

return to the region if she reached a level of expertise in her field that would allow her 

to work remotely and consult from anywhere through an online platform. She 

responded: 

I’d still want to be near them [her patients]. Cause I love the whole online 

thing, but I’m a face-to-face person. So I’d want to be more accessible to them 
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in areas that would be in more need. Yes there’s people who need a prosthetic 

that are in this area or whatever but there’s like three, where as compared to a 

city, just by nature, there are more people that are in need. 

Another consideration, given that the question was posed in terms of returning 

to her hometown, was that perhaps Callie simply does not have a strong pull back to 

her community. Though there were many indicators that signal that she liked where 

she lived, many of these were tied to physical features—the mountains, ability to fish, 

open space. She did mention a few indicators specific to the community, such as “so 

many volunteers for Special Olympics,” the “amount of people who show up for 

certain sports and certain games,” “there’s always people volunteering for the elderly,” 

and “I think it’s good when the community knows your name and knows your kid.” 

She was aware of unique events that occur in her community, naming four specific 

events. Her family takes advantage of the local farmers’ market, and though it was not 

something she partook in, she was also aware of performances taking place at the arts 

center.  

However, Callie made several comments that were critical of, or negative 

towards, the community: 

 “The only thing we really have a support for is four-wheeling and 

everyone’s always coming up here from like Massachusetts and they 

bombard the trails and ruin everything and drive you off the road pretty 

much while you’re trying to enjoy the nature.” 

 “…the sketchy areas of town.” 

 “…our Main Street slowly choked and died.” 
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 “We [younger generation] only know it like this, with no Main Street 

and no little mom and pops [shops] on every corner.” 

 “Job-wise there’s not much choice. A lot of people either work for the 

school or do like a personal service whether it is a mechanic, or hair 

salon, like necessity things, but there is not so much exploratory jobs 

like research and things like that.” 

 “There’s never going to be an Apple Store in Hometown.” 

 “We make it so hard for them [new businesses] to set up something that 

would have any potential.” 

She also commented on missed opportunities at school because of not being able to 

afford to provide staff to teach AP and honors science courses. Perhaps most telling 

was her comment regarding her friends who were staying in Hometown. In response 

to whether a lot of her friends were leaving after graduation, Callie said, “The ones 

that can, yeah. There are some that are not as well-off so they’re either gonna be 

[going to a community college] or they’re just going to be into jobs. But most of them 

are going to college for something.” This response might suggest that she believes the 

ones who are not stuck because of financial limitations are leaving. 

Regarding these indicators, both positive and negative, Callie’s stances can 

often be correlated to the views adults associated with this case expressed in their 

interviews. “Influence” on residency aspirations is at the core of this research study 

and these influential beliefs will be explored more deeply in the across-case analysis. 

The indicators were noted here to demonstrate the overall pessimistic view Callie had 
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regarding the community when it comes to job opportunities and economic growth as 

well as the lack of positive indicators showing any strong ties to Hometown. 

Other than perhaps family ties, Callie did not reveal any strong draws to the 

community that might someday pull her back to Hometown. Although there is ample 

evidence in the data collected that Callie is an outdoor or country-girl at heart in terms 

of her recreational interests and desire to reside in a friendly community, giving up 

rural living appears to be a concession she is willing to make to pursue her career. 

Based on Callie’s self-proclaimed seriousness, which was corroborated by the three 

other individuals interviewed for this case, it would seem that she is likely to achieve 

what she sets out to pursue. Yet, as is the complex nature of qualitative research 

(Peshkin, 1988), it does appear that Callie’s love of the outdoors and the community 

characteristics that she seeks might compete with her current stance of placing career 

ahead of residency. Self-identifying as “outdoorsy” suggests that regular access to 

features more commonly tied to rural areas might not jive with a career tied to city-

based employment. Only time will truly reveal whether career aspirations will 

supersede other significant factors in Callie’s life decisions regarding residency and 

settling down in the future. 

A Case of Family and Faith First 

Doug presented himself as a determined young man. By all accounts, including 

his own, he was a stellar athlete in high school and his identity was strongly tied to his 

favorite sport. Although he acknowledged his athletic talent in the interview—setting 

a school record, being recruited to college for sports, being featured on the state’s 

local news TV station’s sports “athlete of the week” feature, and having many fans—
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he nonetheless came across as humble. He was grateful and appreciative of the support 

he received from sports fans in the community. Comments made by Doug will show 

that this fan support bonded him to the community.  

Doug identified himself as hard worker. He stated that he did not think he was 

the smartest of his siblings, but that he probably did the best academically because of 

his work ethic, following directions well, and trying to always be respectful. His 

coach, one of the influential adults interviewed for this case, emphasized those traits as 

well and used terms like “one of the kindest kids I have ever met,” “conscientious,” 

“thoughtful,” and “in-tune with people” in describing Doug. There was a simultaneous 

sense of seriousness and kindness about Doug that conveyed a strong sentiment that he 

will take care of those who count on him.  

Of the students included in the study, Doug was the only one to mention the 

significance of faith in his life. He spoke candidly of the way God has worked in his 

life. This appeared to be a strong part of his family upbringing. When I asked him 

about his parents’ support for his future plans, Doug responded: 

One thing I didn't mention about myself is how faithful we are with church and 

that they [his parents] trust God and that things are going to work out for me 

and that I'm on the right path. Because things lately have been falling into 

place for me and I don't think they're worried about what's going to happen in 

the future.  

As will be shown, despite expressing a strong concern for financial stability and 

providing for his future family, Doug’s career path appeared the least defined of all the 

students interviewed. This might be a reflection of his belief that faith will provide the 
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proper path forward for him to follow. It is perhaps interesting to note that his father 

did not make reference to faith guiding Doug’s path forward. Rather, when discussing 

how he was surprised by Doug choosing to major in business, his father credited Doug 

as being “very calm and level-headed” and conveyed a sense of confidence in Doug 

that he would figure out a fitting avenue to pursue in the business field. 

While Doug’s interview revealed strong family ties, naming this case as 

“family and faith first” had less to do with his bond with his parents and siblings than 

it did with Doug’s voicing a commitment to provide for his future wife and children. 

When I asked Doug about where he wanted to be in his 30s and what he imagined his 

life would be like, his response was, “I'm hoping I would support my wife – for my 

wife not to work”. He went on to describe how his mom was a stay-home mom for the 

first nine years of his life and how he wanted his kids to have that in the future. He 

added, “If I can make enough to support my family and still give to others and do what 

I do to be happy and have fun, that would be great.” When asked how important it was 

to like what you do for work, Doug responded, “I think it's really important, but I 

think the way that I was brought up. I could enjoy doing anything as long as my hearts 

in the right place and I’m supporting my family.” Again, indicative of his priority to 

put his future family first. Another example, with regard to a question about measuring 

success, Doug replied, “If you're happy and supplying for your family, then you're 

doing well.” 

Doug is the youngest of five children. His father said Doug stands apart from 

his siblings in the way he thinks and plans, particularly around bills and paying for 

things. His coach shared a similar sentiment stating, “He’s very conscious of the 
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financial needs. He does not want to be a burden, even in college”. Doug revealed this 

concern in his interview as well stating, “I feel bad for them [his parents] because they 

do very well financially so they have to pay quite a bit for me for college and I feel 

bad for them for that.” Again, this tied back to putting family first, not wanting to be a 

burden.  

This desire for financial security was a secondary theme in this collective case. 

As noted, Doug voiced the importance of being the provider for his family. He 

appeared to be of the mindset to be fiscally conservative right from the start. Doug’s 

father made note of how mature Doug was and how serious he had been about being 

responsible about his finances. He recounted how Doug had inquired about obtaining a 

credit card in order to work on building credit. He knew one of his brothers was 

making plenty of money yet had trouble buying a vehicle because he did not have a 

credit history. His father stated that Doug did not want to end up in the same position 

and hence was proactive about building his credit.  

Doug reported that his college selection was based upon having an opportunity 

to play sports at the collegiate level and liking the coach who had recruited him. His 

declared major, business, was made as an apparent safe choice in lieu of a distinct 

career aspiration. Doug stated: 

When the coach reached out to me it was pretty much like to have to apply to 

find out what we can give you for a financial package. Honestly I had no idea 

what I was going to do….I've always been good with numbers and I'm pretty 

good, not like a micro-manager, but I can keep track of things pretty well. So I 
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could definitely see myself doing something with business…. It is just kind of 

something I can see myself doing. I had to choose.  

During the parent interview, Doug’s father laughed about college being an 

expensive way to play sports at the collegiate level. Despite the laughter, I sensed this 

was a genuine concern—that Doug was motivated to select this college because of the 

sports opportunity. He conveyed that he would have preferred a more affordable 

option like taking “gens eds” (general education courses) at a community college, and 

he commented about the high school pushing “college, college, college instead of 

trying to figure out what it is you think you want to do down the road.” With that said, 

the parent was confident that Doug’s calm spirit and willingness to work hard means 

he will be fine. Doug’s father stated, “I think no matter where he goes, what he does, 

even if he has a rocky start, he will be fine.” The parent felt Doug would definitely 

return to Hometown if he had a job lined up for him. As Doug had voiced, his dad 

recognized that Doug would want to give back to the community. After commenting, 

“He got so much from the community…with sports and stuff and so much support. I 

think he would be coming back because he would want to give back,” the father 

added, “I think he would come back if he had a choice. I’m almost positive.” 

With Doug majoring in business, I probed the idea of entrepreneurship and 

small business start-ups in the community with Doug more than I did with the other 

students. Although Doug did not express a passion for business despite choosing it for 

his major, I thought I might find that he had engaged in coursework in that discipline 

or maybe he had some business ideas that might be relevant to the community. That 

did not appear to be the case. This was reflected in Doug’s saying, “…even though in 
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high school we never, they never offered any business courses, I mean they offered 

few, but I guess it's not like I found a love for business from taking classes.” Despite 

Doug having some exposure to local small-business ownership within his family—he 

spoke of an older brother running his own business in a trade he learned from an 

uncle—when asked about running a trade-based business of his own, he responded 

that running his own business was not something he was considering for himself.  

Doug’s career plans were vague, but white-collar in nature. When asked if 

there was something specific he was hoping for in a job, Doug stated: 

No, but I'd like to be an administrator, to be at the top of a business just kind of 

taking care of all the stuff inside and watching money go in and out. That's just 

kind of cool to me how that works and maybe marketing, but there is not a 

specific job that really sticks out to me.  

Although Doug stated he was not interested in a trade-based business, his responses 

did suggest that he had not completely ruled out a small business. When I asked Doug 

to describe the community for its economic opportunities, he stated that he did not feel 

it was very hopeful for jobs, but added, “You could always help out. You could start a 

business that would thrive and help people out at the same time here. That would be 

cool.” Although he did not have any new business ideas when I asked, he did agree 

that there is untapped potential. When I suggested that he might come up with some 

ideas while he was at college, he responded, “I hope so, that would be cool to come 

back here.” Even though Doug talked about wanting to reside closer to urban centers, 

these responses showed he simultaneously seemed open to idea of returning to the 

community.  
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Like his uncertainty in his college major and potential career, Doug did not 

share a definitive aspiration for where he would settle down. When I first posed a 

question about returning to the community, he responded: 

There's a lot more opportunity if I didn't stay here. Although it's scary—not 

scary, but it's not something I'm excited to leave—all the family people that 

help me growing up with and help me along the way. But yeah I could see 

myself in an area that has a lot more going on than there is around here even 

though there's some great people around here and all my dad's family grew up 

around Hometown and it has some great history, but we will see I guess. 

I followed this with a question about whether he thought he wanted to live in a bigger 

rural community or if he was considering a city. His response was:  

I would say right outside the city, I think the city is kind of chaos. I don't want 

to have unnecessary stress. So right outside the city would be pretty great 

because you have stuff going on. I want my kids to be able to go to sporting 

events and have stuff going on for them. 

This response should also be noted as another example of putting his future family at 

the top of his priorities.  

Despite this initial response indicating a desire to reside near a city, later in the 

interview Doug would talk about characteristics that were much more representative 

of rural towns. He ultimately concluded that he would like to live in the community 

where one of his brothers currently resides. From the interview with Doug’s father, I 

learned that this sibling’s residency was predicated by employment. The parent 
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believes that when the opportunity arises, Doug’s brother will move closer to, or even 

perhaps back to, Hometown.  

What was notable however about Doug identifying this community—where a 

brother currently resides—as where he might like to settle-down was that it is a 

community the family had discussed in the past as a desirable location. The 

community came up during the parent interview. The father talked about how they had 

discussed the community as being ideal in terms of shorter travel times to play teams 

for school sports. In addition to being centrally located, the father said they talked 

about it being a fun place to live because it was close to many lakes for boating and 

fishing, plus it was not too far to travel back to Hometown to be with family. The 

father was therefore not surprised that this was a community that Doug had named. 

Just the same, the parent concluded the interview stating he feels all his children 

would live in Hometown if they could have jobs and would all be involved in 

coaching sports to give back to the community. As the interviewer, this felt less like 

this was an expression of hope by the parent and more like a belief that it will be the 

reality for the families of his children.  

Reflecting on this case, it felt probable that Doug will end up living back or 

close to Hometown someday as long as he had gainful employment to provide for his 

family. His father appeared to feel that was likely. Doug’s coach also suspected Doug 

will settle at least nearby to Hometown because he is “pretty family-oriented.” Near 

the end of the interview, when I asked Doug how likely he thought it was that he 

would settle-down in Hometown, he responded: 
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I'd probably say around 50-50. It would be nice to be around the people I grew 

up with and help out the community like coaching a [redacted] team or 

something. That would be great since I have some history behind it. It would 

mean a lot more than going somewhere else. 

There was consistency with Doug. His priority is focused on providing for his family. 

Without a clear calling for how that would be achieved, Doug’s work-hard approach 

did leave me with the sense, like that conveyed by his father, that Doug will be fine 

wherever he lands. If he finds employment that he feels will provide for his family, it 

seems likely that his family ties and desire to give back to the community will increase 

the likelihood of Doug calling Hometown home for his family.  

A Case of Creativity Calling 

Brooke is a talented visual artist. When I visited the high school to interview 

students, some of her paintings were pointed out to me and, to albeit my untrained eye, 

the works were highly impressive. Knowing Brooke was already attending 

cosmetology school when I interviewed her, it would have been easy to presume that 

her career pathway would be the most predictable among the students in the study. 

However, the interview yielded a sense that settling for the ordinary and predictable 

would be an underestimation of Brooke’s aspirations.  

Pursuing cosmetology, a plan she had entering into high school, Brooke set out 

for trade-school within a couple weeks of her high school graduation. One could easily 

imagine Brooke, at a minimum, working as a hairdresser in a high-end salon—if not 

owning and operating her own beauty boutique. Brooke was the only student in the 

study to voice wanting to pursue a business venture stating, “I eventually want to start 
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my own business, I think by like 24/25 [years of age]. I want to start my own salon 

and that seems young, but if you think about it, I’m starting my career at 18 so that 

gives me enough experience, I think, to open my own salon.”  

It quickly became evident, however, that Brooke had her sights set on 

something greater than cutting and styling hair. Although uncertain what the creative 

niche will be, Brooke sees opportunity to someday merge her artistic talents with the 

trade skills she is developing in cosmetology. Regarding her career aspirations and 

leaving space to tap an unknown creative niche, Brooke shared: 

It is not that I don’t want to be just a hairdresser, but I feel like there’s more I 

can do with it. Part of me feels like there’s a career that hasn’t necessarily been 

made yet that I can—kind of like my mom [mother owns a business that 

combined two distinct trades]. There really wasn’t anything. She married them 

together. That was one thing that she did. So I don’t know if that means me 

going back to school [college]. I don’t know if that means me just taking things 

on my own, discovering new techniques, maybe making a business into 

something else of a business. I have no idea where it will lead but I just know 

that there is a lot of opportunity. 

This led me to classify this case as one of “creativity calling”, where there was a sense 

of intuition that something special will evolve from Brooke’s creativity.  

As described by Brooke, and the parent interviewed, the calling was a clear 

and early one for Brooke. Her mom noted Brooke being “extremely creative” and into 

design and fashion from a very young age, describing her sewing dresses for dolls and 

for her younger sister. The journey was a conflicted process for Brooke, however. 
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Proving herself academically was something Brooke worked extra hard at because of 

feelings of disapproval from teachers. With regard to pursuing cosmetology, Brooke 

shared: 

I do remember my freshman year knowing that I wanted to be a hairdresser. I 

remember being really upset because one of my teachers pulled me aside and 

he was like, “Don’t be a cosmetologist, don’t go for that,” like “You’re way 

too smart, don’t do that when you can be so much more things. You can do so 

many better things in life” and it really put me down. It kind of turned me off 

of the idea and I was just really upset. But I think—and I really love the 

teacher still now, we’ve been close, he was my advisor—I think that itself 

made me want to succeed even more in school. It made me want to make 

honor roll at graduation. He made me want to get [redacted] scholar – athlete. 

It made me, that itself, like besides my mom, besides me wanting it for myself, 

I wanted it to prove to people that just because I wanted to go into the trades 

didn’t mean I was stupid. I was smart and I could choose my knowledge in this 

field. I think that motivated me in all those years. 

Brooke’s mother echoed these sentiments, discussing how Brooke often came home 

feeling unsupported because she planned to pursue a trade rather than college. She 

stated, “I do feel like she worked really hard, almost to do better academically to prove 

that she can do that [academics] if she wants to.” Her mom also noted the challenge of 

not following the traditional track like her friends and that “it was like the whole 

school is focused on college,” but that eventually her teachers came around to realize 

this was what Brooke wanted to pursue. 
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Relatedly, Brooke spoke about going through a phase around her junior year 

saying things like “I’m not going to be just a hairdresser” and how she recognized an 

insecurity about what people thought of her. She acknowledged feeling like, “I had to 

tell people this big expectation for them to take me seriously.” Interestingly, the 

advisor who had dissuaded her ended up being the influential adult that Brooke 

suggested I interview as part of this case. Both Brooke and the advisor described the 

“good connection” they had over her high school career. Near the end of the interview, 

Brooke made note that she wanted to add that the advisor who had discouraged her in 

her freshman year had come around. She said: 

He was like, “I’m really happy that you didn’t listen to me” because he saw 

how creative I was and how passionate I was. It was like known in the school, 

I was the person to go to if you wanted your hair and makeup for anything like 

that. I was proud because I didn’t listen to him and I was also proud because I 

got to change the view on the industry pretty much so that was nice. 

In the interview with this advisor, when asked if what she was pursuing was a good fit 

for Brooke, his response was “Yeah, she likes it. I mean, she could do a lot more.” 

Although perhaps not articulated directly, Brooke did give me the sense, similar to 

being motivated to do well academically in high school, that she will be equally 

motivated to prove she can excel within the field she chose to pursue because she was 

aware of this judgment being made about her career path. 

Brooke expressed open-mindedness when it came to what her career in the 

cosmetology field might develop into. This openness to the unfolding of her life path 
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was glimpsed in her response to my question of “tell me about yourself” when she 

stated: 

I don’t know if I’d say I’m goal oriented because I like to keep loose goals. I 

don’t like to get too—it’s something I’ve been working on—not getting too 

fixed on details because the biggest lesson, or thing that I’ve been coming to 

believe and learn is that life changes. Life happens and as long as I have a 

loose goal—like maybe by a certain amount of time I want something to 

happen—I’m fine with it. I don’t want to really get caught up on how I get 

there or what happens along the way I guess. 

Along these lines, Brooke appeared open to exploring a range of residency 

possibilities in her future and did not have a definitive aspiration around place or 

place-type. Her mother described her as a “free spirit” and that she had zero idea of 

where Brooke would end up—though added “I don’t think in a rural area at all”. 

Brooke appeared open to residing wherever the to-be-determined pathway takes her. 

She expressed liking “ruralness” but being close to shopping and fashion seemed to 

outweigh wanting to live in a rural setting. The idea of settling down in her thirties did 

not appear to be an important priority for Brooke. She stated not having a plan used to 

scare her, but she is “beyond that now”. She stated she “kind of wants to come back to 

New England to settle-down,” but does not see Hometown as an option because “I just 

don’t see it as a place I can be that successful in.”  

Brooke mentioned considering traveling to gain experience and alluded to 

these early years as means to build financial resources. At the advice of her mother, 

Brooke did apply, and has an open acceptance opportunity, to attend a college of art 
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and design. At the time of the interview, Brooke was undecided about pursuing a 

degree after completing cosmetology school. She conveyed that unless she felt the 

degree would be a means to create a niche for herself in the cosmetology industry, it 

seemed unlikely she would enroll only for the sake of earning a degree.  

Of the students in the study, Brooke seemed the least rooted in the community. 

Other than liking to swim in lakes, Brooke did not care for participating in outdoor 

recreational activities available in the greater Hometown region. As far as community 

engagement, she described herself as not having much experience in the community 

until high school. Through 8th grade she was deeply involved in a sport that required 

out-of-town practices a few days a week. Once “retiring” from that sport, she became 

involved in local high school sports. Brooke noted this was important to her because 

she had set a goal of being recognized as a scholar and an athlete. When asking 

Brooke’s mother about her feelings about Hometown being a close-knit community, 

Brooke’s mother noted that she felt it was close-knit for those involved in sports but 

was not sure if it was for those families who did not have kids interested in athletics. 

In terms of involvement in high school community, Brooke extensively described her 

very active involvement in a youth leadership program at the school and how it 

developed her confidence. Despite this involvement, Brooke’s community 

engagements appeared to be limited to school-based experiences. Since both of these 

engagements, the local sports teams and the youth leadership program, only occurred 

once she was in high school, perhaps this could have contributed to Brooke appearing 

to have the weakest community attachment among the students in the study.  
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What was unique about Brooke among the students in the study was Brooke’s 

exposure to family members employed in the trades. As noted earlier, Brooke’s 

mother runs her own business in a trade field. Her father works in the trades as well. 

Brooke also mentioned that her grandmother runs her own small business. Brooke 

stated she had strong support from her parents in pursuing cosmetology and that they 

are proud of her. Her mother noted that family members expressed concern over the 

years about Brooke not wanting to pursue college, but she stated, “I’m a very practical 

person, a single mom, and debt is reality.” Brooke’s mother saw no point in racking up 

student loans for something that did not interest her daughter. She added, “I certainly 

wasn’t about to pressure her to go in that direction when it’s a very wonderful 

opportunity for her to be doing something that she finds rewarding.” When asked if 

she thought she might have influenced her daughter in wanting to start her own 

business, Brooke’s mother acknowledged that she “at least modeled how it can be 

done.” She somewhat jokingly shared having to tell her kids to be quiet in the minivan 

while she took business calls. She said they understood from a very young age the 

message “I’m trying to be professional here so I can feed you” (the parents divorced 

when the children were very young).  

With regard to Brooke pursuing a yet-to-be-determined unique new business 

venture, her mother believed that will indeed be the case. “I don’t think she can help 

doing something non-standard,” she said when asked about Brooke’s entrepreneurial 

spirit. While conveying a strong sense of pride in her daughter and a genuine support 

for Brooke pursuing her creative instincts, she also added that she would be 

completely happy for Brooke if she settled-down and had a regular mainstream salon. 
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However, like her mother sensed, Brooke gave me the distinct impression that her life 

will include the unusual—by design. 

A Case of Reeled by Relationships 

Of all the students interviewed, Sydney’s pull towards home because of her 

connectedness to people in Hometown was the most apparent. When describing 

Hometown, Sydney said,  

The way I look at it, there is always going to be someone there for me there [in 

Hometown] even if it is not someone I’m close with….You get out of 

relationships what you put into relationships. So maybe I’m a little bit biased, 

but everyone I have ever talked to has given me nothing but complete kindness 

and they are always open to listen.  

She described her choice of college being driven by it being “as close as I can get to 

home, being away from home.” She did not mean this in terms of proximity. Rather, 

she clarified, “the feeling of community and the environment and stuff like that” felt 

most like Hometown out of the colleges she visited. Much more so than the other 

students interviewed, her ties to family and friends came across as significant in 

Sydney’s life. She described liking her part-time job, which she had held for three-

years at the time of the interview, noting it was a good job because she was able to 

meet a lot of people. She talked about getting many of her friends jobs at the 

establishment and how she had made lots of great new friends through work. She 

spoke of loving the mountains and being outdoorsy but credited recently getting into 

hiking “just because my friends are really into that kind of stuff.” She also mentioned 

liking going to the lake, and here too noted, “with friends.” The importance of 
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relationships in Sydney’s life emerged early and often in the interviews conducted 

around Sydney’s case.  

In the vein of taking care of people, Sydney’s draw to pursue a medical 

profession seems a natural one. She said for as long as she can remember, she has 

wanted to be a doctor and “always wanted to help people.” She spoke of being like a 

mother to many of her friends, a trait she says developed from helping her mother take 

care of kids with her in-home childcare services when she was a young child herself. 

Her mother echoed this stating, “She has always looked out for other kids. I used to 

babysit other kids and she was always like my little mama. She was always looking 

out for everybody. Taking care of everybody.” When I interviewed her employer and 

asked if she had any sense of why Sydney was entering the medical field, the lead into 

her response was, “She is motherly.” 

Speaking of her mother, Sydney described her mom as one of her best friends 

and how much she enjoyed hanging out with her too. Sydney talked about her 

mother’s strong support and encouragement. There was sense that physical distance 

from her mother was not a pressing concern because Sydney’s believes her mother 

would relocate if necessary. Sydney stated that her mom has basically said she would 

follow Sydney wherever she goes, so she should choose someplace cool to live. 

Sydney half-heartedly joked that she did not want her mother too close and to not 

break it to her mother that she could not go to college with her. This did come up in 

my interview with her mother. Her mother said she did offer to move. She laughed 

saying, “Now that she is there, I bet she wishes I was there most of the time. She does 

call a lot. She texts me like every half hour. We stay in touch a lot.” 
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Of the students interviewed, Sydney was the only participant who had spent 

part of her school-aged years living in another community. What was striking about 

her comments about the few years she lived in another community—a town that I 

should note would have met the criteria to be studied in this research—was how she 

identified her inability to form relationships with peers being the reason she “hated” 

the community and was “miserable” there. This highlights the significance of forming 

strong relationships in her life.  

Interestingly, my interview with her mother was several months after Sydney 

had started college. I learned in that interview that Sydney was planning to change 

colleges for her sophomore year. This was partly due to programs offered, but her 

mother also shared that she had not connected with her two roommates and would be 

rooming with a childhood friend at her new college. Her mother felt this was going to 

be a much better situation for Sydney and that she needed that more supportive peer 

environment. 

With pursuits in the medical field, Sydney’s career aspirations likely will yield 

her the most flexibility in choosing where she would like to settle down. With plans to 

become a physician, or a physician assistant—what she called her fallback, she 

acknowledged the need for health workers in nearly every community. Despite the 

likely option to find gainful employment in her career field within or nearby 

Hometown, Sydney expressed she does not see herself settling down in Hometown 

until some period beyond her 30s. She stated, “I definitely want to come back at some 

point, but probably later in life. Probably closer to retirement.” She added that “as 
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much as I preach about making the most of your opportunities around here” she wants 

her children to have as many opportunities as possible. 

Given this response, I followed up by asking where she felt would be an ideal 

place to raise a family. She responded that somewhere in the nearby region where her 

children could still “learn the small-town community kind of thing,” but “a place a 

little bit bigger” and not “in the middle of nowhere.” It was somewhat surprising that 

Sydney did not have aspirations to settle down in Hometown to raise her family. Of all 

the students, she made many statements that made me think she would be inclined to 

stay. When I asked her what she thought about her community, the first words out of 

her mouth were, “I love it.” When I asked her if she had given any thought to what 

community she hoped to live in, she had responded by saying,  

Honestly, people look at me like I am insane, but I don’t want to go far. Like 

Hometown gets a lot of shit, but at the same time there’s so many good things 

here that are overlooked. And I can’t look back at my life and think about how 

great it was and not include the fact that I live here.  

My impression that Sydney was likely to return to Hometown was held by the 

three adults I interviewed for this case. When asked, “Where do you think she will 

settle down someday?”, her employer, who Sydney reported to be very close to and 

was continuing to work for during college breaks, stated, “I want to say close to the 

area simply because she is having a hard time just adapting to [being away at college]. 

So I’m thinking probably closer to the area. She’s very close to her mom.” Likewise, 

the influential teacher Sydney identified said in their interview,  
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I think she will come back. I do. I can picture her here. I don’t think she would 

want to be too far away from her mom. That is all they got. It is just the two of 

them. I don’t know, I picture her being in [Hometown]. Her roots are here. She 

seems that type to me. 

A Case of a Calling to Serve 

When asked to share a little bit about himself at the start of the interview, 

Hayden led off by talking about himself as athlete followed by, “I think of myself as a 

really nice person. I try to get out in the community and help out as much as I can.” 

This dedication to community and volunteer service emerged as a strong thread of 

Hayden’s persona. He spoke about being a member of several school-clubs, such as 

the National Honor Society and Key Club, that involved elements of service such as 

volunteering at the nursing home and working at the food pantry. He also shared how 

he derived enjoyment from supporting special needs athletes through the school’s 

unified sports program. He reminisced about being a fairly young child and loving to 

volunteer as an elf at a holiday shopping event organized by a local church to help 

impoverished children secretly select and wrap presents for family members. During 

the interview with his mother, she commented on this event saying that the program 

was meant to serve children his age, but he was eager to volunteer to help other kids. 

One of Hayden’s grandparents was the other influential adult interviewed as part of 

this case. When asked to describe the activities Hayden liked to do growing up, like 

Hayden’s response, the grandparent first mentioned sports and next talked about how 

Hayden enjoys helping other people. It was apparent that these community service 
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engagements were not done for the sake of his college resume building, but rather 

represented who Hayden is at his core. 

This call to serve has been part of Hayden’s upbringing. His parents are 

divorced, but there was evidence of volunteerism by both parents’ families. Hayden 

stated on more than one account that “We try to help as many people as we can.” 

Hayden mentioned a community service award his dad and stepmother had been 

recently recognized by a local charitable organization. He also spoke of it being 

common for his mom to offer for her and his siblings to help out shoveling in the 

winter for those who need a hand. This family’s culture of service is clearly something 

Hayden takes pride in. He made statements such as “It’s just something I like about us. 

We’re different in a way” and “[Hometown] has treated us well. We put our name out 

there and a lot of people know us for the good things we do.”  

His call to serve others even emerged as part of what led him to pursue civil 

engineering in college. He described the quality of roads and infrastructure and 

wanting to make sure people did not have to drive on bumpy roads. He also discussed 

other projects that involved community service, noting “people are thankful for stuff 

like that because it makes the community healthier in a way.” This was consistent with 

Hayden, conveying a sense of pride in Hometown. He talked about a recent renovation 

project that improved the aesthetics along a section of roadway and how it makes a 

difference in what people think about the community.  

Given these comments, I somewhat expected Hayden to respond that he 

planned to reside in Hometown if he could find employment in his field. Despite 

stating earlier in the interview that he definitely wanted to do civil engineering work in 
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Hometown because he felt the Hometown was not well looked at—implying that 

infrastructure work could help change this perception—when asked where he 

imagines settling down when he thought ahead to his 30s, he responded, “I have 

thought a lot about that and I’m not completely sure because I’m not sure where I 

want to live.” He went on to say, “I know I want to live in a community like 

Hometown” but then shared that he did not like the winter weather and climate.  

Hayden continued to contemplate where he might like to live. After his 

comment about not liking winter, he added that he would not want to be too far from 

his family and that he definitely would stay in New England so “I can go visit the 

family all the time.” He continued to reflect, then stating “I don’t really want to go too 

far, that’s why I am going to college where I am.” He selected a college that he could 

drive home to dinner if he wanted to see his parents. He added “That’s like one of the 

biggest things. I’m really into family and keeping my family close because that’s how 

I grew up.” He closed out this section with the interview stating, “Yes, I definitely 

want to live around here I think.” 

Hayden indicated that he feels like his mother wants him to stay close to home. 

He described her loving Hometown and the people in the community. This was 

consistent with the interview with Hayden’s mother. Although she noted some 

declines in the community since her childhood, her responses showed she loves 

Hometown. She described how she had moved away for a short period of time after 

college. She talked about moving to a city and to a different small town before moving 

back. She said, “It’s not always greener on the other side, you know. I’m glad I got the 

experience. I’m very glad I made the decision to come back.”  
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With regard to Hayden staying in Hometown, she said “I would love nothing 

more.” However, she noted she did not think there would be great job opportunities in 

Hometown. She stated it would be great if he could find a job, but she hopes he stays 

within the state so he would be near his family. It is interesting to note that when I 

asked Hayden about the messages he heard from teachers about staying or leaving the 

community, he said he had teachers say things to him like “You definitely have to 

stay. There’s so much nature here. It’s where you grew up and your mom is going to 

miss you so much.” 

When Hayden’s grandfather was asked if he had any sense of where Hayden 

hopes to settle down someday, he laughed and responded, “With his mom.” The 

grandfather went on to say he was not sure if Hayden was interested in staying in 

Hometown because it was not something they had talked about. However, the 

grandfather added that he thought it would be likely that Hayden will stay or be as 

close to Hometown as possible if he can find a job.  

Hayden described his father as not having strong ties to Hometown and that he 

thinks he might move away in the future. He talked about his dad doing various hands-

on blue-collar work, some as a employee and some as self-employed property 

manager. He said his father definitely likes his job. Hayden said, “I feel like to him 

that it doesn’t really matter [where I live] as long as I come to see him as often as I can 

when I come to [Hometown].” 

Hayden unquestionably has strong ties to family. He made comments like this 

one: “Like you know, you’re not the richest but as long as you’re not, you know, 

you’re not poor when you have family around you because family is the key to life. 
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That may be why I am so into keeping family together.” He spoke of wanting to have 

a wife and kids “in a good house and with a good job and just be kind of happy” and 

being near his siblings and family. 

One interesting thing to note about Hayden’s interview was how he did not 

mention friends or friendships until nearly half-way through the interview. Friends 

only came up when I asked whether he had many friends going away to college. In his 

response, he shared that most of his friends were not from Hometown. Most of his 

friends were ones he had made through his summer employment at an establishment 

that employs youth from many communities throughout the region. He also talked 

about friendships he had maintained with a couple of peers who moved away when 

their dads had lost their jobs. He indicated he has Facetimed with them periodically 

over the past few years. Despite these examples, his responses generally did not 

convey a strong bonding to friends. Maintaining ties to Hometown based on friendship 

ties would appear to be insignificant for him.  

Hayden described himself as being outdoorsy, liking to hike, swim, and “focus 

on nature”. His mother and grandfather both noted they were an outdoor-type of 

family with the kids playing in the woods, camping, sledding, and the kids always 

being involved in sports. When asked about what type of characteristics he would 

want to see in a community to settle-down in, Hayden did mention that he likes 

mountains but did not indicate related recreational opportunities as being an important 

factor. Rather, his comments focused on people and safety. He stated, “Definitely a 

smaller city or town where a lot of people know each other. It’s a safer community.” 

He says he couldn’t live in the city. When asked how likely he thought it would be 
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that he would be living in Hometown in his thirties, Hayden responded, “It could be. 

It’s a big possibility. I don’t know if it’s my first choice…Definitely a big possibility 

of staying in [Hometown] though because I know it so well.” 

Within-Case Key Findings 

The complexity of influences on making career and migration decisions is 

evident even in this small sample of five students. Each student appears to have vastly 

different priorities guiding their life course pathways. From social bonds of family for 

Doug, community and family for Hayden, and friends for Sydney, to the career 

callings for Callie—defined, and for Brooke—to be creativity determined, the 

diversity of drivers emerged strongly among these five cases. Despite this, the within-

case analysis did yield one key commonality: a favorable attitude towards small-town 

living. 

Hometown Students Desire Small-Town Living  

One curiosity of my research was to gain a sense of today’s rural students’ 

desire for city living. A 2014 Time magazine article titled “The New American Dream 

is Living in a City, Not Owning a House in the Suburbs”, reported that young people 

prefer “to live in mixed-use communities found in urban centers, closers to shops, 

restaurants, and the office” (Frizell, 2014, p. 4). The article, based on Nielson 

Company findings, pointed to desirable amenities and walkability as common features 

of urban living. At question, however, was, for today’s rural youth, is there a draw to 

city living? How does that compare with the imagery of white-picket fences, two-car 

garages, and neighborhood cookouts in sub-urban living? Or it is a more rural setting, 
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with wooded backyards, farmers’ markets, and immediate to access outdoor 

recreational opportunities that today’s small-town youth aspire to for their families? 

Contradictory to the Nielson Company findings, cities did not appear to be a 

draw for students from Hometown. Although one student concedes her employment 

will likely be based in a large metropolitan hospital, none of the young adult 

participants indicated a desire to settle-down in an urban environment. All of them had 

favorable impressions of rural or small-town locales. They either stated a desire to live 

in a community like Hometown or described a community with characteristics much 

like their hometown. For instance, Hayden stated, he wants to live “where everyone is 

nice and you kind of know as many people as you can.” The notable difference in 

desired characteristics was wanting to settle-down in an area closer to a larger 

economic/social hub. Desired amenities included areas that have more to offer for 

shopping, restaurants, sporting events, and/or entertainment. 

Generally, the student participants held negative notions about city living. 

When Doug was asked about time he has spent in cities, he responded, “I go to 

sporting events in Boston and then I went to a concert in Boston the other day, last 

weekend. And that's why I don't know how much I would like it [living in a city] 

because it's pretty stressful navigating through there.” When asked if he could see 

himself living in a city, Doug stated, “Nope, probably not. Business-wise is great 

though. There's a lot of money in the cities but living-wise it is not my thing.” 

Sydney’s mother spoke of Sydney’s college visits in the Boston area and said, “She 

didn’t like that the whole city smells like urine, waiting in line, and people don’t even 
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look at each other. It was a totally different kind of world.” Callie impression of cities 

was: 

It’s loud. I don’t like the sound. A lot louder than here. There’s no real like 

peace and quiet unless you’re inside and it’s soundproof. There’s a lot more 

smoke, the air is not as clean as here because they’re so much more vehicles 

and industrial buildings that let off air pollution. So it’s different, it’s not really 

a breath of fresh air you could say. 

Hayden also voiced opposition to what I would consider to be suburban setting. He 

stated, “I would, I never want to live in one of those gated communities where you 

have to go press a password to get into your community and then have to go down 15 

blocks get to your house.” 

Across-Case Analysis and Findings 

While the within-case analysis allowed me to examine and consider the various 

influences and motivations impacting the decisions made by individual young adults, 

this across-case analysis was conducted to seek themes, compare and contrast cases, 

and gain insights into how, collectively, adults and the community of Hometown, are 

influencing the residency aspirations of emerging young adults. An across-case 

analysis allows researchers to make assertions across the multiple cases in the study, 

or of what Stake (2006) refers to as the quintain.  

Coding and Clustering within a Well-Being Framework 

After the within-case analysis of the data corpus, I utilized Structural Coding to 

generate major categories and themes from my self-structured interviews. This type of 

coding allows for examining “comparable segments commonalities, differences, and 
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relationships” (Saldaña, 2013) (p.84). I then applied Values Coding for analyzing my 

data across cases. Values coding is the application of codes into qualitative data that 

reflect a participant’s values, attitudes, and beliefs to represent the participants 

perspectives or worldview (Saldaña, 2013). To organize my findings, I grouped the 

categories under the OECD well-being framework outlined in Chapter 2. The findings 

relevant to the dimensions in the well-being framework are outlined next. 

Personal security. In the structured interview questions, I did not have any 

planned questions regarding the participants sense of safety. The topic emerged 

frequently, however. One student did make reference to “druggies” and there being a 

“sketchy part of town”. When I asked another student whether they thought it would 

be a good community to raise a family, they responded, “It would depend on what part 

of town you live and how safe you feel.” It is perhaps interesting to note that this 

student has family ties to local law enforcement, yet this was the extent of his 

references to safety, crime, drugs, or other personal security factors. All the students 

said something to the effect of it being a good community to raise children. Although I 

took that to imply a sense of safety and security, those were not traits specifically 

named as reasons. Only one student specifically referenced the community being a 

safe place when he spoke about why he might return someday.  

When it came to personal security, as the observer, I think it is fair to say that 

the students generally took their relative safety for granted. One educator participant 

talked about students taking their safety for granted. They said they had a former 

student come visit over a break who was student teaching in an inner-city school. The 

student had said to him, “I had no idea how lucky I had it here. You know I can come 
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to school, teachers care about me, I don’t walk through a metal detector, there is not 

police officers walking around everywhere. You can actually learn.”  

Among the influential adults interviewed for this study, safety was noted in 

more instances. Three of the five parents mentioned liking Hometown because it felt 

safe. All of the educators interviewed mentioned some aspect of safety in the 

community. One parent noted,  

I moved back here because I felt safe. It’s not quite as safe as when I grew up, 

but it’s better than running the streets in [other city in the state]. My kids can 

go out and ride their bikes. They can go out for a walk with their friends. I’m 

not worried about them.  

Another adult participant commented with regard to raising their own children 

in Hometown and how the trust level was different for her parent-friends out of town. 

She said, “It is very comforting to know who your kids are hanging out with and who 

are the parents and that you hung out with them instead of sending them off blindly. I 

think I really started to appreciate the area when I had kids.” However, this participant 

also noted that she feels the community is changing. She spoke about a lot of poor 

people living in the community. She has a lot of concerns about drug-use among 

parents and worries about the effects on the lives of upcoming kids—then revealed she 

had taken in two of her great nieces for this reason. 

One of the educator participants also noted the changing demographic of the 

community and how people used to feel safer walking anyplace in the community. 

Interestingly, however, she went on to add regarding newcomers, 
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But then getting into the school system and starting to getting to know who 

these people are, they are fine. They are harmless. I think that helps, with me 

working here. There are people who don’t end up knowing who these people 

are. But we have had some great families moved to town too. It’s not all just 

troublemakers.  

A different adult participant talked about the decline of many neighborhoods and how 

the number of “quality neighborhoods” has diminished over the years. Yet, another 

educator discussed how it is a great place to raise a family. She talked about the 

comfort in knowing the people you needed to rely on to babysit and how difficult that 

would have been where she did not know so much about the backgrounds of people. 

She did note that some have the perceptions that the community has changed. She said 

there are many parents that now worry too about the safety in having their kids walk 

places on their own. 

However, overall, I felt the participants’ sense of personal security in 

Hometown was favorable. Adults verbalized the level of safety being less than it used 

to be, but still feeling it is a safe community. Among the students, there was not a 

strong expression regarding their feelings of personal safety—although more than one 

adult noted that they felt students take Hometown’s level of safety for granted. 

Environmental quality. Two students spoke about poor air quality in cities, 

but expressions of appreciating the water and air quality in Hometown, except in one 

interview, were not explicit by participants. However, there was a general appreciation 

for the land features and natural resources. Students and adults alike mentioned 

enjoying some form of natural-amenity based recreational activity including hiking, 
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biking, skiing, sledding, rafting, kayaking, boating, motorized and human-powered 

utilization of trail systems, fishing, or hunting. Although one student’s recreational 

enjoyment was limited to going to the lake, the other students expressed appreciation 

for outdoor recreation. Additionally, four of the five students made reference to a 

school-based outdoor adventure leadership program. Participation in that program 

appeared to be tied to the students’ enjoyment and enthusiasm for hiking—with the 

exception of the above noted beachgoer; she liked the leadership part and not the 

“getting dirty” and “roughing it” parts. Although the fifth student did not reference the 

program, they also indicated they “love doing anything outdoors, hiking, fishing, 

floating down the river”. 

In addition to outdoor recreation, the adult participants spoke more about the 

views, glimpsing wildlife regularly, and the beautiful fall foliage. One adult 

participant noted how when she was 18 she did not care about the views, but now she 

cherishes having her morning coffee looking out at the landscape and saying to 

herself, “Ah, this is beautiful.” She attributed her change in appreciation to maturity 

and that young people simply take things like magnificent views for granted. The 

students did, however, appear to appreciate their amenity rich surroundings. For 

instance, Callie stated, “I love the outdoors, the mountains, the seclusion”.  

One student did note concern for the environment and solitude that is being 

impacted by tourism. She was speaking about how her parents feel about the 

community. Although they enjoy motorized recreation, she noted, “Everyone’s always 

coming up here from like Massachusetts and they bombard the trails and ruin 

everything. They drive you off the road pretty much while you’re trying to enjoy 
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nature. That kind of gets annoying to them after a while.” In a similar vein, another 

student commented, “It seems like they are tearing down trees left and right just to 

make trails.” 

As noted, there was one exception in which a participant specifically spoke to 

environmental quality. This person talked about how filthy the river used to be during 

the heavy industrial period before Environmental Protection Agency began strictly 

regulating what was dumped into rivers and watersheds. He made an interesting point 

in noting how industrial communities often “hid” the river and designed communities 

with buildings facing away from the river, shielding the view of the polluted 

waterway. He feels the river in Hometown, now that it is clean, is an under-utilized 

asset. 

Overall, the environmental quality and natural amenities of the community 

appeared to be appreciated by participants and regarded as positive assets. One notably 

absent aspect of environmental quality was the lack of mention of anything pertaining 

to the green energy economy or natural resource-related business prospects. Between 

wind, solar, hydropower, and bio-fuels or nationwide concerns about local and 

organically sourced foods, it is interesting to note that none of the participants raised 

these topics in the interviews. 

Civic engagement and governance. There was little evidence of civic 

engagement per se if one looks at this through OECD’s lens of voter turnout and 

having a say in government. If anything, the references made in relationship to civic 

involvement were negative in tone. Both Callie and her mother talked about municipal 

officials making it difficult for new businesses to open in town. Callie said, 
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From different people and through the grapevine I hear it’s actually pretty hard 

so I feel like the community we want all these people in here, but we make it 

so hard for them to set up something that would have any potential. I feel like 

we should let up a little bit so that we can have something nice.”  

In the subsequent interview with her mother, when I asked if she felt there was much 

potential for new businesses coming to the community, Callie’s mom laughed and 

said, “Only if the [municipal official] and his little crew would let them in.” 

However, if one were to wrap community engagement into this civic 

engagement dimension, there was a fair amount of evidence of volunteerism and 

participation in response to community and/or church/faith-based needs. This 

engagement was true of both the parent participants and the students. The involvement 

of the educator participants in volunteer activities was less apparent, though there was 

evidence of involvement in school-related events of their own children. 

With regard to the community engagement of parents, one parent spoke about 

being part of the parent group at school and being able to chaperon school field trips. 

Another talked about volunteering for various coaching positions over the years for 

the sports her children played—which her son talked about her doing during his 

interview. As elaborated in the case of A Call to Serve, Hayden’s family had many 

examples of community engagement. From his mom, to his dad and stepmother, to his 

grandparents, there were several mentions of assisting the less-abled with yard work to 

more formal service at the nursing home. Doug and Sydney likewise spoke about their 

family volunteering. Sydney’s mother talked about the importance of volunteering to 
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help newcomers become a part of the community. She talked about volunteering with 

her church, helping with blood drives, and doing things for older people. 

With regard to the student participants, there were several examples of 

community service. Callie was recognized with an award for her service. Her teacher 

correspondingly noted, “I would love to see her come back just because she does so 

much for everyone.” Volunteering was evident in many aspects of Hayden’s life. 

Doug’s service was perhaps less traditional in terms of volunteering (such as at a 

nursing home), but his coach spoke to how he was always supporting his teammates 

and how Doug was “probably the kindest kid I have ever met.” 

Although not exactly community or civic engagement, another aspect of 

engagement emerged from the interviews that points to the character of the Hometown 

community. One of the teachers spoke about how remarkable the school culture was in 

terms of the way special needs students are embraced and included by the general 

student body at Hometown High School. She said the way they show support for kids 

with special needs “blows her away”. This teacher, having worked in other schools, 

added, “I’ve never seen a school pull together as much for special needs kids before.” 

A parent also spoke to this, referencing the unified sports program being “the best 

sport” her kids have ever played. It was “amazing” and “inspiring”. One of the 

students being a cheerleader also mentioned the support for the unified games. She 

said, “People would really get into the games and that to me felt really awesome. I 

always felt like we had one of the best school communities for [supporting special 

needs students].” 
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Social connections. Social connections pertain to social supports. For the 

purpose of the study, I analyzed the data corpus regarding two aspects of social 

connections. I looked for 1) cues students gave with regard to places, events, and other 

opportunities to convene in social settings, and 2) the connections to family, peers, and 

other social networks.  

One of the educators stated that one thing she has noticed about Hometown is 

that students are proud about the events that take place in the community and “I’m 

always kind of surprised that they are so into it.” She also noted the community is 

particularly supportive of the school’s sports teams, even drawing sizable crowds 

when the teams play away games.  

Hayden, the student at the center of the case I deemed A Call to Serve, talked 

about the social connections his family has built around their community-service 

reputation. He said, “Hometown has treated us well. We put our name out there and a 

lot of people know us for the good things we do” and talked about liking the way 

people know his family. He also spoke about Hometown being a close-knit 

community and that people care for each other.  

Sydney spoke about social connections extensively, primarily of those she has 

developed through her part-time job. Her employer, likewise, recognized the influence 

of one’s “work family”. Employing several teens and young adults in her 

establishment, she talked about sometimes having to teach appropriate workplace 

skills. She spoke about how she sees new staff developing new friends and how 

having good role models plays out in the workplace. She described it as: 
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Sometimes when I hire them when they are really young, I see their parents’ 

personalities—and not necessarily the best traits in their parents personalities. 

That really irks me sometimes, but I just kind of let it go and then as they 

grow, they lose that. They develop their own and they develop things that are 

more like their friends. 

The employer sees the value in supporting the social connections. She knows 

the staff is less likely to call out when they realize it is their friends that will be stuck 

with the burden of being short on staff. She also spoke about teaching her young staff 

life lessons. She called it “giving them lines”, little messages that she says eventually 

sink in.  

One parent noted that she thought it was a close-knit community for those who 

had children involved in sports or were into following the youth athletic programs. 

Her family was very involved with sports, but she implied that sport-connected 

families might be exclusionary to those who were not engaged in sports. All five of 

the student participants were involved in sports, so the sample seeming to show strong 

social connections may not be as representative of those who are not connected to 

sports.  

All the adult participants spoke about having family nearby and the importance 

of being close to their families. Two of the parents talked about moving back to the 

Hometown area once they had their own children because of the support-structure of 

their family to rely upon for help with child-rearing. Several of the adult participants 

similarly noted appreciation in knowing people in the community that they could trust 

for babysitting and/or childcare.  
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Hayden was the only student who touched on age-alike peers and the 

perception that Hometown is a community for older people. He said he did not mind 

that, but “It’s an older community and a lot of people feel like there is nobody young, 

nobody’s here who wants to hang out all the time or something. Everyone’s old and all 

gray.” 

Education and skills. For this dimension, I examined what participants said or 

alluded to regarding the quality of the education system in Hometown. One parent was 

underwhelmed by the offerings at the high school and was “disappointed in some of 

her [daughter’s] experiences.” She said she would have been vocal about the fewer 

choices students had for courses if her child had been heading down a more academic 

pathway. She stated, “She really fell through the cracks with some of the situations. 

Maybe that’s partly to do with rural schools.” She added, “I hear from a lot of children 

or teenagers that they are not getting what they need because it conflicts with 

something they absolutely have to take. They’re stuck with study halls or cooking.” 

Although her daughter was not heading to college, she was still concerned about the 

negative impact on the community. She said she gets a similar vibe from other parents 

and noted that if her children were in the younger grades, “I think I would be seriously 

considering other options. I have no idea what those would be, but I think I would be 

really concerned.”  

Another parent, however, made very positive comments about her child’s 

education. She said, “They did everything they could to help her learn everything she 

could,” and “everybody that she had for teachers in high school were awesome.” At 

another point in the interview, she talked about people coming back to Hometown 
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“because they want to raise their kids here and a big chunk of that is because of the 

schools”. In contrast, a different participant talked about hearing that families who are 

relocating to the area are choosing neighboring towns because their schools are better. 

He said he learned this from a friend who is involved with the hiring at one of the 

largest employers in the region. He said his friend claims the new hires with families 

opt to travel to work in Hometown and live in other communities because the schools 

in Hometown are cutting too much. 

The student participants generally appeared to be satisfied with the education 

that they received in Hometown. Doug even mentioned “the school system is pretty 

good” when I asked him about Hometown being a good community to raise a family 

in. Sydney spoke about enjoying the clubs and groups she participated in and did not 

say anything negative about the availability of courses, her teachers, or any other 

aspect of school. Hayden enjoyed his opportunities to play sports and being involved 

with clubs, particularly the ones connecting to volunteering. He did not make any 

references to quality of academics or the school system. Doug too talked about 

appreciating the sports programs. His only other comment around his educational 

experience was that there were not business courses for him take.  

As outlined in the within-case analysis, Brooke worked extra hard to do well 

academically because she felt she had to prove herself even though she was planning 

to forgo college for trade school. Ironically, given Brooke’s mother was the only 

parent that talked about being somewhat disappointed with the school system, Brooke 

was the only student who spoke explicitly about appreciating the support of her 

teachers. She talked about struggling with some subjects, but her teachers saw she was 
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working hard. She said they recognized her extra effort and that sometimes she was 

allowed to retake quizzes and tests by teachers that did not normally allow that. Callie 

was one of two students who expressed concerns with the academic offerings. I had 

posed this question to her, “Is there anything you don’t like about living here?” She 

responded by talking about course offerings at the high school: 

I would say some opportunities are missed because we don’t have the staff to 

do them at school. We don’t offer any AP or honors science courses, and that’s 

where I’m really interested. That bothers me a little bit because I can’t go any 

higher than I already have and I fully understand the concepts I’ve already 

learned so it’s hard. I do research on my own, but you can only do so much and 

some things just need to be explained. I would like to see some more AP 

sciences.  

She went on to talk about the limited math offerings after a long-time math 

educator retired and was not replaced and that she was disappointed because she really 

liked math too. Sydney had also noted she had taken all the AP courses that she could, 

“But we don’t really offer too many of them just because we have limited resources—

which is understandable”.  

Brooke spoke about being limited in her educational options at Hometown, but 

not in the traditional academic sense. She feels the trades offerings are limited. She 

said, 

I have felt in the past that living here held me back from programs. My friend, 

goes to school downstate. Down south, they have vocational programs for 
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cosmetology and I was always jealous of that because I could have graduated 

with my license.  

She also wished the school had more sports offerings, stating “I always wished there 

was a better cheer program or gymnastics program”. Overall though, she felt the staff 

“cared about us and they all did really care about where we go and if we succeed or 

not.” 

In Chapter 2, I explained the nuances of place-consciousness and place-

awareness and highlighted some of the place-based education research connected to 

the field of rural youth outmigration. I did not include questions in my semi-structured 

interviews to specifically probe for instances of place-based education occurring in 

Hometown. However, I was listening for responses that might suggest that it was 

happening or that there was intentionality around place-based education. In all of the 

student interviews, and in several of the adult interviews, there was reference to an 

outdoor-based leadership program. This program had clearly influenced an 

appreciation for hiking and the mountains. I did not interview the program 

coordinator, so I cannot confirm the intention around outdoor appreciation or other 

intended outcomes. 

Beyond that program, there was only one other instance where consideration 

for intentional place-based education emerged in an interview. One of the educator 

participants expressed his frustration with the opposition he received from school 

leadership when he and another colleague wanted to integrate place-based learning 

into their high school courses. He shared several specific opportunities that could be 

tied to the local geography, the economic history of the region, integrating the tourism 
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and recreation industry into the curriculum, and other ideas connected to the local 

environment. He stated, “The school is in the perfect location to create an educational 

philosophy that really connects it with the environment.” He sees it as missed 

opportunity to connect students with the community and clearly carried forth 

frustration in not having school leadership support place-based curriculum. 

Health status. In the OECD framework, health status pertains to one perceived 

health and life expectancy. Questions in this realm did not seem directly relevant 

because of the age of the primary participants at the center of each case. While a 

couple participants mentioned the availability of health care as a community asset, 

health was not a topic explicitly raised during the interviews. Therefore, for this 

indicator, I looked for elements that pertained to healthy lifestyles. For example, 

Hayden’s mother talked about all the outdoor opportunities and things to do as a 

family making it “one of the great things about living up here” because “ family time 

should be spent together and not everybody plugged in.” While other parents did not 

describe it with the healthy alternative lens, all the adults participants referenced the 

abundance of outdoor activities that can be engaged in in and around Hometown. 

One student described the connection to health and well-being nicely in talking 

about her mother. She stated,  

I think that her quality of life right now is way better than a year ago. I’m 

really happy for her because she’s gotten into meditating. She loves cooking. 

She’s doing really well with her job—she just went to a training couple weeks 

ago for like yoga. I think her quality of life is awesome. I don’t feel like she 

thinks she’s missing anything.”  
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Correspondingly, this parent was the only one who explicitly spoke about having easy 

access to trails and outdoor exercise as being a benefit to her health. She was excited 

about getting back into hiking and snowshoeing. 

I feel it is fair to say that even though students did not name their health 

explicitly, their desire for outdoor recreation indirectly links these two indicators. 

When talking about why they hope to someday live in a small town setting someplace 

like Hometown (but closer to other amenities), it was clear that they held an 

appreciation for the physical outdoor activities that natural amenities provide.  

Work-life balance. This indicator concerns things like vacation time and 

predictable work hours. While arguably a jobs and earnings indicator, I also 

considered trade-offs around pay and location when examining the work-life balance 

responses. Across the board, students reported that they would prefer to “like where 

they live” over making more money and not liking where they live. For instance, 

Hayden made comments like “You know, you’re not the richest but as long as you’re 

not, you know, you’re not poor when you have family around you because family is 

the key to life.” He spoke of wanting to have a wife and kids “in a good house and 

with a good job and just be kind of happy.” At another point he talked about the 

importance of being happy stating, “I would rather take a less paying job and have 

more fun, well not fun, but liking what I’m doing rather than have a crappy job where 

making all kinds of money.”  

Parents supported the life-quality over wages mindset as well. For instance, 

Doug’s father expressed that he just wants Doug to be happy and that “doesn’t always 
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have to be about money”, but rather “just paying your bills and doing something you 

enjoy”. One of the adult participants also noted,  

Well the economy may be better someplace else, but it’s not only money. 

Where are you going to be happy? Where do you want to make a difference? 

Some people want jobs only to make a lot of money. Other people have a job 

to make a difference. 

There appeared to be acceptance that there is often a trade-off of lesser pay 

when one does not live in a metropolitan area. For example, Sydney’s mother noted, 

“She has an opportunity where she can come back here. Maybe she would make 

millions of dollars if she went someplace else, but in the end I don’t think that 

[money] is going to be the deciding factor”. And at least one parent noted that the cost 

of living can be the flipside to that equation. She noted, “I’m kind of happy here and 

the cost living here means I might have a travel budget. If I lived someplace else, I 

would not be able to [afford to] go anywhere”. 

For this indicator, I also felt it could measure what was reported with regard to 

availability and/or opportunity for the “life” side of the work-life dichotomy. What I 

mean by this, was looking at what people felt there was to do in one’s free time and 

how they valued those options. In all the interviews, I asked participants if they heard 

people say that is nothing to do in Hometown. They all said something to the effect 

that they had heard statements like that one. I then asked what their reaction was to 

hear that kind of statement. None of the participants felt it was accurate to say there is 

nothing to do. One parent talked about trying to get her kids to see how there are many 
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things to do in and around Hometown and how people travel from out-of-state to 

vacation in the area because of the mountains and things to do outside year round.  

A couple of the participants did note a lack of entertainment, with one of the 

adults commenting that he hears kids complain about that a lot. Another parent stated 

that there is not much for the younger generation to do, especially compared to when 

she was growing up in Hometown. Brooke’s mother talked about the community 

being “very sports oriented for the youth.” She was aware of events brought into the 

local arts center but felt that did not really interest families who were into sports and 

the programming was for older residents. Just the same, the overwhelming sentiment 

from all participants was that there is plenty to do and basically it is what you make of 

it. 

Having plenty to do however, did not fully complete the circle for some. 

Although this teacher expressed a deep appreciation for being able to raise his own 

children in Hometown, his response regarding students returning after college suggests 

otherwise. He believes Hometown falls short on being a good place to raise a family 

because of the lack of cultural opportunities. He stated: 

There is not a lot here for you in your 20s if you want to start a family…. 

We’ve had a lot the last three years that have come back. And I’ve spoken to 

quite a few who would come back if an opportunity arose. Because you talk to 

some of these former kids, it is their hometown and they love it, and this and 

that. But the opportunity is not here right now for them to have a young family 

and do things and expose them to culture, go to Boston, or go to a play. When 
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you’re down in [other parts of the state] you’re only a half an hour or 45 

minutes from a ton of culture. 

There were at least a couple instances when students conceded that they agreed 

there is not a lot to do in Hometown. When Doug confirmed that he hears people say 

that there is nothing to do in Hometown, I asked him what his reaction was to that and 

Doug responded, “Yeah I try to say there's always stuff to do but is definitely pretty 

difficult sometimes. You hear that a lot probably from everyone especially my age. I 

don’t like when people say it, but it's is true and when you look at it from the 

perspective of what there is out there, there is a big difference.” Even though Doug 

named several outdoor recreational activities that he enjoyed, in his eyes, Hometown 

falls short in relationship to his love for sports and access to sporting events. “Sports-

wise there's not a lot to do here. There aren't facilities open to go play, like a YMCA, 

or like also things I like to do like laser tag and mini-golf or go carts” stated Doug. 

Thinking ahead to traveling for his children’s school sports, he commented about how 

far away most of the schools Hometown plays are and how long the trips are to follow 

the teams.  

Housing. Among the student participants, concerns or thoughts regarding 

housing were not raised during the interviews. There was not any indication that 

students were considering the cost of housing or property taxes when expressing their 

future residency aspirations. Nor did any students express desires for the type of 

dwelling they would like to own such as a condominium versus a farmhouse. I did not 

probe with any questions specific to their desired future homestead. As I stated, 
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nothing emerged in the discussions that would suggest the students were thinking 

about their housing plans to this level of detail. 

Since housing affordability is a sub-indicator of this domain, I folded the cost 

of living into this section. One parent did mention appreciating the low-cost of living, 

she noted, “It means I have a travel budget. If I lived someplace else, I would not be 

able to afford to go anywhere.” Otherwise, housing and the cost of living was not an 

issue noted by parents as a pro or con to living in Hometown. The question of 

students’ awareness with regard to the cost of living in the Hometown area was raised 

in a couple of the interviews with the adult participants. One of the educators thought 

the cost of living was not something on the students’ radar yet. She then added she 

wished she had thought about things like that when she was coming out of college. “It 

is interesting how we were just sort of sold on the idea of you go to college and then 

you paid it off without any real like, ‘what does that mean, pay it off forever,’ she 

reflected. She noted students should know more about the realities and be thinking 

about what their cost of living will be depending on where they live and work. A 

similar sentiment was shared by an adult participant who commented on the cost of 

apartments in New York City versus the very reasonable cost of living in and around 

Hometown. He believes “we should teach our youngsters more about financial 

planning and management” and make them more savvy about the trade-offs between 

high salaries and the cost of living.  

Although I did not intentionally collect data regarding the housing situation of 

the study participants, from either what was mentioned during the course of the 

interviews or through a search of public records, it appears that all students and all 
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influential adults who participated in this study reside in single-family homes. While it 

is not possible to determine housing affordability from the data collected, the dwelling 

type would suggest housing stability. This in turn could suggest that affordable 

housing and comfort is an under-appreciated feature of Hometown. With that noted 

however, one participant did talk about many employment opportunities around 

Hometown being low-wage jobs and that many people need to work three jobs to pay 

their rent.  

Jobs and earnings/Income and wealth. The perceived lack of jobs and 

earning potential emerged, by far, to be of greatest concern regarding the potential for 

the study’s emerging young adults to have a future in Hometown. This was the case 

for both the youth and the adult participants. Every student and every adult 

interviewed made reference to the lack of employment opportunities in the area 

despite several them noting opportunities in certain sectors like health care, education, 

and safety/emergency services. Even in cases when they identified workforce 

shortages, such as in trades like plumbing, electrical, welding, and home/building 

construction, there was still a predominant sentiment that employment options were 

limited for work in fields that paid well.  

Brooke’s mother said job opportunities were discouraging. She stated that it is 

tough to find a job to make a decent living unless you want to work in the medical 

fields, become a teacher, or you can obtain a state position. Doug’s coach talked about 

seeing Doug wanting to settle down near his family, but “I just don’t know if he’s 

going to find employment here.” Later in the interview he acknowledged the low 

unemployment rate in the area and noted the need for many skilled labor and trades 
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positions, but still feels there are few opportunities for careers in Hometown. Sydney’s 

mother also talked about how “It used to be if a guy learned a trade, he went to work 

in the mill,” but now there are not a lot of options for employment. One parent talked 

about it being harder for people to find jobs, but there are also people who do not want 

to find jobs and instead chose to live off of assistance programs. She did add that was 

not a problem unique to Hometown however. And another parent noted wage 

differentials pulling young people away. She said, “You are going to be paid a lot 

more in Massachusetts” for doing the same job and talked about that being the reason 

some of her siblings do not live in Hometown. 

Despite Brooke clearly being on track to leave Hometown permanently, she 

seemed sincere in wanting Hometown to be successful. She expressed frustration, 

stating, “We have everything needed to be to be a successful town.” She then noted 

“But, it’s hard for people to find jobs, and that’s a big, that’s a huge thing.” Every 

student mentioned a lack of jobs in Hometown.  

Remote work. Relative to jobs, I was also listening for mentions about remote 

work opportunities. When they were not raised, I probed into this area. Brooke’s 

mother acknowledged she knew a few people who work from home and “have a 

legitimate career that way” but she gave me the impression this was a long shot for 

most to make it a reality. Sydney’s teacher noted that student interns are exposed to 

telemedicine in their internships, but that she has not emphasized this or the role it 

could play in their future careers. Callie said she had a teacher who also had a job she 

did online and her sister-in-law works as an online web editor. She said, “There’s 
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definitely people doing that, but I’m not sure how many. I wouldn’t say it’s too too 

many.”  

Only one of the adult participants in the study spoke about the potential for 

remote work without me first raising the possibility. He noted that for his children's’ 

generation, those just slightly older than the demographic for this study, there is 

increasing awareness of this opportunity. He said his children know people can make 

money working remotely. But he added, that he has noticed that this tends to happen 

with people who have “already established themselves in a career.” 

When I talked with Sydney’s employer about her thoughts about increased 

access to broadband expanding opportunities for remote work, she actually saw the 

increased connectivity working against rural communities. She feels that technology 

makes it easier to stay connected to family when away, reducing the desire to be closer 

to home to see family. 

Economic outlook. Although the economic outlook is not identified in the 

OECD well-being framework, I felt it was worth examining as a subset of jobs and 

income. The outlook towards economic development or redevelopment of Hometown 

was mixed among the adult participants. In some responses, participants were 

uncertain about their outlook on the economic development status or potential. For 

instance, one educator participant felt Hometown is simply too far from a significant 

highway to have a real chance at revitalizing the economy. Yet he went on to say,  

You have your natural resources. You have this [motorized recreational sport 

industry] that is blowing up. You have to start capitalizing on it. As a 

community, we tried, people are trying. But I don’t know. I do know people 
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are excited with [a chain restaurant] locating here. They think it’s going to 

bring other businesses, it’s gonna put us on the map. And I’m like, I don’t 

know.  

Later in the interview, he stated, “good things are happening” and “we are way better 

off than we were eight or nine years ago.” He talked about new businesses opening 

and hearing that there are new restaurants that want to come into town, but also 

commented, “We just need a Market Basket.” Overall, he conveyed a sense of hope 

for the community. At one point I commented, “I sense optimism in what you are 

saying,” and he replied, “Yeah, I think so. I think with the youth too—they are, I 

think, they do too. I think they see it for the most part.” He added that school 

leadership may not agree with that, but that he felt his teaching colleagues hold that 

sense of optimism too. 

Brooke’s mother also thinks economy redevelopment will be hard for 

Hometown because it is not close enough to a highway. She talked about another 

community that had nothing until something sparked growth. Her mindset was one 

that suggests something from the outside needs to come in and revive Hometown. She 

said,  

I’m just not sure that they’ve really—“they” meaning the community—has 

really come up with, something that could grow and have longevity. Really, 

there’s a lot of littler things that are exciting, but I’m not sure we found the 

thing yet that’s really going to sustain it. Maybe the community is changing 

and maybe it’s going to be way more rural and the whole community will be 

more about hiking and being outside. [Hometown] is clearly not what was. 
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Another adult participant commented, “It is not easy anywhere anymore in 

small America. It is tough, we need to get back to manufacturing. We can’t just be a 

service nation.” Doug’s teacher spoke to this, how the economy has changed 

drastically, but people are holding on to being a manufacturing community. He stated, 

“It’s still a mill town even though it is really not a mill town” and talked about how it 

will be hard to create a recreational/tourist economy in an industrial mindset town. 

With that said, he appeared to have an overall positive outlook stating,  

We’re still in a transitional phase. And it seems like it is almost time that we 

start to make headway. I think that’s economic growth and development and 

governance. We are starting to move in a direction and there are obviously 

some difficulties and some obstacles that we have to overcome.  

One of the parent participants was less hopeful. She said, 

A lot of people like Hometown, but you look at Main Street, there is nothing. 

You know it keeps going downhill and downhill. I think a lot of people, you 

know younger generation, they don’t want to be around that. The older 

generation saw what it was like when you stayed up till 9 o’clock at night and 

walked Main Street. There were lights and people were walking around. There 

is hardly any of that now. 

Another participant felt the economic outlook has declined over the last 15 years. 

After noting it was not limited to Hometown, she said, “I feel like [students] worry a 

lot about it, that they are not going to have a good future.” However, she noted 

Hometown’s need for skilled labor—woodworkers, mechanics, and carpenters. The 

need for skilled trades people was mentioned by nearly every adult participant. Others 
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interviewed noted the lack of machinists and industrial mechanics, surveyors, 

electricians, and plumbers. 

While some participants had a mix of optimism and pessimism, a couple 

participants talked about the possibilities for Hometown. One contends that with river 

and mountain views, Hometown could be the most beautiful Main Street in the world. 

He wonders about the possibility of rail making the community a destination for city 

dwellers from Boston to Canada. He sees great potential for Hometown with the right 

community developer.  

The oldest participant in the study also conveyed a sense of optimism. He 

happened to be a mill worker for 40 years who retired before the collapse of the 

industry. He spoke to what the community was like 50 years ago, how nice the houses 

were, and how the physical infrastructure was better maintained. Despite the depressed 

economy and the declines in homes and roads, he holds onto hope for Hometown. He 

remembers the company-town mindset and the resistance of his parents’ generation to 

diversify the economy. He spoke about “back then” people believed “the mill will take 

care of us.” Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, he believes making Hometown’s schools 

stronger, including a good trades program, will be the key to turning around the 

economy. When families are looking to relocate to the area for the better paying jobs 

in the medical field, law enforcement, and other professions, he feels Hometown’s 

best chance will come from those families choosing to reside in Hometown over 

neighboring communities. He sees attracting working families with children to 

Hometown as the best way to grow the need for other businesses and services.  
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From the students’ perceptive, the overall sense I garnered was a positive one, 

but without much detail or elaboration from students on what potential they saw for 

the future of Hometown. Sydney spoke to the older generation clinging onto how 

Hometown was in the past and being “close minded to change.” However, she 

portrayed a sense of optimism, stating, “But at the same time my generation is so 

ready for change. I definitely feel like there will be a happy medium somewhere 

eventually.” When I asked Doug whether he thought there was untapped potential for 

Hometown, he responded, “For sure.” I then said perhaps he would come up with 

some new business ideas while he was in college, to which he responded, “I hope so. 

That would be cool to come back here.” 

Subjective well-being. With regard to subjective-well-being, I was concerned 

with the self-reported life satisfaction of all the participants with respect to living in 

Hometown. I was particularly curious about what the students perceived as the life-

satisfaction of their parents, their “influential-adult” and what the students reported 

regarding the life satisfaction of community members in general. 

More than one parent brought up that their child sees how happy their teachers 

who live in the community are, particularly those who have school-aged children. 

They noted that they see their teachers going to sporting events and happily raising 

their families in Hometown. A couple of students made comments that support that 

observation. For instance, Hayden had noted he knows a lot of teachers enjoy being in 

the woods and hiking, and Sydney talked about seeing her teacher cheering his 

children on at basketball games. 
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Generally, what the students reported about their parent’s or parents’ 

satisfaction about living in Hometown ended up aligning with what the parent self-

reported in the interview. The students’ perceptions of their parents’ life satisfaction 

ranged from moderately satisfied to a high-level of satisfaction—mostly in correlation 

to their employment. However, overall, students perceived that their parents were 

happy about living in Hometown. Sydney for example said, “Both of them grew up 

here, so there is an overwhelming sense of home and you can tell by the way they talk 

about it.” 

The students understood the distinction between the satisfaction with the 

physical place and satisfaction with employment and other aspects that constitute well-

being. Callie, for instance, in response to how her parents feel about living in 

Hometown responded,  

I’d say they like certain things about the community, but I don’t know if this is 

their first choice. Like they always say that it used to be busier back in the day. 

There was more of a Main Street and more little mom-and-pop shops, but now 

they’re all kind of died out…. I would say they like the fact that we have the 

outdoors to enjoy, the lakes the mountains. They have jobs, so they’re 

definitely happy about that.  

She went on to say more about their respective jobs, and it was clear she understood 

they do not have appealing employment. She said,  

I would say my dad likes his job, but there’s definitely some days he doesn’t 

want to come home full of dirt. And then my mom did like her job, but when 

they switched companies, they did not give her the same respect that she’s 
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always had. They were not really fair to their employees and she was just done 

with that. She just wanted to find something newer and she can also spend 

more time with us because with this job she will have every other weekend off. 

She’s never had an entire weekend in her full 26 years unless it was a vacation. 

Despite this, when I later asked if she thought her parents had a good quality of life, 

she expressed that they did. She followed with,  

They have jobs, that’s a plus. They are able to support themselves and still be 

able to do the things they want to do and not just have to do. And they live in 

this beautiful area with all kinds of mountains and trees and activities to do that 

they enjoy. 

Although more relevant to the jobs and earning section, I think it is worth pointing out 

how Callie’s sentiments on jobs speaks to the consensus about lack of employment 

opportunities. She conveys that her parents are lucky to have jobs—despite having 

noted they were blue-collar positions that neither we particularly satisfied with.  

In the cases where the parents were divorced, although perhaps only 

coincidences, the students spoke to the differences in how one parent tended to love 

being in the community and other either had moved or would likely move in the 

future. Doug, for instance, spoke about his dad loving the community and his family’s 

ties to its history—consistent with what his father reported about why he always 

wanted to stay in Hometown. Then speaking of his mom and stepfather, Doug 

described them as being “stuck here until they retire” and he can then he can see them 

moving where they can enjoy summer year round.  
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Not factoring in stepparents, nine of ten parents were employed with one 

parent being disabled. Only three parents were described by their children as having 

jobs that they really liked. Two students spoke about a parent in employment 

situations with a negative tone. In Callie’s comments above, I considered those a 

neutral, but I think the case could be made that those employment statuses leaned 

towards the negative on a satisfaction scale. 

How the students feel about the community. Hayden said, “A couple years 

ago, when everything was going downhill with there being a lot of drugs around and 

showing up, I was like, ‘I don’t want to live here anymore, I want to get out.’ But then 

people started stepping up to it and being like, ‘No, I don’t want this around here. If 

you want to do this go someplace else.’ I mean, just having people saying that, it’s 

like, ‘Wow, people actually care in this community’ and in some communities they 

don’t care.” He spoke about community members being very supportive of 

Hometown’s sport teams and how so many people are involved in the homecoming 

parade. He also commented how cool it is that a local coffee shop allows people to 

hang out because people are very friendly and talkative—adding, “I don’t know if they 

are all like that or not.” During another point in the interview he shared, “I’m really 

proud of community.” He said, “I definitely like it, but some people they feel like they 

can get a better life someplace else I guess.” 

Sydney said, “I really like being outdoors. And I love the mountains. And I’m 

really happy I ended up being where I am because there’s all kinds of opportunities to 

be outside no matter what I’m doing.” When I asked her what she thought about the 

community, she responded, “I love it. I think that there is a lot more that we offer that 
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people don’t see. And I wish that there would be a good way to convey all of the 

opportunities that we have to people who are just pessimistic about all the 

opportunities we don’t have because there is a lot to do.” She was the only student to 

talk about community members taking steps to effect positive change in the 

community. She stated,  

We always have these meetings and stuff in town that I notice, even if it is just 

church meetings or school meetings. There’s always some kind of meeting on 

how we can better our community, how we can make this better, how this 

happened but we want to move past it or how this won’t happen again kind of 

thing. Someone’s always trying anyway. 

She also recognized that it is not that people who want to leave are unhappy with 

Hometown, but rather that “that they think they’d be happier somewhere else”. 

Brooke wished that more people participated in community events. She named 

a few positive things she had heard were happening in the community. She said, “I 

feel bad leaving, because I wish I could help, but I just don’t want to suffer by trying 

to help.” Brooke admitted that at times she hesitated to tell people she is from 

Hometown because, “people don’t know where it is or they think of the heroin crisis 

or who knows what they think.” However, she also noted that when she is outside of 

Hometown, she sometimes hears positive things about Hometown. Brooke does not 

enjoy the outdoors much, but noted, “If you like to be outside it’s probably the best 

place for you to live because during all seasons there is something for you to do.” 

Already being away at cosmetology school, Brooke had the unique experience of the 

interviewed students to already be residing outside of Hometown. She had already 
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concluded, “Even now coming home, I’m used to all the stuff in the city—there’s 

nothing to do if you don’t want to spend money.” Here she showed she understood 

that having access to amenities does not necessarily equate to being able to 

enjoy/afford them. 

Doug had positive affirmations for Hometown as well. He liked growing up in 

Hometown because of the people and “the pride for the history of [Hometown].” He 

was aware of people trying to make parts of the community and Main Street look 

better again. All students had an awareness of Hometown not being what it was once 

was. Some described it in more dire terms than others. Callie, for example, said, “Our 

Main Street slowly choked and died,” and noted that the current generation cannot see 

as much potential because they do not know what it was once like in Hometown. 

Across-Case Findings: Comparisons to Prior Research 

In addition to examining the findings relative to the well-being framework, I 

also wanted to look at evidence similar to what was examined in the past research on 

rural youth migration. While the former are relevant to the migration decisions more 

generally, the latter feels more relevant in the context of how the rural situation—its 

historical legacy to its current zeitgeist—influences the migration and residency 

trajectory.  

From the teacher participants, I did not get a sense that there was definitive 

answer to whether students generally had the attitude of wanting to stay/return or leave 

Hometown. One teacher, for example, answered, “There are a lot of students that want 

to get as far away as they can, they say ‘I don’t care I just want to get as far away as 

possible’. But I don’t hear that very often here. In fact, I hear a lot of ‘I don’t want to 
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go to far from home, I want to be able to drive back.’” Although none of my student 

participants had declared plans or aspirations to return to Hometown, I was still able to 

assess their feelings towards the community and if a return might be in the realm of 

possibilities. This is where I took a closer look at what messages were being conveyed 

and the related beliefs teachers, parents, and influential adults held that might be 

influencing those messages. 

Stay or leave messages. A significant aspect I wanted to explore was around 

the messages that students in Hometown are receiving from their teachers, parents, 

and other influential adults about whether they should stay, leave, and/or return. In 

addition to these direct messages, I was curious about other messages students were 

receiving and internalizing in a way that is influencing their future residency 

aspirations.  

When I asked Brooke’s mother what she thought students received in terms of 

messages around being encouraged to stay in or leave the community, she replied,  

I don’t feel like I picked up on anybody actually influencing any direction 

other than just complete support of whatever they wanted to do. Whether it 

was [Brooke] or her peers, I didn’t pick up on anyone trying to guilt someone 

out of leaving or telling them that they should go away either. I didn’t get it on 

either direction. 

This was generally the sentiment of the interviewed parents; they were not aware of 

intentional messaging around staying or leaving being conveyed to their child. Doug’s 

father was the only one who commented about indirect messaging. He expressed that 

he felt students were being pushed towards four-year colleges and hence circuitously 
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being pushed to leave Hometown. Although he did not describe a clear message to 

leave, he did express that the schools do not do enough to promote Hometown, what 

students might come back and do, or to teach them to consider coming back to 

Hometown. He believes teachers perpetuate this idea that “there is nothing around 

here.” 

With respect to the influence of educators, Sydney noted her observations 

about how they appeared to enjoy living in the community and raising children in 

Hometown. She discussed receiving both messages about leaving or staying in the 

community. She noted,  

They are pushing us to go look at other things, but obviously they came back 

so why wouldn’t we come back kind of thing. Like Mr. M does trips with his 

family I think every summer. He always talks about how incredible of an 

experience it was but then he comes back and lives in [neighboring town] and 

he loves it. So I feel like there’s a little bit of “go do this and then come back” 

or “stay here, make the most of it” kind of thing.  

In discussing her teachers, she stated, “Most of the people who are here are happy to 

be here.” Her mother shared similar sentiments and felt that Sydney’s observations of 

her teachers enjoying their lives in the community being more influential than any 

verbal messages she may have received. Her mom stated: 

I don’t think anybody really told her that she should move away or that she 

should stay here, but I think they are living the example. She picks up on that 

huge. The power of suggestion is a big deal with her. Like she has an English 

teacher who has little kids, and she babysat for that lady a couple times. She 
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sees the kind of life that she has, family and all that. I think she picks up on 

those type of examples more than what people say to her.  

Sydney’s mom went on to talk about the teachers with children in high school 

and Sydney seeing them cheering on their daughters and sons at sports events and 

being parents involved in other aspects of the community. She felt seeing her teachers 

raising their families and being happy in Hometown helped Sydney appreciate the 

community. 

The teacher participants indicated they did not feel the faculty as a whole were 

trying to convey a message of stay or leave. However, the participating teachers varied 

in what they personally conveyed. Callie’s teacher’s response regarding the stay/leave 

messages to students was, “I don’t know if there’s a clear message of either like come 

back to the community or go spread your wings somewhere else, but it’s definitely a 

lot of encouragement.” When I asked her to clarify, she said the message is more like 

spread your wings versus getting out while you can. She stated,  

I was worried it would come out that way. It’s not like it’s a sinking ship ‘get 

out.’ It’s just that for what they want to do, there is probably not a lot 

opportunity here for the high achieving students—that sounds so negative, but 

that’s the way it is.  

Although I neglected to ask Sydney’s teacher what her perception was with 

regard to messages students at Hometown High School generally receive from faculty 

about leaving or staying, she definitively answered regarding her stance on the matter. 

When I asked her what her sense was regarding whether most of her students were 

planning to stay local, she responded, 
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I do stress staying. I love [Hometown]. I was born and raised here. I never 

went anywhere. I can’t picture myself anywhere else. When the kids do 

complain and say those type of things, “I can’t wait to get out here”, I say, 

“Well you might be in for a rude awakening. It is better than you think, the 

grass is not always greener”. I tell them about there being a lot of traveling 

nurses working at the nursing homes right now and a lot of them voice—and 

they have been everywhere, they worked in Montana, they worked in 

Louisiana, I mean they are everywhere—and they say they love it up here. I 

tell them those stories of what I have heard from those nurses, so I say “Be 

careful what you wish for.”  

Later in the interview, when I asked her if students appreciated living in the rural 

community, she thinks that students do not. She said, “I hear more say that they can’t 

wait to get the hell out of this place and stuff like that than to say they love it. Hearing 

my daughter say she loves it, she is rare I think.” Although many of this teacher’s 

students go into medical fields and could have jobs locally, she does not see many that 

have returned to the area. She thinks many end up enjoying where they complete their 

internship and they stay in those places because they feel comfortable at the facility 

they started working in.  

One educator participant spoke about the “silent curriculum” and was 

concerned about what messages high school students internalize when they hear about 

things like the school budget being frozen and the community not having money. He 

feels students equate the school with the community and perceive the community to be 

failing. He feels the unspoken understanding is that those “who have the aptitude or 
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the means whatsoever, move on. They don’t necessarily want to be a part of a failing 

community.” He even feels having students pay an athletic fee to play sports 

undermines confidence in the school and the community. It sends the message that the 

school cannot afford programs and “it does not take much to put a crack in the shell” 

of people’s beliefs. 

Doug’s father, although not an educator, is in a position to interact with many 

of the community’s youth. He reported the most positive perception of how students 

feel about Hometown. He stated,  

As far as the older people, they kind of like to complain and bitch and say “It’s 

all going down” and stuff. But I see the younger generation, they seem like 

they almost have more optimism about what’s going to happen in 

[Hometown]. They almost have a vision for [Hometown]. I don’t find the older 

people have a vision. I think they kind of go back to how it used to be and it’s 

gone downhill since then. The younger generation looks like this is how 

[Hometown] is now, but let’s see what we can do to it later. So I kind of see 

the two aspects of how they view [Hometown]. I think it’s hard because I think 

the elderly, they have seen how good [Hometown] was and how it was really 

well at one time and for them it’s down. For them, it’s depressing for them 

compared to young people who were brought up here in this day and age and I 

think can see potential from the [recreation] parks, to the river. As you see a lot 

of young people now, they like physical activity. They like going hiking, they 

like going on the river. And so they see the gem in here. The older people 

don’t see that as much. So the older generation, in my opinion, I think they’ve 
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lost hope or just going through the motions. I think the younger generation that 

do come here are excited to be back and they see vision. 

Another adult participant felt student attitudes towards the community were 

mixed. He said he heard students say that they couldn’t wait to get out because there 

was nothing to do. But he laughed and said, “But if they go someplace else, there will 

still be nothing to do there either.” Like the adult above, he then talked about how the 

community had changed since the 70s and how there seemed to be less spirit in town. 

One aspect I had not considered when I was thinking about influential adults in 

the lives of high school students was that the role of their employer if they held part-

time or summer jobs. However, it so happened that one student participant named her 

employer as an influential person in her life. Which in hindsight made complete sense. 

As this employer verbalized during our interview, she often spends more waking hours 

with these teenagers and young adults than they do with their parents or any individual 

teacher. The employer, aware of this influence said, “I give them so many lines. It 

sinks in though.” In this case, she was talking about the importance of giving them a 

message about determination and having an inner drive over just brain smarts. Why I 

raise this here is that this adult was pretty clear regarding her belief that students 

should leave even if they want to settle down in Hometown. She was the only adult 

participant who told me that students want to move to “cities and warmth—and 

California is a big draw right now.” Earlier she had told me about her son living on 

oceanfront property in California. This made me wonder if stories about her son’s life 

were influencing the aspirations of her young employees. 
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What students said about the stay or leave messages they received. Hayden 

was the only student who noted a differentiation in message based on the type of 

student. Interestingly he said the students who were good athletes were the ones being 

encouraged towards four-year colleges. I should have probed for a clearer 

understanding. I assume he was referring to the “athlete-scholar” type students and not 

solely just the athletically talented. Either way, he said for the other students “It is kind 

of like, ‘Oh, you can just go to the [community college].’” Hayden did not agree with 

this philosophy. He said, “In all reality, those people, they can go further, they can go 

a lot further because their ability in art or music and how good they are or theater or 

whatever it may be, they could do really good.” He talked about these students being 

encouraged to go to community college to save money and then transferring to a 

university.  

Regarding the message to stay or leave from teachers, generally Hayden felt, 

“A lot of them, they kind of influence us to leave the community because they think 

there’s bigger opportunities in different places.” For himself, he felt he was being 

encouraged to return to Hometown after college because his teachers know how close 

he is to his family. Sydney felt the message varied by teacher. As noted earlier, she 

commented on noticing some of teachers encouraging her to leave are people who 

came back to the area and clearly enjoy it. She also talked about one teacher who 

emphasized making the most of opportunities and that they could make lives for 

themselves in Hometown if they wanted to.  

Staying is limiting for young adults. Among the adults interviewed in my 

study, there was a prevailing attitude that rural youth should leave Hometown upon 
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graduation. At least four of adult participants commented to the effect that they 

believe that students are only capable of truly appreciating all that Hometown has to 

offer by experiencing life in other communities first. They felt that these young adults 

need external reference points for comparison. For instance, one adult expressed, “The 

majority of kids in my opinion have a hard time appreciating something until they 

have they have lost it or they have experienced the other side.” Another adult 

participant who happens to employ many teens in Hometown shared a similar 

sentiment. She stated, 

I think when they go away at first, they see a different culture and a different 

lifestyle than what you have in [Hometown]. I think their first impression is 

that that is really, really great. This is not what we have at home. But I think 

that after a while they realize that it’s not so bad at home either and some of 

them migrate back.  

Regarding students who decide to attend community college in the area, one of 

the teacher participants—who had earlier said he wished all students would come back 

to Hometown, said “My fear with them frankly is that they are going to stay at the 

community college for two years and then not go away. Not that I think they have to 

go away, but I think they need that experience to get out there and experience what 

else is there.” He added, “Somebody can get out and say ‘Hey, I think this is a good 

idea, I think this would work’ and bring something back that they think is a good 

business opportunity.” 
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One of the teacher participants, despite stating, “my personal thought is that I 

would love to see them all come back” feels strongly that all young adults should 

initially leave. He stated: 

I think the opportunity for the growth is to let people go out experience a little 

bit. Whether it’s a four-year school, whether it’s the military, whether it’s a 

combination of going to both or going to work someplace and then come back 

with the desire to come back and to contribute to our community. Not being 

here out of necessity or because you didn’t have an opportunity. Or sometimes 

frankly it is out of fear of leaving our small community. I don’t think that’s 

necessarily the right formula either, for people to stay here. Especially those 

high achieving kids, let them get out. 

One of the adults talked about how she felt it is “natural nature to want to 

leave, to want to explore, to go out.” She spoke of herself staying, but not out of love 

for the area back then. She stayed to help in the family business out of loyalty to her 

parents. They did not tell her to stay, but she felt it was the right thing to do. She went 

on to talk about how she did not come to appreciate the area until she had her own 

children and realized how safe they were in Hometown. Now, she loves Hometown, 

how people are really nice, the views, and even the snow. Yet, she reflected on her 18-

year-old self that, “It’s something we took for granted as young people.” 

Another parent, who had returned to Hometown so her children could be close 

to their grandparents, said, “I never had any intentions of coming back. I surprised 

myself, but here I am.” She expressed that she did not feel being influenced by adults 

to stay or leave really matters. Reflecting to her high school years, this parent said,  
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I’m not sure if it was more for myself and my peers just realizing there wasn’t 

a lot to offer in this area. Or maybe just growing up in this area I think you feel 

like you’re missing out on a lot and so I think naturally we just all want to see 

what we have been missing. Whether that means we are just exploring or—and 

come back like I did—or starting a new life somewhere, but it was a general 

theme that most of us were not going to be starting our lives in this hometown 

that we grew up in.  

Later in the interview she added,  

I do remember feeling like there is a difference between people like myself 

who left and come back by choice versus the people who have never left here. 

I feel like maybe they don’t know how to and maybe they still feel a little 

trapped or feeling like they wish they had explored. So there is a difference. 

My experience here now is different because I’m choosing to be here versus if 

I was wondering what it was like if I could leave.  

Another adult participant, the one I discussed earlier who stayed to help in her 

family’s business, expressed this very sentiment. She said,  

I was already signed up to go off to college out of town. I changed my plans. I 

went to a community college instead, which was fine, but I wonder if those 

exposures to different things would have changed my track. It always makes 

me wonder.  

One student also expressed that those without means are the ones that have to either go 

to community college or straight into the workforce. Although she did not use the 

word “stuck”, the feeling was implied in her response. 
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The one standout exception to this held belief that staying was limiting was 

made by Sydney’s mother. She felt strongly that, “I think we have just as much 

opportunity as they could anywhere else.” She went on to talk about how all the things 

she found to do locally when Sydney was growing up. She said, “When [Sydney] was 

little, they had programs all over town. I was not rich. I could not afford to sign her up 

in fancy dancing classes out of town and travel hours to go to those things. So I had to 

find stuff right here in town. I used to go to the library every Thursday. They had a 

story hour and craft time.” She talked about programs through the recreation 

department, singing in the church choir, piano lessons, and how “we found all kinds of 

people right here in town to push her in the right direction.” She concluded that those 

who think it is better elsewhere “might not even think to reach out and look for those 

things because in your head you assume it’s not there. But it is.” Despite this, she did 

concede that Sydney’s career field would give her an option to stay in Hometown, but 

that for other students, they are “probably not going to be able match the job that they 

are looking for.” 

Sydney held an opinion similar to her mother’s. Sydney made several 

statements that indicated that she realized people tend to believe the grass is greener 

someplace else. For instance, when I asked her if she had sense if more of her 

classmates were hoping to leave or stay in the community, she responded, “A lot of 

people want to leave, but I don’t think it’s due to the fact that they’re unhappy here—

but that they think they’d be happier somewhere else.” She could internalize that place 

is what you make of it, stating “There are your opportunities. Make what you want out 

of them.” She appeared to have more awareness than her peers who were interviewed 
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about citizens and civic leaders working to improve the community. She stated, “We 

always have these meetings and stuff in town that I notice. Even if it just church 

meetings or school meetings or like there’s always some kind of meetings on how we 

can better our community, how we can make this better, or how this happened. But we 

want to move past it. Someone’s always trying anyway.” She spoke about teachers 

who drew attention to making what you want out of your resources. She also 

acknowledged a teacher who helped her see that there is often more opportunity to 

have an impact in a small community to which she concluded, “if you put me in a pool 

of all kinds of bigwigs, I’m no longer the bigwig.” However, it should be noted that 

although Sydney hopes to retire in Hometown, she expressed wanting to raise her 

children in a community that had more opportunities for kids.  

True success is achieved elsewhere. Having graduated from a rural high 

school myself back in 1991, I know that when I left for college, I had internalized that 

having a successful career meant having a career someplace other than back where I 

grew up. Carr and Kefalas (2009) described this equating “you will go far” messaging 

with leaving in Hollowing Out the Middle: The Rural Brain Drain and What it Means 

for America. Near the close of my interviews, I described how I had graduated from a 

rural high school and how, at the time, I felt like the message to the high achieving 

students was that they were expected to leave to be successful. I then asked if 

participants thought that was a message that today’s students were receiving. 

Doug responded to this question by saying, “I would say still that has some 

truth to it. I would not agree with it, but you can't do really well here. You can do well, 

but not what people would consider successful.” Sydney had responded, “No. You can 
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define your own version of success. Like I find myself successful. But that doesn’t 

make someone in a lesser area with lesser opportunities any less successful.”  

When I asked one of the teacher participants if he thought students feel like 

they need to be successful, he responded,  

I don’t think students believe that. No, I think that they have access to so much 

more now so that they can see opportunities. So my freshman, they take a 

[strengths exploration] test and the test will choose their top three areas that 

matched their personality. It breaks down like, “These are the courses you may 

want to study and these are the jobs for each one that you like”. And a number 

kids are like, “Oh, I could do this here and I could do this here”. For some they 

are like, “I want to go work here and I want to get out of [Hometown]”. You’re 

always going to have that number, but I think as a whole, you don’t hear that 

as much. You hear people, and a lot of them are the high achieving kids, I have 

a couple seniors right now who could stay here and live forever and they 

would love it, but then I have a couple seniors who are like, “ bye-bye”. So it’s 

a mixture. And it’s not like you have to get out to achieve success. I think the 

message now is more like, “You need to be happy with what you are doing”.  

He continued to talk about discussing with students whether they can make a living 

with what they want to pursue and living within their means. He concluded, “I think 

the message has changed to [enjoy what you do]. It has evolved to that. I think it is a 

good message.” 

Another teacher was not sure if that was how students felt nowadays but did 

not feel it was the case when she graduated from Hometown High School. 
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Interestingly, she is about the same age I am, yet our perceptions of the messaging, 

during a similar time frame and circumstance, differed. She did not think her high 

school classmates wanted to leave Hometown but had to because of limited job 

opportunities. She said, “If they could’ve found something they would’ve been back in 

a heartbeat. We really had pride in our town back then. It was fun to grow up here.” 

With regard to today’s students, she did say the penchant to equate success with 

leaving probably does hold true. She feels the majority of students say “they cannot 

wait to get out of here, or if you stay here you’re going to be stuck here.” This attitude 

clearly bothers this teacher. She said, “I don’t know why people think that they are 

stuck. I have a great life here.” 

Perhaps one of the most telling statements with regard to this message of 

equating success with leaving came from Brooke. I say this because I had not given 

Brooke the prompt about how I had felt that was the case when I was graduating from 

a rural high school. Her response came when I was asking her if she felt her teachers 

had encouraged her to stay/return or leave the area. She responded: 

Some teachers are like, “Yeah, get out of here, experience other places”. I feel 

like some teachers hope we come back because what’s the point, if everybody 

is leaving. There is not going to be anyone left. I feel like they just all wanted 

us to do what we wanted to do and be successful. I didn’t have that many 

teachers really telling us to come back. A lot of people do feel like you can’t be 

successful here and maybe that’s the problem. Maybe that’s the problem in 

itself, that people think you can’t be successful here. That’s why people don’t 

come back. 
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Absence of entrepreneurship and/or innovation. In all the interviews, I was 

trying to tease out if people felt any sense of the entrepreneurial spirit and what 

opportunities or supports there might be for high schoolers to consider starting a small 

business, innovating, or doing something entrepreneurial. I was specifically listening 

for, and probing when appropriate, if participants recognized or saw an opportunity 

around businesses and economic development that capitalized on the outdoor 

recreation industry. While the entrepreneurial signals I was listening for did not 

readily emerge, there seemed to be recognition of the outdoor recreation industry 

having potential to boost the region’s economy.  

The idea of exposing rural youth to entrepreneurship seemed to resonate with 

the adults in the study when the topic was raised during interviews. However, 

evidence of entrepreneurship or any intentionality about teaching students about 

innovation or small business start-ups was absent in the school realm. This not-here, 

not-now, mantra regarding the potential for encouraging small business start-ups 

seemed to be the norm among participants.  

In one exchange, a response had led me to think the interviewee was 

suggesting the community was waiting to be saved. He agreed that people are hanging 

on to the idea that a big industry will come in and great a lot of jobs again. I said I 

wondered about small businesses and entrepreneurship and maybe catering to some of 

the tourism markets and outdoor recreation. This interview was with a teacher and I 

asked him if heard students talking at all about starting small businesses. He said hears 

kids talking all the time about what needs to be done for attracting businesses, but it is 

stuff like needing a movie theater. He added, “No one is really talking about opening 
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up businesses or entrepreneurship,” and said, “I think a lot of educators are still stuck 

in that preindustrial way of teaching which doesn’t really help [students] take those 

risks and be like, ‘Hey, you want to do this, you have to make it happen, put yourself 

out there and when you fail, learn from it.”  

One teacher acknowledged that little is being done or offered to support 

students in pursuing their creative ideas. He said, “[Students] could create a business 

with gaming and people could pay. They would make so much money with something 

that simple, some gaming where you go in and play Fortnight with the other people or 

have teams or create leagues. They could do that easily.” Yet the teacher spoke of 

losing teachers, courses being cut, and no one stepping in to support students in this 

way. Another teacher lamented about the loss of the business program at the high 

school. She talked about those in the trade programs missing out on taking business 

classes that would prepare them to open up their own business in their respective trade 

field. 

One student actually commented about teachers discouraging students talking 

about new ideas for the community. She said, “I have heard people talking about like 

‘Oh it would be so cool if they did this’ or ‘We should try something new’” but the 

ideas would be dismissed. She said teachers were “trying to show us what is realistic 

and what is not.”  

With Doug attending college for business, I assumed he might have an 

aspiration to start or operate his own business someday. This was not the case. He did 

not indicate a desire to do so and did not express any specific pursuits within the field 

of business. In the interview with his father, his father said he was surprised that Doug 
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chose business, and he does not see him starting his own business. When I asked 

Doug’s coach whether he imagines Doug starting his own business someday, he said 

he had never considered that for him. After talking about how “conscientious and in 

tune with people” Doug is for a young man, he added, “I guess I could see him starting 

a business, but I think that business has to be with people. I guess all businesses are, 

but some are more people oriented than other businesses.” Later in the interview, I 

asked Doug’s coach what his thoughts were around promoting entrepreneurship and 

planting the seeds for starting one’s own business someday. He responded, 

“Promoting the entrepreneurial spirit in youth? No, I don’t think there is enough. And 

I’m not just saying here. I don’t think there’s maybe enough in general, in our 

environment. I don’t think there is enough here for it.” The last statement, “I don’t 

think there is enough here for it” is telling. Doug’s coach seemingly recognized this as 

he spoke. He talked about business programs being cut even though it “used to be an 

integral part of high school curriculum”. He said, “You have to wonder, is there a 

connection? Which is it, the chicken or the egg? I don’t know which one it is, but we 

certainly are not helping it if we do not have any business programs.” 

At a different point in the interview, when I asked Doug’s coach if he heard 

any students talking about hoping to come back to Hometown someday to make a 

difference, he brought up small business start-ups. He had been saying how today’s 

youth really seem to appreciate the mountains, the community, and the outdoor 

lifestyle, but “they don’t see necessarily an opportunity to come back here and really 

make a living for themselves.” He added, “It’s tough for a 22-year-old to start a 

business. They don’t have the capital. They don’t have the experience to start a 
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business. And I mean how many 17 or 18-year-old kids are saying, ‘When I am 30, 

I’m going to have vision to start that business?’” What is somewhat ironic about him 

saying this was that he proceeded to tell me about his own 22 year old son who 

“absolutely loves” the areas and would love to move back, but he “needs to be 

someplace else in order to start a kind of career for himself.” The son works as a 

designer. From my “outsider” perspective, this would seem like a job suitable for 

remote work, but this does not appear to be under consideration as a possibility. 

Granted, I have limited information in making this judgment, but I think it speaks to a 

culture void of an entrepreneurial spirit and taking risks to spark innovation. 

Where Brooke indicated she hopes to run her own business someday, I asked 

her mother if she had taken any business courses. Her mother did not think the school 

had offered any in that area, adding “it’s kind of discouraging.” Interestingly, 

Brooke’s mother runs her own business and Brooke noted that her grandmother runs 

her own small business as well. It seems as though her inspiration to run her own salon 

by her mid-20s came from the home-front, and not a confidence that was built through 

any school-based experience. She talked about “both my parents have been so 

supportive about it and I think it’s because both of them are in the trades.” She stated 

her mother did go to college, but “she’s still not doing a traditional job.” Brooke talked 

about seeing that her mother never complained about having to work and telling her, 

“you will never work a day in your life if you do something you love.” She also talked 

about learning time and money management from her mother and that when she starts 

her own business, “I’m definitely going to follow her advice for whatever questions I 

have.” She is aware of the challenges of opening a business, noting she sees the stress 
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it can be for her mother and for the owner of the salon she is interning with, but owing 

her own business is what she wants to do.  

Brooke’s family support seemed unique, however. Two of the other adult 

participants had ties for business ownership yet held less favorable outlooks for new 

business development. Sydney’s mother spoke about operating small businesses based 

on her family experience. She stated, 

I came from a family that worked jobs. Not careers, like not educated. 

Everybody just had jobs. And over the years the opportunities came up for 

small businesses. My mom had a restaurant for a while. It was a small 

restaurant in town, breakfast, and lunch or whatever, and it was fun. But one 

thing I think that the kids all learned by watching all their parents try and fail is 

that it takes a real lot to make a tiny business big. It’s not—30 years ago you 

could’ve started a little diner downtown and it would have been a hotspot. 

Now you have little diner downtown and you have so much competition. It 

takes so many eggs and grilled cheese in order for that to be profitable. It’s like 

working 24 hours a day and never making it passed your goal. I think the kids 

see that, that effort does not always get rewarded in that kind of the situation.  

She also believes you have to have money to make money and stated, “The people 

who have businesses are people who already have businesses. People who were born 

into money around here invested the money and have businesses.” She concluded, “I 

would have to use up millions of dollars of credit that I do not have. And I think the 

kids see that. Honestly my goal has been to push her (Sydney) to work hard because 

the entrepreneur idea is going out the window.” 
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Interestingly, a similar sentiment was shared by another adult participant with 

regard to needing family money in order to have a shot at starting one’s own business. 

She too had experience in family-owned business. She feels young adults need to have 

a really big drive, but they also need to have a family support system and the financial 

support system backing them in order to make it.  

Only one adult participant seemed to have an optimistic outlook about 

entrepreneurship and innovation. He sees great potential for Hometown with the right 

community developer. This led into him talking about how the schools were missing 

opportunities to teach students skills to run small business, engaging in various hands-

on trades, and simply being more involved in the community. When he used to teach, 

he said he encouraged students to think about what they might be able to do to help the 

community. He expressed that he did not think the educators do enough to help 

students think beyond what they are doing in high school. He feels it is more like, 

“Let’s herd them through Hometown High School without too much controversy.” 

Unanticipated Finding 

In initiating this research, I was uncertain what the prevailing attitudes would 

be regarding whether today’s rural youth are encouraged to return to, to stay, or to 

leave their hometown communities given the many temporal changes over the past 

two decades. Part of the impetus for my research was to explore if mindsets and 

attitudes had changed with regard to the role of high-achieving students in rural 

communities. I did not know if my findings would be similar or vastly different as 

compared to prior research in the field.  
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One unanticipated finding did emerge from this study, one that I had not even 

considered as particularly relevant as entered into the research. The topic that was 

consistently raised during the interviews that I had not anticipated were feelings about 

the high-achieving students automatically following a pathway towards a college 

education. This finding could suggest that this rural community is on the cusp of a 

deeper shift in mindset when it comes to preparing its youth for the future.  

Opposition to automatically pursuing a four-year college degree. In several 

interviews with adults, including some of the teacher participants, calling into question 

the value of a four-year college education was a recurring theme. One parent, for 

instance, noted that if you are going to run up a $200,000 tuition bill, “you have to get 

a job that’s going to pay back all that education”. Another of the adult participants (not 

a parent of student in the study) spoke about forcing her son to complete his first year 

at a community college or she was not going to pay for his four-year education. For 

her, it was partly about saving the money on the general education courses, but also 

“being ready to be on your own, doing laundry, feeding yourself, getting yourself up, 

possibly having a job, being away from home—that is a lot to pile on all at once”. She 

said, “He was so mad, so mad. But he listened and he did it. She said when he 

transferred to a four-year college, he called her three weeks in and he said, “Ma I’m 

going to tell you something and I don’t want to hear you say ‘I told you so’. He said, 

‘These kids are not ready. They are not going to make it until Christmas. I’m glad I 

did my first year at [community college]’”.  
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However, the concept of attending a community college to meet the general 

education requirements was commonly expressed in adult participant interviews. One 

teacher stated,  

A lot more kids are going to the community college for their gen eds and they 

are sticking around instead of going off to the schools that they cannot 

afford—which is a smart move. I was telling my AP kids, “Listen, you are 

going to an undergrad school, you do not need to get into the best school ever. 

It is your undergrad bachelor’s degree. Most professions, if you’re going to a 

four-year college or you want to do whatever, you will need that Master’s 

degree. 

Another educator noted a change in which students were taking advantage of 

community college options and that the high achieving students “are not ashamed of 

taking two years there.” She said she tells students about all the college debt she 

racked up because of the colleges she regretfully insisted on attending. She said, “My 

debt would be paid off and I would be no worse off. And I think they are seeing that 

now. They are making very smart financial decisions—many of them. Not that it is 

wrong to go to a four-year college.” 

With regard to Brooke attending a trade school, when I asked her teacher if he 

thought this was a good fit for, he said, “She likes it, but she could do a lot more.” Yet 

interestingly, this teacher did acknowledge a shift in what he is seeing at Hometown 

High School. He spoke about their job as educators being to prepare students for a 

career and no longer solely concentrating on college as the only avenue. He said he 

says to students, “If you don’t want to go [to college], don’t waste your money.” He 
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added, “We are finally not sending people to college who don’t need to go. Because 

for a while it was like everyone needs to go to college—tons of debt.” He also noted 

that Hometown has the infrastructure to support the trades and those students could 

“stick around and improve the town.” Similarly, another teacher stated there should be 

more opportunities to engage students in the trades because “not everybody is made to 

go to college.”  

The push for community college was not universal, however. Two of the adult 

participants, one a teacher and the other a retired teacher, both felt a four-year college 

experience is the preferred pathway. One said, “There is something to an 18-year-old 

kid going away. It forces growth. It forces perspective,” adding “You have got to force 

kids to get out of their comfort zone. There is a whole lot of perspective out there that 

they are not going to get at the community college. It’s just not going to happen. And 

there’s some students in the rigor—[the community colleges] do a great job, it is not a 

criticism, but the rigor of the community college is not the same rigor.” Another 

educator participator concurred regarding the rigor. He was concerned that students 

will not be adequately prepared to transfer as juniors into a four-year program. 

Parents in the study questioning the value of a college education was a 

surprising finding. The cost of college versus value was noted by all the parents 

interviewed. Most of the parents expressed support for the trades and certification 

programs. Even among the college-educated parents, there were statements made 

about the school pushing the college pathway too much. Doug’s father said, 

“Sometimes it seems like they’re trying to push college education to a point where, 

‘You should try to get set up for college, this is what you should do for college, and 
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college college college’ instead of trying to figure out what it is you think you want to 

do down the road.” He talked about an option of attending a nearby community 

college being overlooked. He added, “It seems like the schools—and it could be all 

schools, it might not be just [Hometown]—but it seems like they’re pushing to go to 

college. Which is fine but, but at that point also, are you pushing people away from 

[Hometown]?” Later he elaborated on the need for trades and offering more hands-on 

career exploration. Reiterating his frustration with piling on college debt when 

students do not have a clear idea with “what you want to be for the rest of your life.” 

Doug’s father said, “We need mechanics, and builders, and welders, and plumbers. 

We need everybody, we don’t just need this whole college crap and get a Master’s and 

then ‘What are you going to do after that?’” 

Brooke’s mother talked about teachers initially pushing Brooke away from the 

career she was interested in during her first couple years in high school. She said, “Her 

teachers certainly did come around. I want to say by junior year they realized, ‘Okay, 

she really wants to pursue this’ and so there was a lot of support for that eventually, 

definitely by senior year. But it was kind of a unique experience for her to not be 

doing what her friends were doing. It was like the whole school is focused on college.” 

Brooke’s mom also spoke about family pressures regarding college. She talked about 

taking a stand from the time her children were young that she would not push for her 

children to pursue college if they were not interested in doing so. She said, “My whole 

family is involved in education—they’re all teachers in some way. They would always 

be a little alarmed when I was like, ‘I’m not going to make them go to college if they 

don’t have an idea of what they want to do’. I’m a very practical person, a single 
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mom, and debt is a reality. I chose to not push them in that direction if they didn’t 

really know what they wanted to do. I tried to make it extremely clear, ‘If you don’t 

know what you want to do, and let’s say you get a loan for that first year, you try and 

you don’t like it, what do you get?’ And they were like ‘Nothing’. And I’m like, ‘No, 

you are going to have a loan’. I just had a very practical approach to everything.” 

Brooke had strong support from her mother to pursue a trade. She spoke at 

length about the pressure to follow a college track during her interview. She said, 

I remember being really upset because one of my teachers pulled me aside and 

he was like “Don’t be a cosmetologist, don’t go for that”, like “You’re way too 

smart. Don’t do that when you can be so much more things. You can do so 

many better things in life” and it really put me down. It kind of turned me off 

of the idea and I was just really upset. 

She spoke about how that motivated her to work hard academically, stating, “I wanted 

it to prove to people that just because I wanted to go into the trades didn’t mean I was 

stupid.” She also spoke about going away to a college fair where prestigious schools 

were represented. All the kids around her wanted to go for degrees in programs being 

offered. She said, “I felt stupid because I wasn’t going to pursue [college] and I started 

second-guessing things and I was like ‘Am I stupid for not going there?’” 

Synthesis of Findings 

This chapter analyzed the findings based on the seventeen interviews 

conducted for this study. The within-case analysis examined what priorities appeared 

to influence the residency aspirations of the five students in the study and yielded five 

distinct analytical frames that represented those priorities for each of these students. 
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The uniqueness of those frames demonstrates the diversity of influences acting upon 

the decision to migrate. Despite this variability, the within-case analysis also showed 

commonality in key elements with which this study was concerned. None of the 

students expressed feelings of wanting to leave because they did not like their 

hometown or that they felt the need to “get out”. Rather, students conveyed positive 

feelings towards their community and a preference to settle down in a community that 

would include characteristics more commonly associated with a rural locale type. Two 

of the students believe their career path will likely require them to reside in or near a 

metropolitan area, but those paths were not being pursued with ill-will towards 

rurality.  

Regarding the adults in the study, there were not findings that suggested there 

was strong intentional pushing of youth towards permanently leaving Hometown. 

There was ample evidence, however, of indirectly influencing students to leave. These 

were predominantly tied to perceptions of there being a lack of employment 

opportunities and limited potential to earn a good living in Hometown. There was also 

evidence of messaging around young adults needing to experience other communities 

and locale types to gain a comparative appreciation of Hometown and/or to gain skills 

and ideas to bring back to the community. 

All the interviews were examined against the index topics the OECD has 

identified as essential in the areas of material living conditions and quality of life. Jobs 

and income are two of the indicators in measuring one’s subjective well-being. These 

two indicators emerged as the obvious points of concern impacting the potential for 

young adult lives to evolve into a high quality of life if they remained or returned in or 
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near Hometown after a post-secondary or other short-term after high school 

experience. Interestingly, most adults mentioned the need for more skilled trades 

workers in their area while also stating there were not many career opportunities. 

Although they were not making that connection, most adults voiced thinking that more 

students should be exposed to trades. The majority of the adult participants also 

commented on the high cost of post-secondary education and concerns about pushing 

too many students to either a path that would lead to more debt than the degree will be 

worth or down a path for which they are not ready.  
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Chapter 5 - Implications, Recommendations, and Concluding Thoughts 

In this chapter, I examine the findings from my research and discuss how 

parents, educators, and the community appear to be shaping residency aspirations of 

Hometown’s youth. I begin by briefly summarizing the findings from Chapter 4, 

sharing my conclusions with regard to the implications for youth and the community 

of Hometown. I then utilized the supporting questions from Chapter 1 to organize a 

deeper analysis of the findings. Those framing questions were: 

1. What amenities and conditions are important to rural youth as they 

envision their longer-term future residency? 

2. How are adults in the community influencing youths’ consideration of their 

possible paths to financial livelihood? 

3. How are adults in the community influencing youth attachment to place by 

the way they represent, engage with, and talk about the community?  

I close the opening section of this chapter with a comparison of my findings 

and prior studies of rural youth outmigration, noting both similarities and differences. 

In the second part of this chapter, in light of my findings, I seek to make 

meaningful recommendations that may be beneficial to rural students and rural 

communities. My findings point to Hometown’s talented young adults continuing to 

leave the rural locale for what is believed to be more opportunity elsewhere. This 

positions Hometown to remain in a spiral of decline unless local actors intervene. 

These implications call for communities like Hometown to be strategic and intentional 

about the role of their upcoming generations in the future of their community. I will 

outline why I believe it is the duty of schools to adapt curriculum and instructional 
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approaches accordingly. My suggestions are aimed at preparing rural youth for 

opportunities that could be leveraged by amenity-rich rural communities in the 

globalized reality of the modern world. These strategies include changes that could be 

implemented immediately as well as long-term efforts to develop the climate, culture, 

and internal human capacity to build a more diverse and sustainable locally driven 

economy. I close this section by looking at what these changes mean for schools and 

revisiting the purpose of rural education.  

The chapter concludes with four sections that reflect upon my study. I discuss 

what I had hoped to find in conducting this research. Next, I reflect on how the 

findings have influenced me as a rural education researcher who is situated in a rural 

region. I then present my recommendations for further study with regard to the topic 

of outmigration of talented young adults from rural locales. I end the chapter with my 

closing thoughts on the future of rural communities, including the potential I see for 

locally cultivated young leaders and business owners. 

Perceptions Matter 

This study was primarily concerned with how the residency aspirations of 

youth were being influenced by adults in a rural community that had been 

detrimentally impacted by the loss of heavy industry in recent decades. Migration 

decisions, as outlined in Chapter 2, are complex. The findings outlined in Chapter 4 

showed the diversity of priorities driving the aspirations of student participants. The 

cases revealed five unique analytical frames that were influencing migration 

intentions: career, creativity, community service, faith/family, and 

friends/relationships. With Doug, his case showed how providing for his family and 
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trusting in his faith emerged as the key influences that are likely to guide his future 

decisions. In Callie’s case, unless her desired career choice changes, her trajectory 

seems likely to lead her into or close to a metropolitan area. Social bonds and 

relationships emerged as an important aspect of Sydney’s life. Her career choice as a 

physician or physician assistant can likely yield employment in or near Hometown. 

Despite this, her aspirations are to settle down elsewhere—a community like 

Hometown but with additional amenities. Given her emphasis on social ties however, 

she seems likely to be drawn to stay near to Hometown because of those personal 

connections. With Hayden, although he showed a strong commitment to service, his 

bonding or place-identity to Hometown did not emerge as being very deep, yet his ties 

to his family may ultimately draw him to reside in or locate near to Hometown. 

Brooke, like Hayden, appeared to possess less community-attachment than Doug, 

Callie, and Sydney. Like Callie, her career aspirations to create a niche cosmetology-

related endeavor seem strong and will likely lead her towards an urban setting. 

Of the five students at the center of each case, two students, Callie and Brooke, 

because of their career aspirations, seem likely to settle-down away from Hometown, 

in or near a metropolitan area. Although the other three students did not indicate 

aspirations to settle-down in Hometown in their thirties, all three expressed a desire to 

reside in a community like Hometown. The idea of rural living appealed to them. 

However, they had other priorities that leads them to believe they will prefer to live 

elsewhere. For Doug, this was the proximity to sporting events—both in terms of 

sports teams to watch and access for his family to actively engage/participate in. 

Sydney desires a community with more perceived activities for her children. Hayden 
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expressed the desire to reside in a community with a milder winter climate. Despite 

these factors being expressed as their preferred residency types when they are ready to 

settle down someday, their bonds to either the community, friends, and/or family 

appear to indicate that it would be within the realm of possibility that they will 

someday live in or nearby Hometown. This possibility, and perhaps likelihood, was 

echoed by the adult participants. These sentiments held true even for Callie and 

Brooke despite their strong career aspirations appearing to make their return in their 

prime earning years unlikely. In both of their cases, one or more adults indicated that 

they still felt it would be likely that Callie and Brooke, respectively, settle down in 

Hometown despite their career paths. 

Although these cases demonstrate the hierarchical levels of migration decision 

making and the complexity of factors influencing aspirations and the future plans of 

students, it is interesting to note that none of the students indicated that they felt 

pressured about making the decision to stay, leave, or return. This contrasts with 

Corbett’s (2007) research in which he found leaving the community to be “for some 

students…liberating, for others, unthinkable, and for most it is problematic and 

conflicted” (p. 18). For the students in this study, none expressed feelings at either 

extreme. While I could speculate on the reasons why they do not appear conflicted 

about the decision, it is the absence of the pressure around staying or leaving that 

makes it distinct from prior studies. This could signal a period of transition and 

perhaps a window to shift the trajectory.  

In the following sections, I examine the findings more closely to assess what 

appeared to have influenced the youth in this study using the supporting questions 
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from Chapter 1. These questions considered how emerging young adults appeared to 

feel about the assets of their community from their appreciation of area’s natural 

amenities and other assets as well as other elements that are part of how one judges 

their subjective well-being. These indicators, along with the intentions voiced by the 

student participants, were used to draw conclusions about the likely future residency 

aspirations of the participants. Combined with the adult participant responses, I also 

used these findings to extrapolate how the residency aspirations of Hometown youth 

are being influenced.  

Desired Residency Attributes: Appreciation for Rurality 

In Chapter 4, I organized the findings utilizing the OECD’s quality of life well-

being factors. These included the conditions that are typically considered when 

making a decision about where to live. Generally, except for jobs, the students 

responded in a positive manner regarding Hometown possessing the characteristics 

associated with having a good quality of life. The findings of this case study pointed to 

positive shifts in mindset about rural living and rural lifestyles. However, there 

remained a preconceived notion that although rural was desirable, there are other rural 

settings or “places that are a little bigger” that are better than the participants’ 

hometown. Every student described an ideal that was similar to their hometown with 

most actually stating, “someplace like Hometown.” Students noted characteristics very 

similar to those of Hometown, yet none definitively named Hometown as their desired 

locale to settle down during their prime years. 

This appreciation for rural varies from the findings of the aforementioned 

research on rural youth outmigration. Past research suggested that high-achieving 
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students wanted to leave rural environments for the promise of better living in urban 

environments. The students in my study did not appear to hold the belief of a more 

promising life in metropolitan areas. They did hold the belief of more and better job 

opportunities, however. With that said, the student responses gave me the distinct 

impression that if gainful employment was a given, every student would prefer a more 

rural setting as compared to a more urban setting. 

Pull towards urban absent from findings. Although the desire to explicitly 

return or remain in Hometown during their prime earning and childbearing years was 

not expressed (Sydney did note a desire to retire to Hometown), what is notable, and 

also relevant to the study, was the absence of a desire for urban or metropolitan living. 

Somewhat surprisingly, given the derogatory narrative about rural America that I 

outlined in Chapter 2, negative stances were not conveyed about rural locales in the 

participant responses. Rather, students applied negative notions to cities and urban 

environments. They mentioned traffic congestion, too much noise, air pollution, foul 

smells, and threats of pickpocketing and being less safe among their perceptions of 

urban environments. The students’ narratives regarding rural environments, on the 

other hand, were generally positive. Other than the perceived lack of jobs and 

proximity to some amenities, the students did not portray Hometown or ruralness with 

disparaging terms. When analyzing the overall findings for well-being and quality of 

life indicators, for all participants, there was evidence of favorable impressions of all 

aspects except for jobs and income. 
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Financial Livelihoods and the Pathway to Prosperity Outside the Rural Locale 

The next supporting question I considered focused on beliefs about financial 

stability and earning wages sufficient to live a high quality of life. In terms of what 

can sometimes be a trade-off in terms of wages compared to the cost-of-living, student 

participants did not seem cognizant of relative prosperity when comparing 

metropolitan to non-metropolitan areas. However, all students did report they felt it 

was more important to like where you live over making more money and not liking 

where you live.  

What was consistent among the cases was the prevailing belief that Hometown 

and its surrounding areas offer little in terms of gainful employment. My findings 

were consistent with Petrin et al.’s study (2014) in that students felt their job 

opportunities were limited and that leaving holds more promise for gainful 

employment. In the Petrin et al. study, it was the students' perceptions of employment 

opportunities that differentiated the leavers and stayers. Interestingly, that study 

happened to span the Great Recession and the authors suspected the full economic 

impact and market dynamics had not fully filtered down to rural communities. My 

study interviewed students a full decade later, and yet, the perceived lack of jobs and 

the outlook for economic development prospects were still the driving force behind 

the mindset to leave. 

There was little to no evidence that students, parents, and other adults—

including educators—considered home-grown enterprise as a way to boost the local 

economy. Where research has shown evidence of entrepreneurship being a successful 

economic development strategy in other amenity rich rural communities, indicators 
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tied to entrepreneurship and small business development were absent from the 

interviews in my study. Even when probing for consideration of such strategies, there 

appeared to be little or no indication that growing local talent and ideas is being 

contemplated as a feasible solution to economic stability. Rather, the attitudes and 

beliefs hovered more around what the community lacked, and, in a few instances (3 

adults and 1 student), blamed elected officials for not attracting new businesses. This 

points to a mindset of a reliance upon external sources to “save” a community rather 

than being entrepreneurial in reinventing the community to ensure its economic 

sustainability.  

Where rural economies over the past thirty years have significantly shifted 

away from natural resource extraction and manufacturing and towards service 

industries, I listened for indicators around developing small businesses of any type. I 

was looking for phrases having to do with making/creating a job for oneself as 

opposed to comments like “this community has no jobs to offer unless you want to be 

a nurse, teacher, or in law enforcement.” The latter statement being an example of 

seeing a limited scope of traditional opportunities. I believe every interviewee 

included this type of limited opportunity statement in their responses. For reasons I 

will explore more deeply later in this chapter, in particular, I was listening for ideas 

and enthusiasm around monetizing recreational opportunities or ways to capitalize 

upon visitors seeking the aesthetic enjoyment of viewing landscapes and wildlife, 

environmental quality, and/or nostalgia for rural life. Though there was some 

recognition of outdoor recreation having potential to positively impact the economy, 

there was no evidence of envisioning how locals could capitalize in this arena. 
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The absence of suggestions from participants with ideas to spark economic 

development made me wonder if the mindset of the community was still stuck in the 

period of economic decline that followed the Great Recession. It appeared that 

residents did not recognize the economic potential that rural amenity-rich communities 

possess in the globalized modern world. When I would inquire about new business 

potential tied to the growing outdoor recreation industry or entrepreneurship, my 

questions were received with mixed reactions. Although none were completely 

dismissive of the idea, only a few of the adults showed enthusiasm or seemed to 

acknowledge the potential. Students basically nodded to the possibilities of new 

businesses but could not elaborate what that might look like or why they felt that there 

was potential. 

Trades trending favorably. Perhaps a significant indicator of change in the 

mindset regarding the trajectory of high-potential youth were the findings related to 

post-secondary pursuits. Unlike findings from prior research which suggested that 

academically talented youth were pushed towards higher-education and away from 

blue-collar work, there was a distinct and unanticipated finding that parents were not 

pushing for a college education as the automatic next step for their children. While 

two of the student participants were decisive in their career aspirations in fields that 

require post-secondary education, the parents of the other three participants seemed 

less certain that acquiring student-loan debt was the best next step forward for their 

child. Even among the majority of teacher participants, there emerged a clear 

sentiment that many students might be better served by meeting their general 

education requirements at a community college or pursing certification in a trade 
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school. Collectively, the adults in this study felt that college may not be the best path 

to a career for all students. For the educator participants, this appeared to be a recent 

shift in their stance on this matter. There was consistent recognition by the adult 

participants that there were local/regional unmet needs in the skilled-trade fields. That 

recognition perhaps accounted for this shift. 

The Zeitgeist: A Community with a Conundrum  

The final supporting question I examined was how the adults in the community 

are influencing youth attachment to place by the way they represent, engage with, and 

talk about the community. This pertains to the community’s zeitgeist. As outlined in 

Chapter 2, this zeitgeist—the perceived social consensus—can have a profound effect 

on the psyche of how people think and feel towards their community. I listened for 

ways the social consensus was represented around the attitudes around whether young 

adults should stay or leave. Whether it is a perception that a young adult who stays is 

stuck, or that returners are those who failed to make it elsewhere, expressing these 

ways of thinking may convey messages to youth that discourage them from staying 

close to their roots. 

Callie’s case offers a clear glimpse in how student’s perceptions about a 

community can be influenced by adults. This example also demonstrates why it would 

be unlikely that Callie would entertain the idea of operating her own business in 

Hometown. In the interview with Callie, I asked what she thought about untapped 

business potential in the community. She responded,  

I hear it’s actually pretty hard to open a business on Main Street. I don’t know 

if it’s the price or the stipulations they have when you open it, but from 
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different people, and through the grapevine, I hear it’s actually pretty hard. I 

feel like the community, we want all these people in here, but we make it so 

hard for them to set up something that would have any potential. I feel like we 

should let up a little bit so that we can have something nice.  

In the parent interview, a very similar sentiment was expressed by the response “only 

if the [town official] and his little crew would let them in, if you get my drift.” This 

was an example of negative narrative being perpetuated regarding the community’s 

openness to new business development. I might add, as far as I could assess, these 

opinions were not based on factual or firsthand knowledge of business development 

efforts by town officials. 

In addition to not seeing themselves as future business owners, students also 

did not express desires to stay so they could make a difference in their hometown. 

Despite not expressing wanting to have a role in revitalization of the community, the 

overall zeitgeist regarding the community that I derived from the interviews was a 

positive one. There was an optimistic tone and outlook for the future of Hometown. 

Yet, simultaneously, there was a prevailing sense of poor employment prospects and a 

feeling of stuckness for remedying the economic situation of Hometown. The sense of 

optimism I gathered was often contradictory to what was stated about the economic 

outlook. It was as if the participants want to believe in the possibility of a revitalized 

economy, but also do not really believe it will happen. I dare say this is a community 

that wants to build itself back up, but it lacks the knowledge and skill to get that 

proverbial ball rolling. Hence, a community with a conundrum.  
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Prior Research: Similarities and Divergence 

In 2014, Petrin, Schafft, and Meece published their findings from a mixed 

method study which collected data from a national sample of schools from 2007 to 

2009. They referenced Carr and Kefalas’ study that had reported finding that high 

achieving students felt a sense of duty to leave their small town behind, but noted that 

the findings from their study (Petrin et al., 2014) showed the “achievers” desire to 

leave did not vary greatly from their less academic peers. My study was not focused 

specifically on academic achievers. My criteria focused on students likely to be 

successful at whatever they pursued. However, the five students who participated 

ended up being in the top third of their graduating class (based on their GPAs), thus 

could arguably be considered academic achievers. Even though my study did not 

include “less academic peers” as points of comparison, like Petrin et al. (2014), my 

study did not reveal expressions by students about feeling pressured to leave their rural 

community. Conversely, nor did the students indicate feelings of an obligation to stay 

or to return. 

It was the contention of Carr and Kefalas (2009) that adults push high 

achieving students to leave rural communities. Likewise, Petrin et al. (2014) recounted 

that “the rural brain drain” highlights the role schools and educators play in grooming 

the ‘‘best and brightest’’ to leave their communities. My findings were somewhat 

mixed regarding the messages being conveyed to students about leaving. Although the 

students did not report feeling pressured, they responded that the messages they 

received varied. At least two student participants made comments that the messages 

teachers gave differed depending on the student. In neither of these instances did the 
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students specify that the difference was based on academic achievement. One 

referenced more encouragement for the athletically talented students to leave. The 

other student reflected on messaging that was connected to how the educators saw 

family bonds/connections, giving the example: “You’re not going to want to be away 

from your mom.” By accounts of the student participants, the intentional stay/leave 

messaging from school personnel was not definitive or strong. It was the messaging 

around lack of earning potential and good jobs that appeared to be most influential for 

Hometown’s youth. 

In contrast to the findings reported by Carr and Kefalas (2009), the parents in 

my study were not encouraging their children to leave. For instance, while Callie and 

Brooke’s mothers were each supportive of their daughters leaving because their career 

paths do not appear to be viable choices for a rural setting, neither of them appeared to 

have pushed them to pursue these careers or towards the idea of leaving. Both parents 

also noted they would be happy if their child ended up in or near their hometown. 

However, somewhat consistent with Corbett’s (2007, 2009) contention of leaving 

rurality as a positive step forward for young adults, the adult participants’ associations 

with progress were tied to careers and they generally held the position that there were 

better career opportunities outside of Hometown. 

Despite the negative narrative towards rurality reported by many scholars, 

adults in my study did not show negative bias towards rural living. Correspondingly, 

none of the adults were strongly advocating for metropolitan living—although several 

adult participants held the belief that rural youth are best served by at least leaving for 

some period of time to experience other places. None, however, suggested that a 
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permanent outmigration would be the best life-course decision for high-potential rural 

youth. These findings may suggest a change to the traditionally derogatory attitudes 

towards rural living. 

In summary, the adults in this study generally held Hometown in a positive 

light—albeit with a bleaker outlook, and perhaps a sense of hopelessness, for an 

economic revival. These same views appeared to carry over into the notions held by 

the students. All the adult participants expressed appreciation for living in a rural 

locale noting, for example, their enjoyment of the region’s natural amenities and the 

comfort in knowing and trusting neighbors. None of the adults conveyed a sense of 

being stuck in Hometown. Nor did they suggest that students should permanently 

leave. On the contrary, the adults appeared to recognize that Hometown would benefit 

from more young adults. It was apparent that they wished there were more 

employment opportunities so that young adults could stay or return. However, the 

adults did not appear to perceive there to be enough good paying jobs or that there was 

an opportunity to earn a good living. Correspondingly, adult participants felt that most 

high-potential youth would leave the community during their prime earning and 

childbearing/rearing years. 

What Does this Mean for Rural Communities like Hometown? 

Examining my findings in the context of the supporting questions outlined in 

the previous section, I concluded that amenity-rich rural communities like Hometown 

do not have to be destined for demise. On the contrary, it would appear that 

Hometown is, in a sense, primed to leverage itself onto a new economic pathway. If 

Hometown can break through what appears to be somewhat self-imposed limits on 
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jobs and career opportunities, the findings suggest that retaining young adults—or 

having them return in their prime working years—is not a far stretch of the 

imagination. In the following section, I propose how rural communities might 

proactively respond to these implications. First, I address why I believe the 

recommendations are achievable. 

The study of life courses and behavior is complex. It ranges from ecological 

and developmental psychology, to the present and past social and cultural context, to 

anthropology and the sociology of age (Elder Jr, 1998). That life courses are socially 

constructed, and thus, can be influenced is the fundamental element driving the 

recommendations derived from my study. It begs the question of how a rural 

community might influence the life courses of its high potential youth in a way that is 

mutually beneficial to the emerging young adults and to the community.  

In the case of Hometown, it appears that the community recognizes many of its 

assets. These assets range from the natural features, to social capital, to feeling safe. A 

sense of hope remains for an economic recovery. Some adults voiced that the 

community has come a long way. At least a couple participants thought there is 

tremendous potential for the revitalization. However, without younger adults in rural 

communities like Hometown, that recovery is not likely sustainable. It is like the 

proverbial chicken and egg scenario. Which needs to come first, the young adults or 

the jobs? Although perhaps on the idealistic side, my recommendations aim to do both 

while developing a more self-sustaining economic scenario. 

The findings of my study show generally favorable attitudes towards 

Hometown—except for the perceived lack of good jobs. What these findings revealed 
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was an absence of the community, including its educational system, playing a role in 

internally solving this problem. The finding that the adults in the study already support 

the concept of encouraging the trades over traditional college education may actually 

position the community well for a potential shift towards “growing” their own. It is a 

built-in acknowledgment that there may be more beneficial alternatives to pursue in 

the transition to adulthood. 

The Call to Action: Preparation Matters More 

I employed a qualitative methodology to this research because of my desire to 

influence change that would simultaneously benefit rural students and rural 

communities. The aim of my research was to suggest action and practices based on the 

contextualized knowledge that emerged from my findings. With my interest in a 

phenomenon of the social realm, Flyvbjerg’s (2001) phronetic social science approach 

appealed to me because I seek phronesis—practical knowledge oriented towards 

action (Flyvbjerg & Sampson, 2001).  

The phronetic research approach, according to Flyvbjerg (2004), is guided by 

four value-rational questions: 

1. Where are we going? 

2. Who gains and who loses, and by which mechanisms of power? 

3. Is this development desirable? 

4. What, if anything, should we do about it? (p. 9) 

As I interpreted my findings, it was through this phronetic approach that I framed my 

conclusions. I asked myself the questions outlined by Flyvbjerg. I considered what the 

findings suggest for both where the community is heading and the likely trajectory of 
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its young adults. I thought about who gains and loses within the current zeitgeist, 

whether the condition is desirable, and what might be changed to improve the 

situation. As I considered the research previously conducted on the phenomenon of the 

outmigration of academically talented youth from rural locales, I re-evaluated the 

seemingly assumed “truth” of rural youth outmigration: the best course of action for 

high-achievers is pursuing higher education and then leaving the rural locale.  

Reflecting upon my findings, I concluded that the perception of there being 

limited quality job opportunities is a significant obstacle in revitalizing Hometown. 

Although the influences are complex and the contexts varied, gaining understanding of 

the “how” and the “why” behind migration decisions of high potential young adults 

provided an opportunity to consider if and how practices may be applied differently 

with regard to this phenomenon. I contend that rural education can prepare these 

students differently, and that is what drove my call to action. In the context of the 

present-day rural community, situated in the far more mobile and connected 

globalized world, I am challenging the assumption that leaving is the best course for 

the achievers or other talented youth.  

My findings suggest that Hometown’s schools are providing little, if any, 

exposure or learning associated with self-employment, small business development, 

entrepreneurial skill development, and/or innovating. Yet, research has shown the 

important role of entrepreneurship and self-employment in rural economic 

development (Bashir, Gebremedhim, & Fletcher, 2011; Dickes & Robinson, 2014; 

Macke et al., 2014; Markley et al., 2005). An article in the Journal of Economic 
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Geography even referred to places with outdoor amenities, an entrepreneurial context, 

and a creative class as being a “rural growth trifecta” (McGranahan et al., 2011). 

I contend that the ideal situation is one where the high-potential and talented 

young adults from rural communities are inspired to stay in, or return to, their rural 

roots and that they see themselves as being a part of the solution to the depressed 

economy. I believe this can be influenced with strategic intentionality around creating 

a culture and climate of home-grown self-reliance. This strategy is one in which the 

community looks within for sustainability. It lets go of the “old economy” economic 

development strategy that focused on industrial recruitment and holding onto the 

promise of high-wage blue collar work returning as the economic core. 

People migrate to rural communities for a simpler life, safety and security, 

affordable housing, outdoor recreation, and quality schools (Winchester, 2010b). I 

believe the findings from this study support that there is hope for amenity-rich rural 

communities like Hometown to become vibrant and sustainable communities because 

they offer these desirable features. Although a small sample size, the students in this 

study appeared to value and recognize that rural communities possess these 

characteristics. It is seeing opportunity for gainful employment that appears to be the 

greatest obstacle to having young adults play a role in the community’s economic 

redevelopment. I believe that kindergarten through grade 12 or 14 or 16 educational 

opportunities must play an active role in how the community’s economic development 

unfolds in order to build a self-sustaining model. 

I anticipate the real shift for creating sustainable rural communities will occur 

when young adults see themselves as part of the solution where their livelihoods 
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contribute to financial stability of the local economy. Based on my findings and how it 

aligns with research I have reviewed on rural economic development, I am making 

four recommendations. While all the recommendations will require community 

involvement, the first three are aimed more directly at K-12 public education. I am 

suggesting that elementary and secondary education be intentional about preparing 

students for gainful employment opportunities within the rural locale with the 

following strategies:  

1. Promote and cultivate “knowledge economy” careers that are not tied to a 

physical location. 

2. Provide learning opportunities that develop entrepreneurial skills and 

innovative thinking.  

3. Rebrand the rural identity and rurality in the context of the modern world. 

Rural communities must be active partners in these reforms. This will require 

on-going intentionality in language, how the master narrative is conveyed, and shaping 

the experiences that will help youth to see and appreciate the value and opportunity 

within their rural community to an extent greater than they currently possess. Thus, 

my fourth recommendation is: 

4. Shift the zeitgeist to a psyche of self-starting and self-reliance. 

While exploring “historic circumstances and current practices to find avenues 

to praxis [action]” state Flyvbjerg and Sampson (2001), “the task of phronetic social 

science is to clarify and deliberate about the problems and risks we face and to outline 

how things may be done differently” (p. 141). As Flyvbjerg and Sampson note, we 

must do this “in full knowledge that we cannot find ultimate answers to these 
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questions or even a single version of what the questions are” (p. 141). Therefore, I 

cannot be certain that my recommendations are the right ones or that the desired 

outcomes will be produced. However, I concluded that my findings show, in the 

absence of strategic intentionality to change how youth are prepared for careers, the 

future viability of formerly blue-collar based rural communities like Hometown is 

precarious.  

Knowledge-workers situated in the rural locale. Telecommunication 

improvements and virtual networking provide an avenue that appears to be under-

explored in Hometown. The findings revealed awareness of remote work possibilities, 

but without a sense of those opportunities being realistic for Hometown’s residents. 

There was no mention of job search portals devoted solely to jobs that are flexible and 

allow for remote work (e.g. Flexjobs.com). It would appear that Hometown’s schools 

could do a lot more to bring attention to the growing possibilities for remote work.  

While I will make the case for entrepreneurship to be the more advantageous 

long-term strategy, I also acknowledge that the shift to develop K-12 programs and 

opportunities that will foster the necessary infrastructure and culture will require a 

long-game strategy. In the meantime, rural schools can make curricular adjustments 

that promote careers in the knowledge economy that could have an almost immediate 

impact on job opportunities for young professionals. Many jobs in the knowledge 

economy allow for remote work. With an increasing number of jobs that do not 

require workers to be tethered to a brick-and-mortar office, several communities offer 

relocation incentives to attract remote workers as part of their employment and income 

growth strategy (Adelaja, Hailu, & Abdulla, 2009). McGranhan, Wojan, and Lambert 
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(2011), for example, contend that outdoor recreational activities often found in rural 

places are increasingly attractors of talent and “creative workers may choose to forgo 

higher urban earnings in exchange for the quality of life found in places endowed with 

natural amenities” (p. 530).  

Remote workers tend to be in fields that are knowledge-based such as 

independent consultants, computer programmers, accountants, marketers, graphic 

designers, software engineering, cybersecurity specialist, lawyers, teachers, and data 

analysts (Lister & Harnish, 2017). Telemedicine is a growing field (F. Khan & 

Driessen, 2018), as are delivering remote therapies from mental health counseling to 

speech therapy (Novotney, 2017). These workers tend to earn relatively high wages 

and hold at least a bachelor’s degree (Jones, 2015)—therefore representing the 

population demographic that is fundamental for a community to thrive and move 

towards shared prosperity. If rural communities can gain knowledge workers, the 

interdependence of economic growth can put them on the path to prosperity. As 

outlined by Adelaja et al, (2009), places with high quality-of-life attributes that can 

attract a pool of talent can then attract venture capital that moves in search of bright 

ideas. This can lead to new business development which further promotes talent 

attraction and further venture capital investment. Correspondingly, it is estimated that 

for every new professional position in a small community, five service jobs are created 

(Moretti, 2013). This suggests that having a core of knowledge workers can be a 

viable strategy to boost the local economy. 

In a 2016 journal article, Schafft explored the topic of rural education as a rural 

development strategy and focused on the role of schooling in creating a “a mobile, 
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adaptable workforce that can meet the needs of an increasingly placeless and 

globalized economy” (Schafft, 2016, p. 138). Unquestionably, there is no guarantee 

that rural youth will not take their talents and skills elsewhere. Likewise, as I 

understood Schaff’s point, it calls to question whether the purpose of education is to 

serve the local or the global community. I would argue that promoting knowledge 

work can serve both the local and the global, and regardless, these are careers that 

students should have the opportunity to explore. Given there are many knowledge-

worker fields where one’s physical presence is irrelevant (Oliver, Schoewe, & 

Lawrence, 2016), in the situation where the rural student appreciates the benefits of 

rural living, these career fields would seemingly increase the odds of retaining talented 

local youth. 

In recent years, it has been common parlance to say we are preparing students 

for jobs that do not yet exist. When we pause to wonder where those yet-to-exist jobs 

take place, do we automatically tie them to a metropolitan setting? Perhaps the error is 

in the assumption that these jobs are tied to any place. Increasingly placeless jobs 

should not be overlooked in rural economic development strategies. As we fully 

consider the opportunities of the new economy, I can imagine amenity-rich rural 

communities attracting enough of young high-tech and other knowledge profession 

workers to create the demographic profiles that make for vibrant and sustainable 

communities. As an immediately implementable strategy, rural schools should make 

curricular changes to develop students’ abilities as knowledge workers. This is indeed 

a strategy recommended by the Center for Rural Innovation (2019), as they suggest a 

foundational element for building a digital economy ecosystem includes:  
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Strong elementary and secondary education in computer science and other 

digital-related fields is critical to both attract digital workers and employers 

and ensure there is a pipeline of local talent that can be ready for digital jobs 

with limited additional training. (p. 7) 

Internships, apprenticeships, and the role of external partners. Work-based 

learning, such as internships, apprenticeships, and other on-the-job training 

experiences, provide students with the opportunity to develop skills that improve their 

educational outcomes and ultimately better connect them to jobs (Alfeld, Charner, 

Johnson, & Watts, 2013). Virtual work-based learning in digitized fields allows for 

opportunities despite geographical limitations (Bartlett & Hauge, 2017). These remote 

internships for knowledge-work career fields will be a critical element for two reasons. 

Initially, rural communities will likely need to rely on employers external to their 

communities to establish these work-based experiences for students. Secondly, 

internships are proven strategies for building a talent pipeline for businesses (Bartlett 

& Hauge, 2017). In other words, student internships often lead to job offers. This 

could jump-start the building of the desired pool of young knowledge workers in a 

rural community. 

Cultivating local growth and entrepreneurship. The economic woes of 

many rural communities are a reality. Yet, there are success stories of rural 

communities reinventing and rebranding their economic profiles. While promoting 

knowledge economy workers to reside in rural communities can certainly boost the 

economy, it still, at least initially, is very reliant on external employers. For this 

reason, rural communities should simultaneous pursue entrepreneurship and small 
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business development. This would not only diversify the economy, it would help 

develop self-sustainability.  

Natural amenity-rich towns are experiencing economic growth in several rural 

communities across the country (K. Johnson & Lichter, 2019; McGranahan et al., 

2011). More small towns in the Northern Forest Region appear to be on the precipice 

of revitalization, with news stories and other media portraying the road-to-recovery 

stories such as these: 

 Yankee Magazine: Bucksport, Maine: The Town that Refused to Die 

(Allen, 2018) 

 Business NH Magazine: Berlin’s Steady Recovery (Ragsdale, 2017) 

 New Hampshire Public Radio: The Sound of Money: Can ATVs 

Reinvigorate NH’s North Country Economy? (Bookman, 2017) 

 Mainebiz: From Kennebunkport to Islands Falls, a Year of Home-Grown 

Development (Milliken, 2020) 

 NH Business Review: Let’em Ride: State ATV trails have ‘huge economic 

impact’ in North Country (Young-Knox, 2015) 

 Business NH Magazine: Franklin: From Troubled Waters to Whitewater 

Park (Ragsdale, 2018) 

 Northern Forest Center: 7 Mountain Bike Areas Join Forces to Create 

Borderlands Cycling Destination (Ragsdale, 2018) 

 Maine Development Foundation: Town of Millinocket One of Three 

Communities Nationwide Selected for Prestigious Community Design 
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Program (“Town of Millinocket one of three communities nationwide 

selected for prestigious community design program,” 2019) 

There are opportunities to build around features like the churning waterways in 

Franklin, NH, the tri-state collaboration linking mountain bike trail systems with the 

Borderlands project, or the growing tourism based activities that capitalize on the 

uniquely extensive motorized off-road trail system known as Ride the Wilds in 

northern NH. The continued decline of natural-amenity rich rural communities is not 

inevitable. Yet, my research findings suggest that rural youth do not fully recognize 

this potential.  

Enhancing local entrepreneurship is increasingly regarded as a promising rural 

economic development strategy (Macke et al., 2014; Markley et al., 2005; Meng, 

2013; Ring et al., 2010; Winchester, 2010b). Local entrepreneurialism capitalizing 

upon natural amenities is proving to be successful in other amenity-rich rural areas 

(Bosworth & Atterton, 2012; Chi & Marcouiller, 2013; K. Johnson & Lichter, 2019). 

Indeed, the strong overlap of social and economic influences in rural communities 

may give home-grown entrepreneurs an unusual advantage because their local 

contacts, networks, and support systems (Najib, 2013; Peredo & Chrisman, 2006).  

Research has shown there is truth behind the age-old adage that success breeds 

success. When rural communities are successful in establishing themselves as 

supportive of local, small business startups, they increase the likelihood of others 

engaging in entrepreneurial ventures (Minniti & Bygrave, 1999). This can spark other 

entrepreneurial growth and spur other business activity which in term can attract other 

high-skilled professionals (Hamilton et al., 2008). There is also a “knowledge 
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spillover” effect where clustered economic activity spurs entrepreneurial growth and 

intellectual services such as research and development companies, education, 

consulting, and research (Jack & Anderson, 2002). Clustered businesses attract high-

skilled populations who naturally command higher wages. In turn, more businesses are 

attracted to areas with pools of highly-skilled and educated workers (Hamilton et al., 

2008, p. 29). Assuming these economic boosts lead to population gains, this would 

increase demand for health care, education, and other skilled occupations, thus 

reversing the downward economic spiral. More importantly, it would move a 

community towards a more self-sustaining economic model. 

With evidence that the skills of entrepreneurship can be taught (De Muylder, 

Dias, & Oliveira, 2013; Mondal & Jimenez, Lizandra, 2015), teaching rural youth to 

be entrepreneurial could be a means for them to create self-employment and enable 

them to remain in a rural community if they so desire. Since the decision to become an 

entrepreneur typically occurs right after school or in the early stages of one’s career 

(Peters & Schuckert, 2014), influences on entrepreneurial aspirations during primary 

and secondary schooling could be a significant driver of rural economic development. 

Rural youth need to see a future for themselves in a rural community. Developing 

youths’ sense of entrepreneurship, and therefore their attitudes about their future 

financial livelihoods, could prove to be an instrumental factor in the rural youth 

migration decision making process.  

At a presentation to the Rural Educators Leadership Network summit during 

the summer of 2017, the Director of the Enterprise Center at Plymouth State 

University spoke about instilling an entrepreneurial mindset in youth and teaching 
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students about taking strategic risks. As Speith (2017) pointed out, high school and 

college students who are still living with their parents have the prime chance to take 

the financial risk of starting a new business. Their overhead is likely to be lower than 

it will ever be in their adult lives. In order for emerging adults to embark on 

entrepreneurial pursuits in what may be the optimal time of their early-adult years, 

priming them for these pursuits would ideally occur as part of their K-12 experience. 

Outdoor recreation industry potential. In the fall of 2018, I participated in a 

three-day symposium with approximately 175 leaders from the Northern Forest region 

(northern New York, Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine). Among the symposium’s 

objectives was capitalizing on the outdoor recreational industry to “increase local 

wealth and ownership, provide better livelihoods, maintain healthy landscapes and 

revitalize rural communities” (Tucker, 2018). From efforts aimed at tourism to 

strategies for communities to retain and attract a younger demographic, the 

symposium shared numerous stories of business successes capitalizing on outdoor 

recreation. According to a 2017 report by Outdoor Industry Association, for Maine 

and New Hampshire, there was over eight billion dollars in annual consumer spending 

attributed to outdoor recreation in each state (2017). 

Despite the growing recognition of the recreation industry in the nation’s 

economy, I would be remiss to not acknowledge the downsides often associated with 

the industry. These can include low-wage jobs, seasonal employment, and the 

associated challenges of filling workforce vacancies. However, the symposium 

highlighted several success stories within the Northern Forest Region of small 

enterprises supported by or derived from the outdoor recreation. These ranged from 
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bicycle shop owners to those earning a living organizing races and outdoor events. 

These were examples of businesses that may only support one family and perhaps 

provide college students with part-time jobs and internships, but these micro-

entrepreneurships are a testament to the potential to earning a living tied to natural 

amenities. 

Localism, green energy, and new ruralism trends. Although I have 

emphasized opportunities tied to outdoor recreation as a suggested area to pursue for 

rural economic development, there are other trends that could and should be 

considered. Several of those trends and associations with “new ruralism” were 

highlighted in Chapter 2. These included jobs in the green energy and sustainable 

industry fields, the increasing interest in locally grown foods, and the increasing desire 

to “shop-local”.  

Given the region’s aging population, another substantial development market 

could be serving the needs and services for the aging. Research from Erickson, Call & 

Brown (2012) found that as long as adults over sixty perceive that they have quality 

services available to them, they prefer to remain in their community and age-in-place. 

With many older New England residents spending winters in warmer climates, even 

assisting in these transitions has untapped market potential. And undoubtedly, there 

will be service-related opportunities tied to the growing health care needs for this 

population. 

There is yet another side to this aging population—the potential for 

intergenerational entrepreneurship that taps the growing number of retirees engaging 

in new pursuits. Although I will not delve into this aspect of entrepreneurship, there is 
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ample evidence of aging “baby-boomers” starting and running their own businesses 

(Schott, Rogoff, Edward, Herrington, & Kew, 2017). I mention this however for its 

potential in shaping the culture around entrepreneurship that includes this population 

as well.  

The role of trades and certification programs. As noted in the 2019 

publication, The Work of the Future: Shaping Technology and Institutions, well-

targeted education and skills training can provide jobs with favorable earnings and 

employment security without “elite education” (Autor, Mindell, & Reynolds, 2019). 

This is not to suggest rural youth should be deterred from pursuing post-secondary 

education. Rather, it is included in light of my finding that the value of a four-year 

degree relative to the resulting debt was raised in several instances—particularly with 

regard to the students who did not have strong career aspirations. Several adult 

participants voiced that more students should experience the trades in high school. As 

it relates to my recommendations for small business development, I would encourage 

all the trades programs to include curricular components that explore self-employment 

and the fundamentals of operating a small business. 

Correspondingly, there are potential opportunities to connect trades programs 

to local trends. An example of that tied to the popularity of mountain biking in the 

region is Project Bike Tech—a high school program currently active in Vermont and 

New Hampshire that “uses bicycle education as a conduit to teach core academics, 

enhance lives, create career opportunities and inspire new generations to be passionate 

about bikes” (Project Bike Tech, n.d.). Other opportunities could be structured around 
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specialized programs such as the mechanics of maintaining sophisticated ski-lifts and 

grooming machines or in the growing fields of solar and green energy. 

The knowledge-worker career paths could easily align with the more 

traditional career and technical education model. It also should not be overlooked that 

some fields, like computer science for instance, often have entry-level positions that 

require certifications and not degrees. Additionally, these career paths sometimes 

include employer-sponsored degree programs. For rural youth who intern with these 

companies and transition to employees upon graduation, this could be a considerable 

personal savings. In theory, those funds could instead be spent in their local 

community for investments such as buying a home.  

Rebranding the rurality. Recall from Chapter 2, that place consciousness 

means “consciousness of other places and relationships between places” (emphasis in 

original) and includes “the temporal nature of places, their past, present, and possible 

futures” (D. A. Greenwood, 2011, p. 10). The socio-historic context was critically 

relevant to this study. The realities of the rural community within the new economy 

(refer to Table 2.3) positions the current and emerging generation of workers with 

opportunities vastly different than those possible in the past. However, the influence of 

the historically disparaging stance towards rurality cannot be overlooked. The 

dominant narrative regarding rural America in the United States has been decidedly 

derogatory and fatalistic (Berry, 2006; Cobb, 2016, 2016; 2016). At question is, is this 

the rural America that youth continue to see? 

With the advent of technology, many of the prohibitive disadvantages of 

transportation and communication associated with rural living have been ameliorated 
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(Jamieson, 2000). The changing global economy and rural areas are becoming less 

isolated from the mainstream cultural and economic influences, rural America is at a 

crossroads (Lichter & Brown, 2011). Research has indicated an increase in the desire 

for rural living (Bosworth & Atterton, 2012; Rupasinghar, Liu, & Partrigde, 2015). 

Rural areas are increasingly being “recognized as providers of ecosystem services 

such as fresh local food, renewable energy, and clean water supplies” (Bosworth & 

Atterton, 2012, p. 255). In areas with desirable natural amenities like mountains, lakes, 

recreational opportunities, and scenic landscapes, research shows a strong trend in in-

migration and economic change (Golding, 2014). As Crabtree (2016) contends, there 

are “positive signs that point to the vitality of rural America” (p. 605).  

Johnson & Lichter (2019) reported that rural counties with recreational and 

scenic amenities have the fastest growing populations. According to the Pew Research 

Center, rural counties with recreation-based economies grew more since 2000 than the 

populations of other rural county types (Parker et al., 2018). Recent Gallup polls 

results suggest, when considering six region types in America, that rural areas are the 

most desirable—as depicted in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 

Where Americans Would Like to Live by Locale Type  

Region type Percentage of responses 

Big city 12% 

Small city 17% 

Suburb of a big city 21% 

Suburb of a small city 10% 

Town 12% 

Rural area 27% 

Note. Results based on Gallup interviews in November 2018. Adapted from Newport, 
2018. 
 

This counter-urbanization movement need not be kept a secret from rural 

youth. I am suggesting that helping students see and appreciate what makes rural 

locales desirable to outsiders may serve to provide students a broader perspective as 

they form their residency and career aspirations. Rural students may set their sights 

differently if they realize that many people desire to live in rural areas.  

Rural youth must be exposed to these findings and judge for themselves and 

their situation. Schools can play a role in the teaching about rurality in a way that does 

not characterize rurality as less, but rather that helps develop students’ appreciation for 

the characteristics that make rural locales desirable. Elements of this would include 

helping students to understand that: 

 Rural is not the inverse of urban. 

 Rural is not synonymous with deficit-based areas lacking infrastructure and 

sophistication. 

 Rusticity does not mean primitive. 
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 Rural is not marginal. 

This place consciousness should also explore amenities—natural assets, human 

resources, proximity to other desirable locations, temperature/climate, other covetable 

assets—as they span the rural to urban continuum.  

This “leveling of the playing field”, where emerging young adults have a more 

complete picture of place and where those places stand in comparison, can prepare 

them to make informed choices. Without telling the full story of rural, the scale of 

favorability is easily tilted toward the non-rural. Rural living is not for everyone. 

However, given fair representation, I believe there are more rural youth who will want 

to commit to being a part of revitalizing vibrant small-town American communities. If 

young adults recognize the value and privilege of living in rural settings, I believe they 

would be more inclined to work to make that a reality for themselves. My previous 

recommendations could prepare them with the skills to do so and/or the career 

aspirations that are suitable for remote work. 

The pedagogy of place. In the previous sections, I emphasized focusing on 

teaching entrepreneurship, innovation, and other elements that might spur local 

development by exposing youth to the skills and atmosphere that are more fertile for 

starting a new business. I also suggested that schools work to rebrand the rurality. 

How these skills are taught, how the learning is presented, and how the experiences 

are shaped will be important aspects of whether the desired entrepreneurial climate 

and spirit within the rural context are achieved. I recommend that educators be 

intentional about placemaking utilizing place-based strategies. 
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Placemaking is “the process of creating quality places that people want to live, 

work, play and learn in” according to Wyckoff (2014). In community development 

and planning circles, placemaking is more commonly associated with attracting 

“knowledge workers” to places with a high quality of life (Schindler, 2012). 

Recognizing that knowledge workers can be mobile, some communities are actively 

working to attract these educated knowledge workers who desire amenities such as 

open spaces, green environments, and recreational opportunities (Schindler, 2012). 

What I am suggesting is less concerned with attracting outsiders than it is with 

enacting placemaking as an intentional strategy to retain youth by fostering the 

appreciation of the rural locale. In turn, with this appreciation for the quality of life 

that rural living can afford, my hope is for emerging young adults to see themselves as 

part of the solution to developing a more self-reliant community. In this regard, I see 

rural schooling serving both the student and the community. 

Placemaking can be achieved through a place-based approach that builds 

strong sense of place-consciousness. Place-based education can have many variations, 

but generally, I am referring to “educational practices that purposely seek to tie the 

realities of place to instruction, particularly for the purpose of student engagement” 

(Azano, 2011, p. 1). According to Greenwood (2013), place-consciousness should 

include three critical curricular questions:  

1. The historical context: What happened here? 

2. The socioecological context: What is happening here now and in what 

direction is this place headed? 

3. The ethical dimension: What should happen here? 
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Recall, however, that place-consciousness is not only concerned with the local 

context. Rather, it is concerned with understanding the intradependance of the local 

with the regional, national, and international (Brooke, 2003). The appreciation of rural 

in juxtaposition to urban is an important element of my recommendations. 

It is worth noting that in my findings, place-based education did not appear to 

be a strategy employed in Hometown High School. Only one educator made a direct 

reference to place-based education and it was regarding his frustration in being 

discouraged away from utilizing the local geological, social, and historical contexts in 

his curriculum. While this one teacher recognized the missed opportunity in not 

leveraging place-based learning, it is unknown what level of knowledge other 

educators in Hometown possessed regarding this teaching practice.  

Though perhaps implied, civic and community engagement should be an 

important aspect of placemaking through a place-based approach. Correspondingly, 

the value of weaving in student leadership and student voice should not be 

underestimated. Researchers in a ten-year longitudinal study conducted within the 

Northern Forest Region found that participants who felt that their voices were heard as 

youth were more likely to report that they wanted to return to their hometown county 

or make it their permanent place of residence in the future (Jaffee, Tucker, Gundy, 

Sharp, & Rebellon, 2019). This held true even if the individual had left for a period of 

time to pursue academic or occupational opportunities outside the region.  

Shift the zeitgeist: A psyche of self-starting and self-reliance. Although 

young adults “spreading their wings” and leaving home may not be a phenomenon 

inherent only to rural communities, the impact of that phenomenon is critical to the 
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future of many small towns. Rural communities need talented young professionals and 

tradespeople. A diverse generational demographic profile impacts a community in a 

number of ways from the development of future leadership, to business ownership, to 

the eventual transfer of wealth within the community (Macke, 2014). However, 

capable young adults need jobs that provide financial security and wages that match 

their lifestyle aspirations.  

Rural communities will likely continue to spiral downward if the trend of 

talented youth leaving remains the status quo. If emerging young adults are instilled 

with the notion that they should leave, they are not likely to be thinking about ways to 

make rural living a reality for themselves or how to create the situation to live their 

ideal “good life” in their rural hometown. I contend that the viability of rural 

communities in the context of today’s world will require a shift that instills a mindset 

in its youth that there can be opportunity. A desire to be active and contributing 

members of the community must be cultivated. The culture must shift towards self-

reliance, home-grown initiatives, and a locally/regionally-focused business climate. 

This will require a committed and sustained effort by the school and the rural 

community. 

In Changing Classes: School Reform and the New Economy, Packer (2001) 

writes, “both human development and human history are made, not caused; neither is 

inevitable” (p. 6). Packer (2001) discusses how, without reform, schools can 

perpetuate undesirable legacies of the past, but likewise, with reform, can play a part 

in shaping a new future. Like Packer, I contend that schools can exert a significant 

influence on social change and must play an integral role in changing the trajectory of 
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rural communities in the context of the globalized world. If parents, teachers, 

administrators, community leaders, and politicians collaborate to redirect the focus of 

rural schooling, they have an opportunity to create the possibility for their youth to 

develop into young adults who can productively contribute to the local community. 

The aim of education remains to prepare students for the globalized world. However, 

it is with the understanding that in the global and the more “placeless” new economy, 

this can expand opportunities for the rural locale. 

I do believe that amenity-rich communities like Hometown are not doomed to 

accept the perpetual, and often permanent, exodus of their most talented youth. 

Hometown can influence this phenomenon in a way that benefits both the emerging 

young adult and the community. I believe this can hold true in both cases when 

graduates initially leave the rural locale and those in which they remain in or nearby 

their rural roots. However, shifting this phenomenon will require a shift to the 

community zeitgeist. The community cannot wait for an outside entity to locate within 

its borders and provide large-scale high-wage jobs. The necessary mind shift is one 

that looks within, that sees value in many small enterprises rather than one large 

employer, and that fosters and supports home-grown talent and locally driven 

economic development. 

Repurposing Education for Rural Vibrancy in the Globalized Economy 

The aforementioned strategies seek to address the perception that gainful 

employment opportunities are limited in Hometown. I would be remiss to not call 

attention to concurrently needing to revisit the purpose of education and the role of 

rural schools more generally. Corbett (2007, 2009) suggested that moving to urban 
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places is the best way to achieve upward social mobility and contended that rural 

education has a responsibility to push talented students to leave. Past research has 

shown that high achieving rural youth have felt pressured to leave (Carr & Kefalas, 

2009; R. M. Gibbs & Cromartie, 1994; Petrin et al., 2014). Several scholars have 

concluded that rural education has not traditionally served the interests of local rural 

community (Bartsch, 2014; DeYoung, 1987; Gruenewald, 2003b; Howley, Hobart, & 

Leopold, 1996; C. B. Howley, 1997; Kelly, 2009; McDonough, Gildersleeve, & 

Jarsky, 2010; B. A. Miller, 1993; Sherman & Sage, 2011; Schafft & Biddle, 2013; 

Theobald & Howley, 1997). Though my study represents one rural high school, it 

provides an example of schooling that appears to be falling short in adapting its 

preparation of students for the globalized world in a way that could simultaneously 

benefit students and the local community.  

In Chapter 2, I noted that the role of schooling was placed at the heart of my 

Gustafson-based model (see Figure 2.3). I placed schooling at the center of my model 

for two main reasons. The first being the central role education plays in the age-stages 

prior to young adulthood. Through the curriculum, internships, and place-based 

experiences, schools have the greatest potential to influence the trajectory of the next 

generation. This matters in terms of helping students understand and appreciate 

rurality in a place-conscious way while simultaneously providing learning experiences 

that inspire career pathways. Secondly, with rural schools often “serving as a cultural 

center in the community where athletics, drama programs, music, and other school 

activities place a vital part in community life and identity” (B. Miller, 1995, p. 164), I 

contend that school can play a central role in shifting the community’s mindset—its 
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zeitgeist. While it is more apparent how schooling can transform an individual, 

schools can weave themselves into the community and play a role in transformation at 

a wider scale. Schools and communities working with intentionality towards a 

common vision to create a local talent pipeline can undoubtedly change the fate of 

communities who wish to break from the legacy of industrial decline.  

I fully appreciate the challenges to implementing what I am suggesting in the 

following sections. As Miller has noted, “Although significant gains in understanding, 

model development, and implementation have been made in linking schools to their 

communities, school personnel and local community residents generally fail to 

recognize school-community interdependency and the synergistic benefits of 

collaboration” (1993, p. 94). Implementation of my recommendations will require 

leadership and commitment from administrators, educators, existing business owners, 

external partners (at least initially for knowledge-worker based internships and 

apprenticeships), and buy-in from parents and the community at large. It will take 

persistence and collaboration over a number of years to shift infrastructure and the 

zeitgeist. Given my findings, however, Hometown seems primed for the change. 

Students are not eager to leave; they simply do not see means to earn wages for a 

desirable quality of life.  

With respect to my study, I researched and reviewed rural economic 

development strategies. My recommendations for developing entrepreneurship and 

promoting careers within the knowledge economy were drawn from toolkits and 

resources produced from a number of organizations that have focused on rural 

development, entrepreneurship, and other strategies like placemaking. In reviewing 
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resources however, it occurred to me how infrequently elementary and/or secondary 

education are referenced as part of these strategies—if mentioned at all. Take, for 

instance, the nearly 600-page guidebook produced by the Land Policy Institute at 

Michigan State University, Placemaking as an Economic Development Tool, 

published in 2015. College level curriculum is addressed, but it does not incorporate 

K-12 education among its strategies. The introduction to the document states, "Quality 

places rarely occur accidentally. They are the result of hundreds of deliberate 

incremental decisions by local elected and appointed officials, landowners, businesses, 

urban planners, urban designers, nonprofit organizations, and citizen volunteers—

usually over long period of time" (Wyckoff, Mark A. et al., 2015, p. 7). Yes, this 

document is geared to urban planning. However, its failure to utilize public education 

as part of its overall approach to change is no less relevant. To use an analogy, if we 

were to think of an aspiring professional athlete in any given sport, would we imagine 

that they would first be introduced to that sport after high school graduation? I am sure 

there are examples of these latecomers being successful, but I think it is reasonable to 

believe that the entrepreneurial spirit, innovative thinking, and civic leadership skills 

would be best fostered through early and repeated exposure and experiences.  

I suggested kindergarten as a starting place because it is the common 

opportunity for formal education. Ideally, youth will begin experiencing the desired 

sense of culture within their home setting from infancy. Whether it is through going to 

farmers markets or simply seeing a parent—or a friend’s parent—who is self-

employed or successfully working remotely, these are all parts of growing the climate 
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and culture that can help cultivate the entrepreneurial spirit and help them see there 

can be opportunities for themselves in a rural locale. 

Reflections on This Study 

In this closing section, I share what I had hoped to find in conducting this 

research—a hope that I was not fully cognizant of when I embarked on this journey. I 

reflect on how this research has shifted my stance in how I respond to the premise that 

the phenomenon of rural youth outmigration is unchangeable. Based on the 

recommendations I made earlier in this chapter to change the trajectory of the 

circumstance of amenity-rich rural communities like Hometown, I suggest further 

research to assess the effectiveness of those recommendations. I close this chapter 

with my final thoughts on this study. 

What I Hoped to Find 

When defending my proposal for this dissertation, a member of my doctoral 

committee asked what I hoped I would find. My response at the time was that I was 

not sure what I would find. I really did not know if my findings would coincide with 

previous research that suggested students wanted to leave their rural town and did not 

plan to return. I was open to the possibility that I would find the opposite, that the 

phenomenon of “brain drain” had diminished and I might find youth who hoped to 

stay in or return to their Hometown to settle down, raise a family, and essentially live 

their life in a happy rural existence. 

However, it occurred to me as I began to reflect on the interviews with the 

recent high school graduates in my study, that I had entered this study with a hope of 

what I would find. What I hoped to find were students who saw opportunity in their 
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rural community. I hoped I would hear that they were eager to stay or return because 

they saw promise in the redevelopment of their rural town. I hoped I would hear that 

they wanted to play a part in charting the course to the rebirth of rural vibrancy.  

I had witnessed such a display of passion in the fall of 2017 when a panel of 

five recent graduates from Appalachian Ohio spoke at the annual conference of the 

National Forum to Advance Rural Education. That group of young adults spoke about 

their experiences growing up and going to school in rural communities. Although their 

means to give back varied, they expressed intentions to either stay or return to their 

rural roots to make a difference. As I was transcribing my interviews, I realized I was 

hoping to find signs that rural youth in the Northern Forest Region felt equally 

inspired to make a difference in their community’s economic redevelopment. 

While it may be easy to dismiss looking for youth’s desire to “give back” as a 

promising economic redevelopment strategy, I have found other examples of this 

phenomenon. A recent study conducted in Ohio examined the underlying reasons that 

appeared to influence why twenty-two educated young professionals had returned to a 

community that was devastated by the demise of its steel industry. Granted, the 

community that was the focus of the research was an urban one, but those returners 

were young professionals who valued their role in revitalizing the community. 

Harrison (2017) found “return migrants chose to return despite reporting alternative 

and perhaps more economically rationale opportunities elsewhere” (p. 263). She 

reported that “notions of place are woven tightly with the way [return migrants] 

discussed both economic and social considerations for return” (p. 273). What stood 

out from her findings was how respondents valued “the economic benefits inherent in 
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a deindustrialized city engaged in revitalization processes and the emotional rewards 

of being involved in change processes” (emphasis added, p. 275). She concluded that 

her study participants valued not only being home, but also valued that they were 

contributing to positive change in the place they called home. 

In my study, this sense of the young adults wanting to give back to the 

Hometown did not emerge in the student interviews. Doug was the only student who 

explicitly stated that he felt “it would be great” if he could return to Hometown 

someday to give back to the community because of the support it had given him as an 

athlete. Two other students hinted at the possibility of returning to give back to their 

hometown, yet neither of them indicated a definitive plan to return to their hometown. 

In the interviews with the influential adults who were in the school setting, I did probe 

to see if they heard students (not necessarily limited to the ones in this study) express a 

desire to someday make a difference in the community. One teacher spoke about there 

being a lot more community engagement projects in the last few years, but that he had 

not heard students talk about how they could improve the community. One of the adult 

participants happens to employ dozens of teens and young adults in part-time and 

summer jobs in Hometown. I posed the question to her regarding whether she hears 

kids talking about wanting to make a difference in Hometown. She said a couple 

students came to mind, one in particular that she thinks will go into politics. But she 

saw him wanting to have more of statewide impact rather than focusing specifically on 

Hometown. Only one adult participant raised the idea of young adults coming back to 

“make it a better place” without me first inquiring about the possibility.  
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It is reasonable to conclude, Hometown students of this generation are not 

seeing themselves as future local leaders, business owners, and change agents in the 

community. As I presented in this chapter, this mindset could be changed. I believe 

schools are in the best position to influence that shift in thinking. Granted, there needs 

to be a community mindset that embraces, encourages, and supports home-grown 

innovation and entrepreneurship. However, for communities with the desire to move 

in this direction, there are many examples of regional rural development hubs (anon. 

Rural development hubs: The Aspen Institute, 2019) and organizations and programs 

focused on rural entrepreneurship (e.g. Center for Rural Entrepreneurship) that could 

support this effort. Building an entrepreneurial climate and infrastructure in 

partnership with schools would likely accelerate the pace of that change. As I outlined 

earlier, entrepreneurship skills can be taught, as can small-business development. A 

concerted effort of K-12 curriculum integration alongside community-based 

entrepreneurship development could rapidly change a community’s ability to create 

homegrown jobs.  

Although I did not find students with enthusiasm to be agents of change or 

aspirations to be integral actors in revitalizing their hometown, the students’ 

recognition of Hometown’s quality of life and the benefits of rural living does leave 

the door open to be optimistic about enacting change. These may not have been the 

findings I was hoping for, but they offered more promise for rural towns than prior 

research on outmigration would have suggested. Some participants indicated that there 

are students who cannot wait to leave, but overall, this did not appear to be a 

widespread attitude. Adults and students alike appeared to appreciate rural living, the 
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natural amenities they had access to, and understanding that despite the popular idiom, 

the grass is not always greener on the other side of the fence. 

Reflection on How I have been Influenced by this Research 

From my research and discussions with adults in rural locales—teachers, 

parents, and community members at large—it was apparent that there is a commonly 

held and deep-seated belief that rural students are perceived to have a limited 

perspective and that these limitations can only be overcome through a lived-

experience in a non-rural location. Over the course of my research, I have come to 

believe this supposition prevents educators and other adults from championing and 

celebrating the benefits of rural living. This premise necessitates strategies that are 

reactive approaches aimed at attracting return migrants. Rather than focusing how to 

get rural natives back, rural communities could be far more proactive in helping rural 

youth see a future for themselves in their home community. Schools and communities 

must work together to lead development that sustains the local community by 

optimizing the local ecosystem and amenities.  

The stay/return versus leave dichotomy: Less push to leave, more pull to 

stay/return. Earlier in this chapter, I referenced a recent study in Ohio focused on 

returning young professionals. One interesting aspect from that study is how the term 

boomerangers was used to describe these return migrants. In this Ohio community, the 

boomerangers are the return migrants they are seeking to boost the economy. It is a 

positive connotation. Boomerangers, however, is a term more commonly associated 

with young adults returning to live with their parents after failure to “make it” on their 

own. Wikipedia (2020) describes the phenomenon of the “boomerang generation” as 
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young adults, since the Great Recession of 2007, returning to live with their parents 

after previously living on their own—unsuccessfully. Generally, the feelings 

associated with boomerangers are negative, like those represented in the 2006 major 

motion picture titled Failure to Launch. While I am not suggesting those who stay or 

return should or should not live with their parents, what I am suggesting is the danger 

in associating staying/returning to one’s hometown with failure. Students in my study 

confirmed that this perception, that one must be someplace else to be considered 

successful, is still part of the culture. 

In introducing the topic of my research to others over the course of being 

immersed in this dissertation, there often appeared to be an assumption made that I 

was suggesting rural students should not leave their hometown. The prevailing 

sentiment was clear, staying stymies the opportunities for rural youth. As I set out to 

conduct this research, it was not my intention to suggest that rural youth should be 

encouraged to stay or to leave. My stance has shifted, however. I am now indeed 

advocating for championing the opportunity to stay. Notice I stated, “the opportunity 

to stay” and not “staying”. My recommendations are aimed at strategies for learning 

how to stay—if desired, and in a way that builds prosperity for the individual while 

bolstering the vitality of the community. Likewise, I believe pushing youth to leave for 

more traditionally recognized opportunities is a disservice to youth and to the 

community. I believe we owe it to rural students and to rural communities to put more 

emphasis on the next generation having a role in the future vibrancy of the rural 

community. We must stop equating upward mobility with a path that has to be outside 

of the rural youths’ hometown.  
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My shift in stance does not discredit the potential benefits of these rural 

graduates pursuing careers and having experiences outside of the rural realm. I fully 

acknowledge the skills and perspectives gained by seeing and participating in other 

locales. Indeed, other research has shown how the 30-44 year old demographic 

moving into a rural community can bring many assets such as professional 

occupational skills, business, management and financial operation skills, volunteer and 

community leadership experience, and entrepreneurial backgrounds garnered 

elsewhere (Burkhart-Kriesel, Cantrell, Johnson, Narjes, & Vogt, 2007; Winchester, 

2010a). Unquestionably, rural communities often benefit from the ideas and skills of 

return migrants (Bosworth & Atterton, 2012; J. A. Harrison, 2017; von Reichert et al., 

2014b). As Kelly (2009) eloquently described: 

Students should leave their home places, to travel intellectually and 

emotionally—within and across the borders of their own communities and 

elsewhere, and within themselves, in search of the forces that constitute them, 

socially, culturally, and emotionally. Only in these ways will students learn to 

lose: to understand the meanings of loss, vulnerability, and difference to grasp 

their conditions, manifestations and possibilities, and, in so doing, to get some 

glimpse not only of what has been and may be lost, but what may be gained 

within themselves as they are drawn in and tossed aside by the flows and 

forces of “new times”. (p. 3) 

While I would not therefore suggest discouraging rural youth from departing 

from some period of time if they so desire, I maintain that rural communities can do a 

lot more to deepen the roots, so to speak, of their youth in a manner that makes them 
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want to return and become productive and integral contributors in the community. 

When I think about rural communities trying to attract the desirable demographic of 

talented 30-44 years old in their prime earning years, my instincts tell me that the 

return migration of former residents stands a far better chance than attracting complete 

newcomers.  

If talented emerging adults continue to automatically dismiss rural towns as 

they develop their future residency aspirations, this will not bode well for areas 

already experiencing workforce shortages. Rural communities need to intentionally 

play a more active part in helping the next generation see their potential role in the 

vitality of the community. The nuances of the language adults in the community use 

send subtly different messages. These messages are highly impactful to how rural 

youth envision their futures. “It’s okay if you stay” has a connotation of staying being 

an acceptable fall back. A message of “It’s okay if you leave” would better serve the 

rural community where the suggestion implies to first consider one’s local options. 

“Finding a job” and “creating a gainful living” for oneself likewise position one’s 

outlook in drastically different ways. The former is a reaction to the current 

circumstance versus the latter being a proactive solution-focused approach of creating 

opportunities for oneself. Rather than measuring the success of the community’s youth 

by their pursuits of “making it big” elsewhere, the mindsets must shift to recognize 

entrepreneurialism as a hallmark of a vibrant community; where locally lucrative 

livelihoods are fostered and cultivated. 
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Recommendations for Future Research 

When I first began thinking about researching the phenomenon of the 

outmigration of high-achieving youth from rural communities in the context of the 

globalized world, I initially imagined a mixed-method longitudinal study with a large 

sample size representing many rural communities. Since I was conducting this study 

as a dissertation research undertaking, I ruled out the longitudinal element as being 

feasible and scaled down the scope of what I had envisioned given my time and 

capacity restraints. In the end, the number of participants felt like an adequate amount 

in order to provide me with a representative sample of Hometown. I note this because 

it points to how a small number of students can yield a sense of the community’s 

zeitgeist and what the perceptions are regarding the element vital to the future of a 

rural town: What are its prospects for gainful employment? 

In amenity-rich communities that appear to have a sense of optimism for the 

future but are struggling with their economic recovery, my recommendations for 

future research would be tied to assessing the impacts of the strategies that I have 

recommended in this chapter. Future research would include: 

1. Examine how local economic development can be impacted by 

emphasizing innovation and entrepreneurialism a part of the kindergarten 

through high school curriculum (i.e., Does this translate to new business 

start-ups in proximity to the community?).  

2. Examine how a mindset of “finding a job” compares to one of “creating a 

job” and how that changes the perspectives on what gainful livelihoods 

exist in a community. 
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3. Examine the impact of promoting career pathways for knowledge workers. 

4. Seek ways to provide students with internship experiences in the 

“knowledge worker” fields and examine how those opportunities influence 

the career paths of students (i.e., Does this lead students to pursue careers 

with options for remote work that would allow them to reside in a rural 

locale if they desire to do so?). 

Methodological considerations for future studies. This study sought to 

examine the influences on residency aspirations of rural students. As noted in Chapter 

3, my criteria for inclusion in the study were students who were likely be successful at 

whatever they pursued in life. It was not my intention to only interview students who 

would be considered academic achievers. I did not request the class rank of the 

students when I obtained a list of potential participants for the study. I had discussed 

the criteria with the school principal, specifically noting that the students did not need 

to be high academic achievers. The principal provided a list of about a dozen students. 

I held a preliminary meeting with nine students based on which students happened to 

be available during times I could arrange to be at the school. In the end, of those nine 

students, five participated. Based on ancillary information and what I gathered from 

the students about their academic achievement, I believe my student participants were 

all in the top third of their class. Though I do not believe all the students in the initial 

pool were in the top half of the class, because I was not intentional about determining 

their class rank, my study was comprised of students who were likely to be successful 

and who also happened to be students who performed well academically. If one were 

to repeat the study, a future research consideration for the methodology would be to 
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obtain the class rank of potential student participants to ensure a more diverse group of 

participants. 

Closing Remarks 

In light of the time that has passed since the devastation of extractive industries 

once at the core of the economic base of many rural communities in the Northern 

Forest Region, this study sought to revisit young adult migration patterns in these 

locales. Past research suggested that academically talented students not destined for 

blue-collar work were pushed towards pathways that led them away from their rural 

roots. The primary aspect of this study examined how educators, parents, and adults in 

the community regard the present-day rural community and how their messages are 

impacting the youths’ future in the community. I sought to determine if adults were 

explicitly or implicitly biasing rural youth from considering rural livelihoods. 

This study did point to there being aspects of the outmigration of rural youth 

phenomenon changing over time. Students did not report feeling pressured or 

obligated to leave. My findings revealed that perspectives are shifting with regard to 

pushing high achieving students to automatically pursue higher education as the 

primary pathway out of the rural locale. I also found adults would like to see young 

adults stay or return to Hometown. The optimism for that occurring was consistently 

dashed by doubts of gainful employment opportunities for these young adults. 

However, perhaps most promising in terms of the future of rural locales, was that rural 

youth in this study appeared to value rurality as a preferred place-type to settle down 

in. 
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Although the youth and adults who participated in the study had positive 

feelings towards the rural community, they still perceived the rural community to lack 

employment opportunities. With the unlikelihood of an industry locating in town to 

employ hundreds of workers with relatively high-wage jobs, this community must 

look to new economic development strategies and rebranding. As outlined in this 

chapter, one strategy that has shown success is fostering entrepreneurship as an 

economic engine for rural places. Tamasy et al. (2013) provide a compelling argument 

for considering the entrepreneur as a social agent of change, suggesting the 

entrepreneur can be a mechanism to create additional opportunities. I agree with this 

premise. I also suggested ways to promote knowledge-worker fields that could be held 

by rural dwellers and promoted as careers in K-12 education. Whether it is remote-

work for metropolitan-based companies, niche businesses capitalizing on outdoor 

recreation or other entrepreneurial endeavors—or a combination of these—rural 

communities can redefine their economic infrastructure. Schools can, and should, play 

a pivotal role in cultivating the young adults to drive and sustain this new economy. 

One might debate whether encouraging rural youth to stay or leave is good or 

bad. Regarding phronetic research, Flyvbjerg and Sampson (2001) describe “the 

analysis of values - ‘things that are good or bad for man’ - as a point of departure for 

action” (p. 57). My stance is that it is better for rural youth to more fully understand 

both rurality and urbanity. This is about developing students’ place consciousness. It is 

not about students having a hyper-local focus. Rather, it is a matter of students 

understanding rurality in context of the modern world. Appreciating rurality will 

provide students with a more complete picture of the options available to them. That 
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may or may not tilt the advantage to rural communities in retaining or attracting-back 

young professionals, entrepreneurs, and talented tradespeople that can create and 

sustain the infrastructure for a thriving community. It will, however, reduce the 

disadvantage when rurality is automatically dismissed as deficient and urbanity is 

touted as more advantageous.  

As Biddle, Sutherland, & McHenry-Sorber (2019) advocate, it is the 

responsibility of practitioners and researchers to unpack the insights of rural education 

research “in order to contribute more clearly understandings of how rural schools and 

communities are affected by contemporary educational practice, policy, and 

positioning” (p. 12). In synthesizing the insights of my research within the context of 

today’s highly mobile, technologically connected, globalized world, rural communities 

must create the culture, climate, and human capital that builds from within and is a 

model of self-reliance. Rural schools need to be proactive in developing the 

community’s future civic leaders and business owners. This calls for changes to 

practice, policy, and positioning. Without these changes, the fate of many rural 

communities seems less hopeful. For communities like Hometown, I whole-heartedly 

believe the next generation can be inspired to embrace their role in being champions 

of thriving rural communities and can do so while enjoying the high quality of life that 

rural living can afford. 
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Appendix A – Informed Parental Consent Letter 

 

[Current date], 2018 

Dear Parent, 

I am doctoral candidate at Plymouth State University and I am conducting a research 
project to find out who and what influences students’ aspirations regarding 
occupations and residency. I am writing to invite your child to participate in this 
project. I plan to work with approximately 4 to 6 high school seniors in this study. To 
maintain confidentiality, the students will not be told which other students are invited 
or participating in the study. 

If you allow your child to participate in this study, your child will be asked to sit with 
me for up to a 90-minute interview and possibly a follow-up interview of no more than 
60 minutes. I will record the audio from this interview and transcribe our discussion. I 
will then analyze their responses and those of other participants to identify themes and 
draw conclusions from the responses. Neither you nor your child will receive any 
compensation to participate in this project. 

There are no physical risks or discomforts anticipated by participating in this study. 
However, in interviews about an important aspect of someone’s life, there can be 
emotional risks. Someone might disclose something they have never talked about 
before; someone might say more than they wished to say, someone might feel 
vulnerable in answering certain questions (about post-secondary educational 
aspirations, for example), or feel emotionally upset by articulating important personal 
issues. In the unlikely event of injury, neither Plymouth State University, nor I as a 
student researcher, will provide special services, free care, or compensation for any 
injuries resulting from this research. Treatment for such injuries will be at your own 
expense and/or paid through your own medical plan. 

Although your child is not expected to receive any direct benefits from participating in 
this study, the benefits of the knowledge gained are expected to be helpful in how 
parents, schools, and communities consider how they influence the aspirations of 
students from rural communities. 

Participation is strictly voluntary. If you refuse to allow your child to participate, 
neither you nor your child will experience any penalty or negative consequences. Your 
child may refuse to answer any question. If you allow your child to participate in this 
project and your child wants to, and then either you change your mind or your child 
changes his/her mind, you may withdraw your child, or your child may withdraw, at 
any time during the study without penalty. 

I seek to maintain the confidentiality of all data and records associated with your 
child’s participation in this research. You should understand, however, there are rare 
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instances when I am required to share personally-identifiable information (e.g., 
according to policy, contract, regulation). For example, in response to a complaint 
about the research, officials at the Plymouth State University, designees of the 
sponsor(s), and/or regulatory and oversight government agencies may access research 
data. You also should understand that I am required by law to report certain 
information to government and/or law enforcement officials (e.g., child abuse, 
threatened violence against self or others). I will keep data, including the audio 
recordings, on a password protected computer; only I will have access to the data. The 
recordings will be destroyed once they have been transcribed. I will report the data 
using pseudonyms. I will not use any identifying information, such as, location, name 
of the school, or the name of the community. If research participants use descriptors 
that might identify them (such as, name of school), I will change that information. The 
results will be used in my doctoral dissertation and may be used in reports, 
presentations, and other publications. 

If you have any questions about this research project or would like more information 
before, during, or after the study, you may contact me, Lori Langlois, via my work 
phone at 603-466-5437 or lalanglois01@plymouth.edu. If you have questions about 
your child’s rights as a research subject, you may contact Dr. Stephen Flynn in PSU 
IRB Chair at 603-535-3221 or svflynn@plymouth.edu to discuss them. 

I have enclosed two copies of this letter. Please sign one indicating your choice and 
return in the enclosed envelope. The other copy is for your records. Thank you for 
your consideration. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lori Langlois 
Doctoral Candidate/Student Researcher 

 

Yes, I, _________________consent/allow my child _____________________ to 
participate in this research project. 

No, I, __________________do not consent/allow my child ___________________ to 
participate in this research project. 

 

 

___________________________   ______________________ 

Signature of Parent      Date 
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Appendix B – Student Assent Form 

 
Application approval date: 4/25/2018 
 

Study Title: An Investigation of the Influences on the Residency Aspirations of Youth 

in the Present-Day Rural Context 

 
1. What will happen to me in this study?  

Description of the study: 
The purpose of this research study is to develop a better understanding of what influences 
where youth from rural communities hope to live when they are older and what they plan 
to do for work. 
By participating you would be interviewed by a Plymouth State University student at 
school or other public location. This would be up to a 90-minute interview with a 
possible follow-up interview of 60 minutes at a later date. These would take place 
between the spring and fall of 2018. 
 

2. Can anything bad happen to me?  
Risks or Discomforts of Participating: 
There is no expected physical risk or anything that should physically harm you by 
participating in the interview/study. Though the questions are not anticipated to cause 
you any emotional harm, personal questions can sometimes affect people in 
unexpected ways. If there are questions that make you feel uncomfortable for any 
reason, you do not have to answer them nor tell me why you do not want to. You can 
end the interview at any time and you can ask to be removed from the study even if it 
is after your interview is completed. If you agree to participate and anything makes 
you uncomfortable, you should tell your parents.  
 

3. Can anything good happen to me? 
Benefits of Participating: 
You will not be paid or receive anything for participating in this study. The knowledge 
the researcher learns from the study may be of value to future students and to rural 
schools and communities. 
 
 

4. Will anyone know I am in the study? 
Confidentiality: 
Your name will be kept secret and only your parents will know you participated in this 
study. The researcher will be recording the interview and will use the information that 
you provide in their research. They will never identify you by name when they share that 
information with other people or write about it in a report. 
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5. What happens if I get hurt? 
Compensation for Participation/Medical Treatment: 
There is no reason why you should get hurt by participating. However, in the unlikely 
event that you get hurt, your parents/legal guardians have been given information on 
what to do if you are injured during the study. 
 

6. Who can I talk to about the study? 
Contact Information: 
Lori Langlois, Doctoral Candidate/Student Researcher at Plymouth State University.  
Phone: You may contact me at my place of work, Monday through Friday, 8:00 to 
4:00 at 603-466-5437. 
Email: lalanglois01@plymouth.edu 
 
If you have questions about the study but want to talk to someone else who is not a 
part of the study, you can call the Plymouth State University Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) at (603)-535-3221. 
 

7. What if I do not want to do this?  
Voluntary Participation: 
Your participation in the study is voluntary. You do not have to participate now and 
you can stop at any time in the future.  

 

SIGNATURE  

If you agree to be in this study, please sign below. 
 
 
 __________________________________________   __________________  
Signature of Child  Date 

 
 
 _________________________________________  
Printed name of Child 
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Appendix C - Informed Consent to Participate Voluntarily in A Research 

Investigation (18+ Year Old Student) 

 
INVESTIGATOR(S) NAME: Lori Langlois, Doctoral Candidate/Student Researcher 
 
STUDY TITLE: An Investigation of the Influences on the Residency Aspirations of 
Youth in the Present-Day Rural Context 
 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this research study is to develop a better understanding of what influences 
where youth from rural communities hope to live when they are older and what they plan 
to do for work. I am being asked to be a participant in the study because I am a student 
who resides in the study area and I meet the criteria of being a student identified by my 
school as being a student who is likely to be successful in whatever I pursue. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY 
This study seeks to gain a better understanding of what influences students in today’s 
rural communities regarding what they wish to pursue for work and where they hope to 
settle down in the future. The amount of time required to participate in the study is 90 
minutes for a preliminary interview and no more than 60 minutes to answer any follow-
up questions or clarifications. There is no cost to participate in this study. 
 
RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS  
There is no expected physical risk or anything that should physically harm you by 
participating in the interview/study. Though the questions are not anticipated to cause 
you any emotional harm, personal questions can sometimes affect people in unexpected 
ways. If there are questions that make you feel uncomfortable for any reason, you do not 
have to answer them nor tell me why you do not want to. You can end the interview at 
any time and you can ask to be removed from the study even if it is after your interview 
is completed.  
 
BENEFITS  
There may be no direct benefits of participating in this study; however, the knowledge 
received may be of value to future rural students and to rural schools and communities.  
 
ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURES 
Participation is through being interviewed.  The alternative is to not participate in the 
study.   
 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
All documents and information pertaining to this research study will be kept confidential 
in accordance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations. I 
understand that data generated by the study may be reviewed by Plymouth State 
University's Institutional Review Board, which is the committee responsible for ensuring 
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my welfare and rights as a research participant, to assure proper conduct of the study and 
compliance with university regulations. If any presentations or publication result from 
this research, I will not be identified by name. The information collected during my 
participation in this study will be kept until three years after the project concludes.  
My confidentiality will be also protected by keeping all data in password protected 
location. 
 
TERMINATION OF PARTICIPATION    
I may choose to withdraw from this study at any time and for any reason. If I choose to 
drop out of the study, I will contact the investigator and my research records will be 
destroyed.  
 
COMPENSATION 
I will not receive payment for being in this study. Participation in this study is strictly 
voluntary. There will be no cost to me for participating in this research. 
 
INJURY COMPENSATION 
Neither Plymouth State University nor any government or other agency funding this 
research project will provide special services, free care, or compensation for any injuries 
resulting from this research. I understand that treatment for such injuries will be at my 
expense and/or paid through my medical plan. 
 

QUESTIONS  
All of my questions have been answered to my satisfaction and if I have further questions 
about this study, I may contact Lori Langlois, via her work phone at 603-466-5437 or 
lalanglois01@plymouth.edu. If I have any questions about the rights of research 
participants, I may call the Chairperson of the Plymouth State University’s Institutional 
Review Board at 603-535-3221 (Valid until July 31, 2018). 
 
VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION 
I understand that my participation in this study is entirely voluntary, and that refusal to 
participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to me. I am free to withdraw or 
refuse consent, or to discontinue my participation in this study at any time without 
penalty or consequence.  
 
I voluntarily give my consent to participate in this research study. I understand that I will 
be given a copy of this consent form. 
 
Signatures: 
 
________________________ 
Participant’s Name (Print)  
 
________________________    ____________ 
Participant ’s Signature    Date 
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I, the undersigned, certify that to the best of my knowledge, the subject signing this 
consent form has had the study fully and carefully explained by me and have been given 
an opportunity to ask any questions regarding the nature, risks, and benefits of 
participation in this research study.  
 
Lori Langlois 
Investigator’s Name (Print)  
 
____________________________________________  _____________ 
Investigator’s Signature      Date 

 
Plymouth State University’s IRB has approved the solicitation of participants for the 
study until April 25, 2019. 
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Appendix D - Informed Consent to Participate Voluntarily in a Research 

Investigation (Non-Student 18+ Years Old) 

 
INVESTIGATOR(S) NAME: Lori Langlois, Doctoral Candidate/Student Researcher 
 
STUDY TITLE: An Investigation of the Influences on the Residency Aspirations of 
Youth in the Present-Day Rural Context 
 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this research study is to develop a better understanding of what influences 
where students from rural communities want to do for work in the future and where they 
hope to live. 
I am being asked to be a participant in the study because I am an adult who may have an 
influence or be aware of influences shaping the future plans of students participating in 
this study. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY 
This study seeks to gain a better understanding of what influences students in today’s 
rural communities when it comes to the occupations they wish to pursue and where they 
hope to someday settle down. The amount of time required to participate in the study is 
60 minutes. There is no cost to participate in this study. 
 
RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS  
There is no expected physical risk or anything that should physically harm you by 
participating in the interview/study. Though the questions are not anticipated to cause 
you any emotional harm, personal questions can sometimes affect people in unexpected 
ways. If there are questions that make you feel uncomfortable for any reason, you do not 
have to answer them nor tell me why you do not want to. You can end the interview at 
any time and you can ask to be removed from the study even if it is after your interview 
is completed.  
 
BENEFITS  
There may be no direct benefits of participating in this study; however, what is learned 
from the study may be of value to future rural students and to rural schools and 
communities.  
 
ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURES 
Participation is through being interviewed.  The alternative is to not participate in the 
study.   
 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
All documents and information pertaining to this research study will be kept confidential 
in accordance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations. I 
understand that data generated by the study may be reviewed by Plymouth State 
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University's Institutional Review Board, which is the committee responsible for ensuring 
my welfare and rights as a research participant, to assure proper conduct of the study and 
compliance with university regulations. If any presentations or publication result from 
this research, I will not be identified by name. The information collected during my 
participation in this study will be kept until three years after the project concludes.  
My confidentiality will be also protected by keeping all data in password protected 
location. 
 
TERMINATION OF PARTICIPATION    
I may choose to withdraw from this study at any time and for any reason. If I choose to 
drop out of the study, I will contact the investigator and my research records will be 
destroyed.  
 
COMPENSATION 
I will not receive payment for being in this study. Participation in this study is strictly 
voluntary. There will be no cost to me for participating in this research. 
 
INJURY COMPENSATION 
Neither Plymouth State University nor any government or other agency funding this 
research project will provide special services, free care, or compensation for any injuries 
resulting from this research. I understand that treatment for such injuries will be at my 
expense and/or paid through my medical plan. 
 
QUESTIONS  
All of my questions have been answered to my satisfaction and if I have further questions 
about this study, I may contact Lori Langlois, via her work phone at 603-466-5437 or 
lalanglois01@plymouth.edu. If I have any questions about the rights of research 
participants, I may call the Chairperson of the Plymouth State University’s Institutional 
Review Board at 603-535-3221 (Valid until July 31, 2018). 
 
VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION 
I understand that my participation in this study is entirely voluntary, and that refusal to 
participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to me. I am free to withdraw or 
refuse consent, or to discontinue my participation in this study at any time without 
penalty or consequence.  
 
I voluntarily give my consent to participate in this research study. I understand that I 
will be given a copy of this consent form. 
 
Signatures: 
 
________________________ 
Participants Name (Print)  
 
________________________    ____________ 
Participant ’s Signature    Date 
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I, the undersigned, certify that to the best of my knowledge, the subject signing this 
consent form has had the study fully and carefully explained by me and have been given 
an opportunity to ask any questions regarding the nature, risks, and benefits of 
participation in this research study.  
 
Lori Langlois 
Investigator’s Name (Print)  
 
____________________________________________  _____________ 
Investigator’s Signature      Date 

 
Plymouth State University’s IRB has approved the solicitation of participants for the 
study until April 25, 2019. 
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Appendix E - School Participation Approval Letter 

 
This letter serves to acknowledge the permission of the Superintendent of School for 
_____________ High School to participate in the research study being conducted by 
Lori Langlois, doctoral candidate at Plymouth State University.  
 
This research seeks to understand how students’ aspirations regarding occupations and 
residency are influenced by adults. School participation will require assistance from 
the principal, school counselor, or other designee to help the researcher identify 
potential participants.  
 
Approximately 6 high school seniors will be voluntarily interviewed in this study. 
Parental consent and student assent will be obtained for students under the age of 18. 
Student interviews will be audio recorded and last no more than 90-minutes with a 
possible follow-up interview of no more than 60 minutes.  
 
Up to 12 school personnel or school related staff (such as coaches) may also be 
voluntarily interviewed as participants in the study.  Interviews with school staff will 
last no more than 60 minutes each. 
 
There is no compensation for any participant in this study. Participation is voluntary 
and participants can withdraw from the study at any time and for any reason. 
 
There are no physical risks or discomforts anticipated by participating in this study. 
However, in interviews about an important aspect of someone’s life, there can be 
emotional risks. Someone might disclose something they have never talked about 
before; someone might say more than they wished to say, someone might feel 
vulnerable in answering certain questions (about post-secondary educational 
aspirations, for example), or feel emotionally upset by articulating important personal 
issues. In the unlikely event of injury, neither Plymouth State University, nor Lori 
Langlois as a student researcher, will provide special services, free care, or 
compensation for any injuries resulting from this research.  
 
Although participants are not expected to receive any direct benefits from participating 
in this study, the benefits of the knowledge gained are expected to be helpful in how 
parents, schools, and communities consider how they influence the aspirations of 
students from rural communities. 
 
The researcher will maintain the confidentiality of all data and records associated with 
participants in this research and will not make public which high school the 
participants are associated with. You should understand, however, there are rare 
instances when researchers are required to share personally-identifiable information 
(e.g., according to policy, contract, regulation). For example, in response to a 
complaint about the research, officials at the Plymouth State University Institutional 
Review Board and/or regulatory and oversight government agencies may access 
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research data. You also should understand that the researcher is required by law to 
report certain information to government and/or law enforcement officials (e.g., child 
abuse, threatened violence against self or others). The research will keep data, 
including the audio recordings, on a password protected computer; will be the only 
person to have access to the data. The recordings will be destroyed once they have 
been transcribed. The data will be reported only using pseudonyms. Identifying 
information, such as, location, name of the school, or the name of the community will 
note be used. If research participants use descriptors that might identify them (such as, 
name of school), that information will be modified to maintain anonymity. The results 
will be used in my doctoral dissertation and may be used in reports, presentations, and 
other publications. 

 
If you have any questions about this research project or would like more information 
before, during, or after the study, you may contact me, Lori Langlois, via my work 
phone at 603-466-5437 or lalanglois01@plymouth.edu. If you have questions about 
your child’s rights as a research subject, you may contact Dr. Stephen Flynn in PSU 
IRB Chair at 603-535-3221 or svflynn@plymouth.edu to discuss them. 
 
The second copy of this letter is for your records.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Lori Langlois 
Doctoral Candidate/Student Researcher 
 
 
 
Yes, I, _________________consent/allow students and staff from  

Printed Name 
 

_______________High School to participate in this research project as outlined in  
                      School Name 

 
this letter. 
 
 
 
 
_________________________   ______________________ 
Signature of Superintendent of Schools     Date 
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Appendix F - Semi-Structured Interview Questions for Student Participants 

 Interviews of the school-identified high potential youth will occur in one 90-minute 
setting with a possible second interview of 30 minute if clarification or additional data 
is determined necessary.  

Introduction of the study to student participants 

“I’m going to be asking you questions about your experiences growing up in this 
community, going to school here, and what you plan to do after you graduate. I am 
also interested in what you think your plans are for a bit later in your life and what and 
who might have helped or influenced you in shaping those plans. There are no right or 
wrong answers to my questions. Please know that I am not trying to judge you or that 
any type of future plans is better than others. This interview is for research purposes 
only and my goal is to gain a better understanding of how students shape their plans 
for their future. Everything you say is voluntary, anonymous, and will remain 
confidential. When I refer to this interview, I will use a pseudonym for your name and 
will not tell your parents or teachers anything you say. I do plan to interview at least 
one of your parents (or guardians), but I will not repeat anything specific you tell me. 
If there is any question that makes you feel uncomfortable or you don’t want to 
answer, let me know and we’ll move onto the next question. If you want to stop at any 
time, just tell me, and we can stop. This will not take more than an hour and half. I 
might get in touch with you at later date if I need to clarify something you said or if I 
have any follow-up questions. Before we get started, do you have any questions?” 

Questions 

Although what follows is the guiding set and sequence of questions, as a semi-
structured interview, I may probe a response for clarification or dialog further with the 
interviewee to make meaning. 

Opening Segment 

 Tell me about yourself. (General) 

 Tell me about yourself as a student. 

 Outside of school, what are your interests or things you like to do? 
(Recreational, indicators of rural specific activities) 

 I asked the school to help me identify students they felt were high 
achievers. What are your thoughts about yourself that might have lead 
your counselor (or principal) to say you are a high achiever? (looking 
for indicators of personal agency) 
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 You’ll be graduating soon. I’m curious about your future plans. Could 
you please tell me about your plans for the future? (Occupational) 

 If response does not yield plans into their 30s, ask a follow-up question 
of, “What about after x, when you think ahead to your 30s, what do you 
imagine your life will be like?” and follow-up with a question about 
locale if that is not apparent from the response. (Residential) 

 How do your parents feel about your immediate plans? 

 How do your parents feel about your future plans? 

 Would you say your parent(s) like living here? 

 What do your parents do for work? 

 How do they feel about their job or the work that they do? 

 What kinds of hobbies or activities do your parents like to do on their 
free time? 

 What kinds of things did you do for fun as family while you were 
growing up? (Family ties and family engagement with place) 

 Do you think your parents would say they have a good quality of life? 
Why or why not? 

 When you think about your friends and their plans after graduation, do 
most plan to stay in the area or leave the area? How do you feel about 
that? (Social ties) 

 You mentioned you liked to X. How did you become interested? 

 How long have you lived in this area? 

 What do you think about this community? 

 What do you like about living here? 

 What do you not like about living here? 

The next section is a series of questions guided by what was gleaned in the previous 
question. “It sounds like you like (or don’t like) [climate, jobs, arts/entertainment, 
activities]. Why do you think that is? How do you know it is better (or worse/less) 
elsewhere? (getting at who/what might be shaping their attitudes towards community 
assets/deficits). 
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 What type of things do people enjoy doing in your community or 
nearby areas? 

 Can you tell me about any special events or activities that happen in 
your community? Do you think these are unique or do they happen in a 
lot of places?  

 Have you spent much time in any large cities, and if so, what are your 
impressions of city life?  

 How much do you feel you are influenced by what you parents think 
you should do? 

 If I ask your teachers whether they are encouraging you and your 
classmates to stay or leave, how do you think they would respond?  

 How does that compare with the message you feel you have actually 
received from your teachers?  

 Would you say that message is consistent among the majority of your 
teachers? 

Segment for Questions of Greater Specificity 

 Earlier you mentioned you were interested in x for a job. What interests 
you about this? 

 How important do you think it is to like where you live? 

 How important do you think it is to like what you do for work? 

 Do you think it is possible for adults to have a good balance between 
working and leading a life that makes them happy? Talk about why you 
think that way. 

 What’s more important to you, having a great paying job or liking 
where you live? Why? 

 Earlier you mentioned that you imagine yourself living in x. Could you 
tell me about the type of community you want to live in or what 
characteristics that make you want to live there? 

 When you think ahead to settling down, perhaps starting a family, is 
this still the type of community you hope to be living in? Why (or why 
not)? 
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Concluding Segment 

 Questions in the closing segment of the interview will build on data 
that has emerged from the earlier responses. 

 Return to responses that need further explanation. 

 Seek understanding if there were contradictory participant responses or 
narrative. 

 One of the reasons I was interested in what plans students graduating 
from high school in a rural community have is because I too went to 
school in a rural community and when I graduated, I had thoughts that 
equated being successful with being someplace else after I went to 
college. I had a general sense that this is what most of the smart kids 
thought. I can point to a few things that I feel likely shaped that way of 
thinking. Does that sound like the times now or would you describe 
successful students as feeling differently? 

 End with a series of questions that seek confirmation on the extent of 
their beliefs around:  

- How likely is it that you will want to settle down in this area when 
you are in your late 20/early 30s? 

- How would you describe the community for quality of life?  
- How would you describe the community for outdoor recreational 

opportunities? 
- How would you describe the community for being a good 

community to raise a family? 
- How would you describe the community for economic 

opportunities? 
- How would you describe the community for having good job 

opportunities? 
- How would you describe the community for having untapped 

potential for business endeavors? 

 Do you have anything further you would like to add? 
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Appendix G -  Semi-Structured Interview Questions for Student’s 

Parent(s)/Guardian(s) 

Interviews of the parent/guardian will occur in one 60-minute setting. In the event that 
both parents or guardians wish to participate, the interviews will be conducted 
separately unless the participants express a desire to be interviewed together. 

Introduction of the study to parent/guardian participants 

“As you know from the letter I sent you asking if you and your child would be willing 
to participate in the study, I am researching who and what shapes students’ aspirations. 
I am curious about what may influence what they want to do in life and where they 
hope to settle down in the future.” 

Questions 

Although what follows is the guiding set and sequence of questions, as a semi-
structured interview, I may probe a response for clarification or dialog further with the 
interviewee to make meaning. 

  Please begin by telling me a bit about yourself. 

  How long has your family lived in this community? 

  Please tell me about your son/daughter’s plans after graduation. 

  How do you feel about those plans? 

  How long has your child known this is what they wanted to do? 

  What do you think influenced them to go in this direction? 

  Was there anyone in particular that you feel influenced them to pursue 
this? 

  When you think about your child’s future, where do you imagine they 
will settle down? 

  How do you feel about that (their child’s settlement plans)? 

  If employment is not offered in response to the first prompt, ask: May I 
ask what you do for work?  How do you feel about your job?  

  If they do not work, inquire about how they spend their days and if 
they feel fulfilled by what they do. 
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  Are there activities in the area that you enjoy? 

  As a family, are there particular activities that you did while your child 
was growing up or that you do now? 

  Would you say you like it here or not? Why? 

  Do you feel like this is a close-knit community? Why or why not? 

  How do you feel about the opportunities for jobs in this region? 

  Some people would say that the Internet and the ease of being 
connected has changed opportunities for the type of jobs that are 
available to those living in rural areas. What is your reaction to that? 

  If I asked your child if you like living in this area, how do you think 
they would respond? 

  If I asked your child what you hope their life will be like, what will 
they say? 

 End with a series of questions that seek confirmation on the extent of 
their beliefs around:  

- How would you describe the community for quality of life?  
- How would you describe the community for outdoor recreational 

opportunities? 
- How would you describe the community for being a good 

community to raise a family? 
- How would you describe the community for economic 

opportunities? 
- How would you describe the community for having good job 

opportunities? 
- How would you describe the community for having untapped 

potential for business endeavors? 

 Do you have anything further you would like to add? 
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Appendix H - Semi-Structured Interview Questions for an  

Influential Adult Identified by each Student Participant 

Interviews of the student-identified influential adult will occur in one 60-minute 
setting.  Although what follows is the guiding set and sequence of questions, as a 
semi-structured interview, I may probe a response for clarification or dialog further 
with the interviewee to make meaning. 

Questions 

“I am researching who and what shapes students’ aspirations. I am curious about what 
may influence what they want to do in life and where they hope to settle down in the 
future. As I explained when I contact you, [student] identified you as someone they 
feel has or had has an influence on them.  Why do you think they suggested I 
interview you?” 

 

 Can you tell what you know about [student’s] plans after graduation? 

 How do you feel about those plans? It is a good fit for them? 

 What do you think influenced them to go in this direction? 

 How do you feel you may have influenced their future plans? 

 Was there anyone or thing in particular that you feel influenced them to 
pursue this? 

 When you think about the student’s future, where do you imagine they 
will settle down? 

 Depending on response, probe to understand if they general feels it’s 
best for students to leave or whether it depends on the student. 

 How do think the student feels about this community? 

 How do you feel about the opportunities for jobs in this region? 

 Some people would say that the Internet and the ease of being 
connected has changed opportunities for the type of jobs that are 
available to those living in rural areas. What is your reaction to that? 

 If I asked the student if you like living in this area, how do you think 
they would respond? 
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 End with a series of questions that seek confirmation on the extent of 
their beliefs around:  

- How would you describe the community for quality of life?  
- How would you describe the community for outdoor recreational 

opportunities? 
- How would you describe the community for being a good 

community to raise a family? 
- How would you describe the community for economic 

opportunities? 
- How would you describe the community for having good job 

opportunities? 
- How would you describe the community for having untapped 

potential for business endeavors? 

 Do you have anything further you would like to add? 
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Appendix I - Semi-Structured Interview Questions for School Personnel 

The interview of school personnel will aim to investigate the prevailing attitude, as 
represented by this individual, of the school’s beliefs around high-potential youth 
staying or leaving the rural community.  

Questions 

Although what follows is the guiding set and sequence of questions, as a semi-
structured interview, I may probe a response for clarification or dialog further with the 
interviewee to make meaning. 

 When you think about your academically talented students and students 
who are likely to succeed in whatever they pursue, where do you think 
most of them will end up in life? (See where this leads and follow up 
with questions about where they will be physically - in or near their 
rural roots or someplace else and why?) 

 Do you feel like other teachers in the school share a sentiment similar 
to yours? Why or why not? 

 Inquire with a question similar to the first question but specific to each 
student in the study from that school. 

 For each student in this study, seek what this person perceives to be the 
biggest influences on the what each student plans to pursue (parental or 
familial pressures/obligations/ties, social/peer influences, occupation 
related drivers, or other factors). 

 If I ask the student(s) if they feel teachers generally are encouraging 
them to leave or stay, how do you think they will respond? 

 What type of messages do you think the school portrays about the 
community, about the region, about rural in general?  

 Given how the traditional relatively high-wage blue collar work is no 
longer a stable of the local economy, what implications do feel this has 
on students about to enter the workforce? 

 Do you feel there is a prevailing attitude about the community 
conveyed by the school staff and if so, what is it? 
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